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ABSTRACT 

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) are major centres of evolutionary change and harbour many 

endemic species. However, montane endemics are threatened with extinction due to widespread 

habitat loss and degradation. This study builds upon previous research I conducted in the Main 

Range of Peninsular Malaysia in 2002-3, where I investigated the impacts of habitat degradation on 

montane bird communities. Then, I found that montane birds were highly sensitive to habitat 

degradation and that species distribution could be explained by differences in vegetation structure 

(e.g. canopy density) and land-use cover (e.g. forest cover proportion). In this current Ph.D. study, I 

aimed to determine how montane birds have responded to environmental changes (including 

climate change) since my surveys in 2002-3. To begin, I performed a systematic mapping exercise of 

global research on the impact of habitat degradation on TMF biodiversity to identify research gaps. 

Then, I investigated how montane birds in Peninsular Malaysia respond to habitat degradation using 

multi-species occupancy models, based on data collected in 2016-17. Next, I explored if any 

environmental changes that have occurred at sites sampled in both 2002-3 and 2016-17 have led to 

corresponding changes in bird communities. Last, I examined if gene flow for some bird and frog 

species have been hindered by habitat disturbance and fragmentation.  

In my systematic map (Chapter 2), habitat degradation in TMFs was shown to impact biodiversity at 

all ecological levels and to be compounded by the impacts of climate change. However, despite 

montane species being perceived as more extinction-prone, there were some indications of biotic 

resilience if the impacts to TMFs were less severe. Species richness and key species interactions 

could be maintained in mildly degraded sites, and gene flow could persist between TMF fragments. 

As such, minimally degraded areas could play a crucial role in maintaining the meta-community and 

ecosystem services of TMFs. Research deficiencies included few studies of Asian and African TMFs, 

few assessments of population and genetic-level responses to fragmentation, and little assessment 

of the impacts of habitat fragmentation at all ecological levels. I present a list of the top research 

priorities to address the growing threat of habitat degradation in TMF. 

In Chapter 3, I investigated how resident montane birds in Peninsular Malaysia respond to habitat 

degradation from my contemporary surveys in 2016-7. This study expanded my earlier research on 

these bird communities (Soh et al. 2006) by a) sampling additional habitat types in the Lojing 

Highlands, b) examining the effects of the microclimate as well as vegetation structure and food 

availability, and c) adopting a Bayesian hierarchical model for analyses. I found that ambient air 

temperature and arthropod abundance had the greatest effect on mean species and community 

occupancy. Models suggested that air temperature increases of less than 5 °C could lead to local 
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extirpation of some species and that occupancies of almost all species responded positively to a 

linear increase in arthropod abundance. Estimated species richness was lowest in urban habitat and 

highest in young secondary forest. Species composition in habitats with minimal disturbance was 

similar to those in primary forests but was distinctly different from those in urban and farmland. 

Despite the sensitivity of montane birds to habitat disturbance, my results suggested that lightly 

degraded montane environments in Peninsular Malaysia bear some conservation value in providing 

habitat and sustenance for resident birds. 

In Chapter 4, I examined the resilience of tropical montane birds in Peninsular Malaysia to 

environmental change by comparing bird community and environmental data collected at the same 

nine locations 14 years apart. While a trend analysis showed that some aspects of the climate had 

changed significantly over this time period, there were no associated changes in bird communities 

(i.e. species richness, occurrence of lowland species) beyond a slight shift in species composition at 

one site. Species composition in a tea plantation site showed a greater similarity to less disturbed 

sites than it did 14 years earlier. I applied a dynamic occupancy model to predict how initial 

occupancy, persistence and colonization probabilities varied with increasing habitat disturbance. In 

general, the occupancies of montane birds showed a positive relationship with canopy cover, ground 

cover, and arthropod abundance; and colonization probabilities were predicted to increase with 

greater arthropod abundance. Functional traits also moderated the sensitivity of birds to changes in 

vegetation structure and food abundance. The occupancies of montane specialists and most foraging 

guilds declined with changes in less canopy cover, ground cover and arthropod abundance. 

However, bird sensitivities to the same environmental changes were not dependent on body size. 

In my final chapter, I explored the population structure of two species of birds (Alcippe peracensis 

and Anthipes solitaris) and frogs (Odorrana hosii and Rhacophorus bipunctatus) that occurred 

commonly across my sample sites, using single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs. PCA, NetView 

and ADMIXTURE structure plots revealed that for three species, population structure existed 

between populations spaced approximately 100km apart, but structure was not evident for O. hosii, 

probably due to the broad altitudinal distribution of this species that extends to the lowlands. 

However, reduced gene flow and genomic diversity were evident in an isolated A. solitaris 

population surrounded by farmland, despite its proximity to contiguous forests. The variation in 

population structure and genomic diversity are likely attributed to differences in their life histories. 

More importantly, my genomic approach provides sufficient resolution to highlight fragments with 

genetically disconnected populations, thus prompting mitigation measures to be taken. 
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In summary, my study explored the effects of habitat disturbance and fragmentation on montane 

communities spatially and temporally. I found no evidence of bird assemblages being affected by 

climate change, possibly due to the relatively short time (14 years) between sampling intervals. My 

contemporary analyses demonstrated that species richness in lightly degraded habitats was high and 

that birds likely use these environments for sustenance. These findings have important implications 

for the future development of TMF in Malaysia, as is it now apparent that lightly developed habitats 

can serve as corridors to encourage gene flow for some montane bird species. By exploring both the 

long-term effects of habitat disturbance to tropical montane communities, and by describing some 

patterns of genetic diversity, my study has addressed two of the key research gaps highlighted in my 

systematic map.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

 

 

“We cannot win this battle to save species and environments without forging 

an emotional bond between ourselves and nature as well - for we will not fight 

to save what we do not love.” 

Stephen Jay Gould 
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Tropical montane forests (TMFs) are among the richest ecosystems for endemic species due to 

allopatric speciation in elevated forests (Kessler and Kluge 2008, Brenning et al. 2015). In addition, 

TMFs serve key ecosystem services such as providing pristine water, storing carbon, preventing 

erosion and enhancing the quality of peoples’ lives (Martinez et al. 2009, Spracklen and Righelato 

2016, Martín-López et al. 2019). However, much tropical montane biodiversity is under threat due to 

increasing habitat loss, degradation and a warming climate that can lead to altitudinal range 

contractions and local extinctions (Peters and Darling 1985, Malhi and Wright 2004, La Sorte and Jetz 

2010, McCain and Colwell 2011, Cubasch et al. 2014, FAO 2016). Previous ecological studies on 

anthropogenic impacts on TMF biodiversity have been based primarily in the neotropics, with few 

research papers originating in Asia (Churchill et al. 1995, Hamilton et al. 1995, Bruijnzeel et al. 2010). 

With relatively little work conducted in Asia, the number of threatened montane species in the 

region may be severely underestimated (Brooks et al. 1999).  

In Southeast Asia, TMFs are increasingly threatened by multiple drivers of change. Although the rate 

of deforestation of TMFs in the region is relatively low compared to peat swamp or lowland forest 

(Wilcove et al. 2013), deforestation rates are increasing due to greater accessibility of montane 

areas via the construction of new roads (Peh et al. 2011, Margono et al. 2014). In Peninsular 

Malaysia, the completion of a major highway in 2010 that cut across the longest mountain range 

(the Main Range) led to a proliferation of new farms - particularly in the state of Kelantan (Omar and 

Hamzah 2010, Singh 2013). The allure of cooler climates in the highlands, compared to the warmer 

cities in the lowlands, also led to an increase in housing development to accommodate new 

residents and tourists (Kumaran et al. 2011, Peh et al. 2011). The cloud forests in Peninsular 

Malaysia historically covered approximately 2.7 million ha, but as of 2006 nearly a quarter of this 

area has been deforested or degraded (Peh et al. 2011). Further, only 9% of TMFs in Malaysia are 

protected as national parks or wildlife reserves in accordance with IUCN management categories I-IV 

(Peh et al. 2011). 

Given the threats facing the tropical montane forest biodiversity in Peninsular Malaysia, in 2002-3, I 

conducted a study to ascertain the effects of habitat degradation on montane bird communities of 

the Main Range at two localities: Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands (Soh et al. 2006). Fraser’s Hill 

is primarily a forest and wildlife reserve and has seen little development since it was first established 

in 1919 as a holiday retreat (WWF Malaysia 2005). Cameron Highlands was founded by William 

Cameron, a British surveyor, in 1885 who saw the potential for further development in the area as 

the terrain was comparatively flat (Chan 2006). But it was not until 1925 that Cameron Highlands 

was developed into a hill station mainly for agriculture. In 1929, the first tea estate was established 

and shortly after, extensive deforestation for agriculture began (Chan 2006).  
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In my 2002-3 research I surveyed birds using point counts and mistnets, and I characterized the 

vegetation structure in different habitat types along a disturbance gradient that included primary 

and secondary forest, edge forest and forest fragments, and remnant forest in highly modified/rural 

areas in Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands (Soh et al. 2006). I used non-parametric species 

estimators to ascertain species richness across different habitat types, and found that it was higher 

for pristine and minimally disturbed sites and lower in highly modified habitats (e.g. plantations and 

urban areas, Soh et al 2006). Ordination using multidimensional scaling showed that vegetation 

structure and the proportion of forest cover affected avian species distribution. Lastly, binary logistic 

regression models showed that species dependent on montane forests began to decline with a 20% 

reduction in canopy cover and that less than a third of montane specialists remained with more than 

40% loss of canopy cover. In summary, avian montane specialists in Peninsular Malaysia were 

generally sensitive to even slight habitat disturbances (Soh et al. 2006).  

These results from Peninsular Malaysia generally supported other studies that showed that tropical 

montane biodiversity is highly vulnerable to environmental change. For example in Sulawesi, bird 

species richness declined along a disturbance gradient in montane forest, with the number of 

endemic species being significantly lower in second-growth forests compared to the primary 

montane forest (Waltert et al. 2004). Similarly, Brooks et al. (1999) found that the number of 

lowland (<1000 m a.s.l) and montane (>1000 m a.s.l) endemic bird and mammal species predicted to 

go extinct from deforestation in Southeast Asia were severely underestimated in the montane 

regions. Thus, due to their relatively small ranges and population size, montane biota may be 

threatened by even low levels of deforestation (Brooks et al. 1999).  

Tropical montane specialists are highly sensitive to warming temperatures (Pacifici et al. 2017), and 

face a higher extinction risk than habitat generalists because the area of climatically appropriate 

habitat diminishes with increasing elevation (Colwell et al. 2008, Jarzyna and Jetz 2017). While 

temperate montane species can potentially track their thermal niches either by moving upslope or 

poleward, tropical montane species track their thermal niche primarily by moving upslope. A recent 

study in a remote Peruvian mountain that compared historical and current surveys of birds 

documents the consequences of rising temperatures, montane specialists not only declined in range 

size and abundance but several previously abundant montane resident species went locally extinct 

(Freeman et al. 2018). Climate change can also be an indirect driver of species extinctions in TMFs. In 

the montane cloud forests of Costa Rica for example, global warming was found to encourage the 

proliferation of Chytrid fungus which ultimately led to the loss of several species of harlequin frogs 

and golden toads (Pounds et al. 2006). Dramatic declines of montane frogs have also been 
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documented in Cameroon, attributed to the Chytrid fungus potentially facilitated by climate change 

and extensive habitat loss (Hirschfeld et al. 2016).  

In my Ph.D. research, 14 years after the 2002-3 surveys were first conducted, I aimed to better 

understand how montane avian communities persist in degraded landscapes. My main interest was 

to compare data on bird occurrences and habitat covariates collected in 2002-3 with contemporary 

data collected in 2016-7, to explore the resilience of montane bird assemblages and to determine 

which environmental covariates (including those associated with climate change) may be driving 

changes in species occupancy probabilities. The completion of the Second East-West Highway in 

Peninsular Malaysia in 2010 facilitated an agricultural boom in Lojing Highlands in the state of 

Kelantan, 20 km north of Cameron Highlands, which led to rapid deforestation in the region (Barrow 

et al. 2009, Omar and Hamzah 2010, Singh 2013). Thus, development in Lojing Highlands offered an 

opportunity to sample recently degraded TMFs, allowing a comparison of avian communities 

between recently and historically degraded areas.  

Unlike my 2002-3 study, where detection probabilities were not accounted for (Soh et al. 2006), in 

this PhD research I adopted multi-species occupancy modelling for my avian community data, as 

crucially, it corrects for false negatives (i.e. an undetected species does not imply true absence; 

Dorazio and Royle 2005, Gelfand et al. 2005, Kéry and Royle 2016). If detection probabilities are not 

properly accounted for (or ignored), misconstrued interpretations regarding species occurrences or 

other measures of diversity (e.g. functional or phylogenetic diversity) can lead to inappropriate 

management decisions for conservation (Tyre et al. 2003, Si et al. 2018). Further, species-specific 

sub-models allow inferences on occupancy to be drawn for each species, providing far more detailed 

insights than commonly-used summary statistics such as species richness and various diversity 

indices.  

Beyond community ecology, I was also interested in testing if gene flow in montane birds is hindered 

by habitat degradation or fragmentation, and if results for birds can be generalized to other taxa. In 

my systematic mapping, genetic studies conducted in TMFs were few (Chapter 2), and most utilized 

plants and birds as model organisms (e.g. Quevedo et al. 2013, Reyes-Zepeda et al. 2013, Cascante-

Marin et al. 2014, Habel et al. 2014, Husemann et al. 2015a, Husemann et al. 2015b), while taxa such 

as amphibians were underrepresented. Amphibians provide a useful comparison to birds as the 

former are ectotherms, have lower vagility, and have a greater reliance on aquatic habitats. There 

are also no studies that have applied advanced DNA sequencing approaches, namely Next-

Generation Sequencing (NGS), to investigate the impacts of habitat degradation on tropical montane 

biodiversity (Chapter 2). Hence in this study, I adopted NGS to screen genome-wide polymorphic 
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markers (single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) in montane birds and frogs which give a much 

broader representation of genetic variation relative to earlier sequencing methods such as Sanger 

sequencing or microsatellite analysis (Shafer et al. 2015). 

There are four chapters in this Ph.D. thesis; the first is a systematic map, followed by three chapters 

based on data I primarily collected in 2016-17, but also in 2002-3 (Figure 1). A framework is 

presented to outline the issue, aims, objectives and main analytical methods used (Table 1), and a 

schematic diagram follows to illustrate the methods deployed in the two sampling periods and their 

relevance to each thesis chapter (Figure 1). I had two primary research questions. Firstly, are 

montane avian communities in the same localities I surveyed 14 years ago persisting in the face of 

increasing development? And secondly, what are the factors that influence their occurrence in a 

degraded landscape? 

To provide a global context for my study, in Chapter 2 I conducted a systematic map of research on 

the effects of habitat degradation on TMFs. I chose to conduct a systematic map over a systematic 

review since broadly characterizing the previous studies from all tropical regions had not been done. 

Previous collations of TMF research came in the form of conference proceedings and were either 

focused on work conducted in the Neotropics or on tropical montane cloud forests, which only 

represent 7% of all TMFs (Churchill et al. 1995, Hamilton et al. 1995, Scatena et al. 2010). Further, 

performing a mapping exercise methodically paves the way to identify potential topics for a 

systematic review or meta-analyses which addresses more specific concerns. Chapter 3 is based on 

my contemporary data and my aim was to ascertain how montane bird occupancy is affected by 

habitat disturbance by adopting a multi-species occupancy model and adding new sites and 

covariates that were not part of my 2002-3 study. Specifically, I additionally surveyed a new farm 

and young secondary forest (less than ten years old) in Lojing Highlands, and I also recorded the local 

temperature in each habitat type (in addition to vegetation structure and arthropod abundance), as 

recent studies have demonstrated that microclimates can be key indicators of species distributions 

(Varner and Dearing 2014, Frey et al. 2016). 

The fourth chapter combines my previously collected and current data on the presence/absence of 

bird species and associated covariates, with the aim of ascertaining if changes in climate or habitat 

disturbance affect bird occupancies over time (i.e. 14 years).  I obtained data from weather stations 

proximate to my study sites to determine if there was a significant trend in any climate variable over 

the timeframe of my study.  Thereafter, I tested if the proportion of altitudinal generalists to 

montane specialists differed significantly between the historical and contemporary sampling periods 

at Fraser’s Hill, as this region has shown little habitat change in the 14 years between my survey 
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periods. Then, by using a dynamic occupancy model, I determined if any covariates related to 

vegetation structure and arthropod abundance may have affected the transitional probabilities of 

persistence and colonization of bird species. 

For my final data chapter, I obtained DNA from two species of montane bird and two species of 

montane frog to test the hypothesis that amphibian species are more likely to suffer from poor 

population connectivity and loss of genetic diversity due to their limited vagility compared to birds. 

Since most amphibians utilize aquatic and terrestrial habitats in different stages of their life cycle, 

degradation of either habitat type can be detrimental to the viability of the population (Hopkins 

2007). Also, montane frog species are conceivably more at risk of extinction due to their prolonged 

larval development and low fecundity (Morrison and Hero 2003, Beebee and Griffiths 2005), yet 

little is understood about how environmental change in TMFs can impede gene flow and 

compromise genetic diversity in frog species (Chapter 2, Schlaepfer et al. 2018). A recent meta-

analysis of 83 plants and 52 animal species found that the negative impacts of habitat fragmentation 

on genetic diversity were the greatest for species inhabiting tropical forest fragments (Schlaepfer et 

al. 2018), thus suggesting that fragmentation to species in TMFs will be similar or more severe given 

their small distribution.    

The data chapters presented will address some of the fundamental research gaps identified in my 

systematic mapping (Chapter 2), which include regional biases in publications, little research on 

fragmentation effects, few genetic studies and a general lack of cross-taxon comparisons. Thus, my 

study conducted at multiple ecological levels with inferences drawn from the community, species, 

and genomes, has provided novel insights for the future preservation of biodiversity in TMFs of 

Southeast Asia and beyond. Further broad synthesis of the key results gathered from each chapter 

will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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Table 1: Logical framework summarizing the issue, aims, objectives and main analytical methods 

Issue Aims Objectives Main analytical 

method 

Extensive loss 

and 

fragmentation 

of habitat in 

tropical 

montane forests 

Chapter 2 –  

Evaluate research on 

the impacts of habitat 

degradation in TMFs to 

biodiversity and 

ecosystem functioning 

• Determine how research is 

distributed across 

geographic regions, 

degradation type, ecological 

level, and taxonomic group 

• Summarize key results 

• Identify deficiencies in 

knowledge and prioritize 

future research 

Conduct a systematic 

mapping exercise 

Chapter 3 – Determine 

how resident montane 

birds in Peninsular 

Malaysia respond to 

habitat degradation by 

sampling along a 

disturbance gradient 

• Assess how the occupancy of 

montane birds is affected by 

vegetation structure, 

microclimate, and food 

availability in habitat types 

representative of current 

land-use types in montane 

regions of Malaysia 

• Evaluate the responses of 

the metacommunity, local 

community and each species 

to habitat degradation 

Apply multi-species 

occupancy modelling 

that accounts for 

imperfect detection 

Chapter 4 –  

Examine the resilience 

of resident montane 

birds in Peninsular 

Malaysia to 

environmental change 

after more than a 

decade 

• Assess trends in weather 

variables  

• Compare the proportion of 

montane specialists to 

altitudinal generalists in a 

relatively undeveloped 

montane region in my 

previous and current survey 

• Predict how initial 

occupancy, persistence and 

colonization probabilities 

vary with increasing 

disturbance 

Apply a dynamic 

occupancy model that 

incorporates 

transitional 

probabilities (i.e. 

persistence and 

colonization) 

Chapter 5 – Determine 

if gene flow in resident 

montane bird and frog 

species is disrupted by 

habitat degradation 

and fragmentation in 

Peninsular Malaysia 

• Examine the population 

structure and genomic 

diversity of two species of 

frogs and two species of 

birds, all sampled across a 

disturbance gradient 

Apply Next Generation 

Sequencing (NGS) to 

identify Single 

Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs) 

and visualize the 

results using PCA and 

ADMIXTURE plots 
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram to visualize the main methods deployed in the 2002-3 and 2016-7 surveys and their relevance to the main aim of each data 
chapter of my Ph.D. thesis. Variables flagged with asterisks were not analysed for this thesis and will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) are major centres of evolutionary change and harbour many 

endemic species with small geographic ranges. In this systematic map, we focus on the impacts of 

anthropogenic habitat degradation on TMFs globally. We first determine how TMF research is 

distributed across geographic regions, degradation type (i.e. deforestation, land-use conversion, 

habitat fragmentation, ecological level (i.e. ecosystem, community, population, genetic) and 

taxonomic group. Secondly, we summarize the impacts of habitat degradation on biodiversity and 

ecosystem services, and identify deficiencies in current knowledge. We show that habitat 

degradation in TMFs impacts biodiversity at all ecological levels and will be compounded by climate 

change. However, despite montane species being perceived as more extinction-prone due to their 

restricted geographic ranges, there are some indications of biotic resilience if the impacts to TMFs 

are less severe. Species richness and key species interactions can be maintained in mildly degraded 

sites, and gene flow can persist between TMF fragments. As such, minimally degraded areas such as 

secondary forests and restored areas could play a crucial role in maintaining the meta-community 

and ecosystem services of TMFs - either via resource provision or by linking patches of pristine 

forest. Research deficiencies highlighted include poor research representation in Asian and African 

TMFs, few assessments of population and genetic-level responses to fragmentation, and little 

assessment of the impacts of habitat fragmentation at all ecological levels. To address these 

concerns, we present a list of the top research priorities to urgently address the growing threat of 

habitat degradation in TMF.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In addition to harbouring rich biodiversity and endemism (Kessler &  Kluge, 2008), tropical montane 

forests (TMF) provide crucial ecosystem services that include the production of water, carbon 

sequestration and storage, and prevention of erosion (Brenning et al., 2015; Martinez et al., 2009; 

Spracklen &  Righelato, 2014). The occurrence of TMFs depends on the prevailing climate rather 

than a defined elevation, and they have lower temperatures and higher humidity relative to tropical 

lowland forests (Bruijnzeel et al., 1993). As such, TMFs can occur at elevations as low as 500 m above 

sea level (a.s.l.) on small islands, to 1200 m a.s.l. on coastal or isolated mountain ridges, and as high 

as 2000-3000 m a.s.l. on large inland mountains (Scatena et al., 2010). Forest structure is similarly 

variable, with lower-elevation TMF characterised by emergent trees up to 35 m tall, an absence of 

large buttress roots, two layers of canopy, and many non-vascular epiphytes (Scatena et al., 2010; 

Whitmore, 1998). Upper TMFs feature shorter trees with high moss cover (Frahm &  Gradstein, 

1991; Scatena et al., 2010), while sub-alpine TMFs have small gnarled trees and a near absence of 

epiphytes (Kitayama, 1995; Scatena et al., 2010).  About 7% of the 3.2 million square kilometres of 

TMF is tropical montane cloud forest (TMCF) which lies within the upper and lower bounds of cloud 

formation (Scatena et al., 2010). 

Numerous species endemic to montane regions are threatened with extinction due to deforestation 

(Brooks et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2009; Long, 1995; Renner et al., 2006). From 2000 to 2010 more than 

7 million ha of tropical forest (including forest types beyond TMFs) were lost each year, with a 

corresponding annual gain in agricultural land of 6 million ha (FAO, 2016). Temperatures in lowland 

tropical regions have increased by 0.25 °C per decade (Malhi &  Wright, 2004) and are projected to 

rise by 2.6–4.8 °C (mean 3.7 °C) over the 21st century under the RCP8.5 greenhouse gas 

concentration trajectory (Cubasch et al., 2014), leading both to species’ ranges contracting to higher 

elevations, and an increased risk of extirpation (La Sorte &  Jetz, 2010; McCain &  Colwell, 2011; 

Peters &  Darling, 1985). Conversion of lowland regions to agriculture promotes drier conditions in 

adjacent TMFs due to reduced cloud formation; consequently, forests dependent on humid 

conditions become restricted to higher elevations, exacerbating habitat loss and fragmentation 

(Lawton et al., 2001). 

Prior efforts to comprehend the collective impacts of habitat degradation on TMFs were focused 

either on TMCFs or TMFs in the neotropics. The first synthesis of research on TMCFs in 1987 

concluded that deforestation, agricultural expansion, roads and human encroachment were major 

threats (Stadtmüller, 1987). Later, growing interest in the preservation of TMCFs led to the 

publication of symposium proceedings on TMCF in 1993 and 2004 (Bruijnzeel et al., 2010; Hamilton 

et al., 1995). Another symposium was conducted in 1993, with a regional focus on neotropical TMFs 
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(Churchill et al., 1995). In Asia, a case-study in Malaysia highlighted the current threats to the local 

TMCF and proposed multi-sectoral strategies for their conservation (Peh et al., 2011).  

Despite these contributions, clear research directions that could support the sustainable use of the 

world’s TMFs are lacking. Research questions for the conservation of TMCF were consolidated in 

Bruijnzeel et al. (2010), based on a list of one hundred questions of importance to the conservation 

of global biodiversity by Sutherland et al. (2009). While the questions are valid and well-represented 

for ecosystem services and species-focused research, none addressed conservation concerns at the 

community, species-interaction and genetic levels. The Malaysian case-study by Peh et al. (2011) 

provided a holistic approach to mitigate the threats posed to TMCF; however, the strategies were 

aimed at tackling inadequacies in various commercial and governmental sectors (i.e. agriculture, 

forestry, infrastructure, tourism, and policy and legislation) without regard to current research gaps 

and priorities. To address these shortfalls, we systematically mapped all research on the effects of 

habitat degradation in TMFs globally to identify deficiencies in current knowledge, and to guide 

future research prioritisation. Specifically, we asked how TMF research is distributed by geographic 

region, country, degradation type (i.e. deforestation, land-use conversion, habitat fragmentation 

and edge effects), ecological level (i.e. ecosystem, community, population, genetic) and taxonomic 

group. We summarized the impacts of habitat degradation on biodiversity and ecosystem services 

and examined how degradation of TMFs has affected species richness and composition – two of the 

most commonly used response metrics for communities. Lastly, we list the top research priorities 

which, if addressed, would advance the goals of biodiversity conservation and sustainable use of 

resources in TMF. 

 

METHODS 

We performed a search scoping exercise in Web of Science (WoS) to generate a suitable search 

string to gather relevant articles for a systematic map (Collaboration for Environmental Evidence, 

2013). Systematic maps or reviews differ primarily from traditional reviews in that the methods for 

the former show greater transparency (Berger-Tal et al., 2018; Collaboration for Environmental 

Evidence, 2013). We tested various combinations of keywords that returned a manageable number 

of hits (< 5000), while not being overly restrictive. Keywords were combined with appropriate 

Boolean operators (e.g.  AND, OR), wildcards (*) to account for alternate word endings and 

parentheses for nested searches. The eventual search we selected was (trop* monta* forest* OR 

cloud forest* OR trop* high* elevation* forest* OR trop* mid* elevation* forest*) AND (degrad* OR 

deforest* OR fragment* OR disturb* OR land convers* OR land change*) which returned 2,495 hits 

on 23 January 2018. The keywords in the first set of parentheses represented the ecosystem of 
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interest, which broadly covered tropical montane forests, and the keywords in the second set of 

parentheses were terms related to habitat degradation. Additionally, we also gathered articles from 

CAB Abstracts using the same search string as the search function allowed for nested searches as in 

WoS. CAB Abstracts returned 458 hits on 5 March 2018. In both cases, the forms of articles accepted 

included peer-reviewed journal papers, book chapters and conference papers. We also entered the 

same keywords with wildcard operators in Google Search to find relevant grey-literature that was 

possibly missed in WoS or CAB Abstracts (but without parentheses) as our original nested search 

performed poorly with a return of only five hits. Google Search returned 16,600 hits on 24 April 

2019, so we assessed the first 100 hits as they were sorted in order of decreasing relevance. 

For data extraction, we used four criteria to determine if an article was suited to the purposes of our 

systematic map. First, at least two study sites were required, where a control (e.g. primary forest) 

was compared to a site or sites that had undergone some form of anthropogenic impact (e.g. 

selective logging). Second, a biotic or abiotic (i.e. ecosystem function) response to the impact 

needed to have been measured. Third, we broadly considered all tropical forests under frequent 

cloud cover or mist between 1000 and 3000 m a.s.l. to be TMFs, in line with other studies (Brooks et 

al., 1999; Dietrich et al., 2017; La Sorte &  Jetz, 2010; Li et al., 2016; Spracklen &  Righelato, 2014). 

Last, study sites needed to occur within tropical latitudes (i.e. between 23°26′13.5″ N and S). 

However, we made a few exceptions to include studies where TMFs occurred lower than 1000 m 

(e.g. montane forests on small islands where cloud base is lower than 1000 m). We avoided the 

inclusion of research on forests 3000 m a.s.l. or higher, as these biomes are regarded as sub-alpine 

cloud forests and have different floristic structure and lower biodiversity (Scatena et al., 2010). In 

total, 362 peer-reviewed articles were considered relevant, of which 344 were obtained from our 

first search using WoS, 16 were added from using CAB Abstracts and two more were included after 

using Google Search. 

This literature was systematically assessed by reading the title, abstract, and study site descriptions 

in the body of each article. We rejected studies that did not yield empirical data, such as reviews or 

studies that performed simulations or meta-analyses. Data extracted from relevant articles included 

the year of publication, journal/book/conference title, geographic information (i.e. continent and 

country where the research is conducted; the name, latitude, longitude and elevational range of the 

study sites), the duration of the study, the ecological level of the response variable (i.e. ecosystem, 

community, species-interactions, population, genetic), the taxonomic group or ecosystem service 

(i.e. water regulation (including erosion control) and purification, maintenance of soil fertility, 

carbon storage and sequestration, and nutrient cycling), the response and explanatory variables 

measured, and a summary of the key outcomes. We made the distinction between community and 
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species interaction studies by assessing if the study examined symbiotic relationships (i.e. close 

relationships between species that include predation, competition, mutualism, parasitism and 

commensalism). For example, research that studied the effect of deforestation on species richness 

was considered a community study, while a study of the effect deforestation on nest predation was 

considered a species-interaction study. We collated the conservation status of all studied species, as 

listed in the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List on the 3 August 2018 

(IUCN, 2018).  

We classified the type of habitat degradation into four categories: deforestation (i.e., any habitat 

that has lost pristine forest due to anthropogenic causes such as selectively-logged forest, 

regenerating abandoned clear-cuts, and secondary forests), land-use conversion (i.e., any habitat 

that has been cleared and converted to pasture or plantations), and habitat fragmentation and edge 

effects.  Species interactions were broadly classified as competition, predation, mutualism, 

commensalism or parasitism. 

As there were several research deficiencies highlighted in our systematic map, it was useful to 

consider their relative importance, which we did via consensus among the authors. Research 

priorities in rank order were: 1) ecological level, 2) impact type, 3) geographic region and 4) focal 

taxa. At each level, we highlighted sub-topics that deserved greater attention based on the current 

extent of our knowledge, and on the urgency for conservation action. 
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the systematic mapping protocol. The abbreviation WoS refers to Web of 
Science. 
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RESULTS 

The geographic region with the most number of articles was North America (127 publications, 35% 

of the global total), and the region with the fewest articles was Southeast Asia (15 publications, 4% 

of the global total; Figure 2a). The number of articles published on TMFs in the Americas more than 

doubled the number in Africa, and was at least an order of magnitude higher than the number in 

Asia (Table 1). Articles published on Mexican TMFs were the most numerous (121), and constituted 

95% of all articles from North America (Figure 3). Articles on Columbian and Ecuadorian studies were 

the next most numerous (43 and 39 articles respectively). Collectively, these results indicate a very 

strong research contribution from Latin America, with Mexico, Columbia and Ecuador representing 

more than 55% of articles considered in this mapping exercise. Among other geographic regions, 

Costa Rican TMFs were the focus of most articles from Central America (27), Kenyan TMFs were the 

focus of most articles from Africa (29), and Chinese TMFs were the focus of most articles from Asia 

(8). 

Figure 2. Number of articles published globally from 1991 to 2018 on the impacts of habitat 
degradation on tropical montane biodiversity in different a) geographical regions, b) ecological 
levels, c) impact types, and d) taxonomic groups. F, T and V refer to freshwater, terrestrial and 
vascular respectively. 
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Table 1. Number of published articles on the impact of habitat degradation of tropical montane 
forests (TMF) in three major regions per unit area of forest.  

Region Number of articles Area of TMF* (km2) 
Number of articles per 100,000km2 

of TMF 

Americas 276 1,150,588 24.0 

Africa 52 544,664 9.5 

Asia 34 1,562,023 2.2 

*Areas of TMFs in each region were obtained from Scatena et al. 2010. 

 

  

Figure 3. Map of the number of articles published from 1991 to 2018 on the impacts of habitat 
degradation on tropical montane biodiversity in different countries. The diameter of the circles is 
directly proportional to the number of published articles. Country names represent the highest 
number of articles published in the region. 

 

At the ecological level, most research focused on community ecology, followed by research on 

ecosystem functioning, species interactions, population ecology and population genetics (Figure 2b). 

Most articles studied the effects of deforestation, followed by land-use change, fragmentation and 

edge effects (Figure 2c). Plants were the most studied taxon, followed by arthropods and birds 

(Figure 2d). When information regarding the duration of a study was available (82% of articles), 

short-term studies (< 4 years) constituted 68% of this subset, while long-term studies (> 4 years) 

comprised 12%. However, 3% of articles examined long-term effects using historical data collected 
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more than four years ago, or included study sites that had been deforested or restored more than 

four years earlier. Many articles yielded no information on the duration of the study (18%). 

There were 227 articles focused on community ecology, with most articles from Latin America and 

the fewest from Southeast Asia. The best studied taxa were vascular plants followed by insects and 

birds (Table 2). Most studies used species richness and species composition (beta diversity) to 

measure the impacts of environmental change, with only a few measuring functional diversity 

(Figure 4a). Although the impact of deforestation or land conversion of TMF generally resulted in 

lower species richness (53% of 75 articles), many studies reported no change (29%) or higher species 

richness (14%) (Figure 4b). A few studies (4%) showed peak species richness occurred at an 

intermediate level of degradation (e.g. the highest number of species was in secondary forest, 

relative to primary forest and farmland). Species composition showed a more definitive pattern; in 

87% of 55 papers, species composition changed in response to deforestation or land-use change 

(Figure 4c).  
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Table 2. Number of articles on the impact of habitat degradation of tropical montane forests at 
various ecological levels distributed across regions, impact types and taxonomic groups.  

Variables 

Ecological level 

Genetic Population 
Species 

interactions Community 
Ecosystem 

services 

Region      
North America 3 17 17 77 23 

Central America 2 5 5 22 3 

South America 2 13 10 77 23 

Africa 4 4 6 25 17 

Asia 1 3 0 14 2 

Southeast Asia 0 0 1 12 2 

Impact      
Deforestation/disturbance 2 24 16 129 30 

Land-use change 0 13 10 107 49 

Fragmentation 11 10 10 60 1 

Edge effects 1 6 12 27 0 

Taxonomic group      
Amphibians - 3 1 17 na 

Bacteria - - 1 1 na 

Birds 4 8 21 37 na 

Chelicerates - - - 3 na 

Freshwater invertebrates - - - 4 na 

Freshwater algae - - - 1 na 

Fungi - 1 2 5 na 

Insects 2 3 6 40 na 

Lichen - - - 3 na 

Mammals - 7 7 11 na 

Non-vascular plants - - - 6 na 

Reptiles - - - 4 na 

Terrestrial invertebrates - - - 7 na 
Vascular plants 6 20 28 101 na 

Dashes indicate no articles were found for the category and ‘na’ is not applicable.  
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Figure 4. a) Number of published articles on the impacts of habitat degradation on tropical montane 
biodiversity using different community response metrics. The proportion of articles showing the 
community responses to deforestation and habitat disturbance measured using b) species richness; 
and c) species composition. The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of articles for each 
type of response. For Figure 4b, labels ‘Lower’, ‘Higher’, and ‘Constant’ refer to a decline, increase 
and no change in species richness in disturbed areas in comparison to pristine sites while ‘mixed’ 
response refers to a unimodal peak along a disturbance gradient. For Figure 4c, labels ‘Similar’ and 
‘Difference’ describe if the species composition is the same or different between disturbed and 
pristine sites  

 

Of 69 articles on ecosystem services, most were from North America (largely from Mexico; Table 2). 

Most articles (68%) focused on the impacts of land conversion on ecosystem services, while one 

article focused on fragmentation (Table 2). Ecosystem services were broadly classified as water 

regulation (including erosion control) and purification, maintenance of soil fertility, carbon storage 

and sequestration, and nutrient cycling. Each category was well represented, with a slight bias 

toward articles exploring hydrological impacts and soil fertility (Figure 5a). 
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Figure 5. Number of articles published on the impacts of habitat degradation on tropical montane 
biodiversity studying different types of a) ecosystem services, and b) species interactions. 

 

Species interactions were most commonly studied in Latin America (80% of 39 articles), with seven 

articles from Africa and one from Asia (Table 2). The impacts measured were almost equally 

represented, with edge effects slightly more studied than deforestation, land conversion or 

fragmentation (Table 2). The most studied species interaction was predation, followed by 

mutualism, which collectively accounted for 85% of articles (Figure 5b). Studies on predation often 

lacked identification of the predators, due to the rarity of documenting such events.  

Population ecology (i.e. species-level processes) was the focus of 41 articles, with (80%) being from 

Latin America, largely studying vascular plants (Table 2). Vertebrates were also well represented 

(19% birds, 17% mammals and 7% for amphibians). Most articles investigated impacts of 

deforestation and land-use change (73%), with fewer (27%) measuring fragmentation and edge 

effects (Table 2). The demographic parameters measured varied, with population size, density and 

fecundity being most frequently recorded (61%) (Figure 6a). Survival rates and fitness-related traits 

(e.g. body condition and growth) were also often assessed (30%). To assess the conservation 

statuses of species in the population studies, we omitted two articles that measured demographic 

parameters but with a greater focus on community level responses (Cuervo &  Restrepo, 2007; 

Hitimana et al., 2004). Thus, of the 41 remaining papers, 64 species were represented, of which 40% 

have not had their conservation status assessed by the IUCN, and 30% were considered threatened 

(Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable; Figure 6b). 
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Figure 6. Number of population ecology articles published on the impacts of habitat degradation on 
tropical montane biodiversity that: a) measured different demographic parameters, and b) studied 
species listed in the various categories of the IUCN Red List. 

 

Only 12 articles described genetic studies (Table 2). The earliest study from 2005 explored the 

impacts of habitat degradation (logging) on the genetics of an endemic species of oak in China 

(Zheng et al., 2005). Other genetic studies were published from 2011 to 2015, with six from Latin 

America, four from Africa and one from Asia (Table 2). Most explored the impacts of habitat 

degradation on a single focal species, but two drew comparisons between two species (Quevedo et 

al., 2013; Winkler et al., 2011), and another compared seven species (Callens et al., 2011). Most 

articles examined the impact of fragmentation or edge effects on genetic diversity or gene flow, 

while a few studied the effects of deforestation or land-use change (Table 2). In most cases (75%), 

deforestation and fragmentation adversely affected genetic variability and gene flow. 

Effects of habitat degradation on TMF biodiversity 

A myriad of habitat degradation effects on biodiversity and ecosystem services in TMFs were 

reported (Figure 7).  Equivocal or inverse responses in species richness may be due to sampling in 

habitats with intermediate levels of degradation, which often show higher species richness than 

pristine environments (e.g. Abella-Medrano et al., 2015; Badillo-Saldana et al., 2016; Deloya et al., 

2007; Gomez-Diaz et al., 2017; Mendez-Castro &  Rao, 2014; Vazquez et al., 2011). The main cause 

cited was higher resource availability (e.g. food abundance, breeding habitat or light availability) that 

attract resource-generalist species (Abella-Medrano et al., 2015; Badillo-Saldana et al., 2016; 
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Mendez-Castro &  Rao, 2014; Vazquez et al., 2011). Changes in species composition across a 

disturbance gradient were often reported, with resilient species more likely to be generalists (e.g. 

Diaz-Garcia et al., 2017; Gomez-Diaz et al., 2017; Gove et al., 2013; Pattanavibool &  Dearden, 2002), 

not threatened (Basham et al., 2016), have broad elevational distributions (Escobar &  de Ulloa, 

2000), introduced (Gomez-Diaz et al., 2017), and adaptable to climatic change (Ariyanti et al., 2008). 

The degradation of TMF can be detrimental to some species interactions such as predator-prey (e.g. 

Anthelme et al., 2014; Goldsmith et al., 2007; Kumar &  O'Donnell, 2007) and mutualistic (e.g. 

Lehouck et al., 2009; Maldonado et al., 2000; Pizano et al., 2017) relationships. Increased predation 

of seedlings was observed in deforested areas due to a lack of concealment from predators 

(Anthelme et al., 2014). Habitat degradation also interfered with mutualistic relationships between 

plant and soil microbes. For example, plant growth showed a positive response to soil filtrate from 

TMF due to the presence of beneficial soil microbes, but was negatively affected by soil filtrate from 

pastures (Pizano et al., 2017). Parasitic infections generally intensified with increased habitat 

disturbance. Amphibian chytrid fungus (Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis) was most prevalent in 

agroforests (Murrieta-Galindo et al., 2014), and mistletoe (Psittacanthus schiedeanus) infection of 

host trees was more common at the forest edge than the interior (Lopez de Buen et al., 2002).  

There were a small number of TMF articles that have investigated how populations respond to 

habitat degradation. From these studies, habitat fragmentation was shown to reduce the population 

size of birds and foxes (Gallina et al., 2016; Husemann et al., 2015). For example, the effective of 

population sizes of the mountain white-eye (Zosterops poliogaster) in East Africa were higher in 

larger and interconnected forest patches (Husemann et al., 2015). Habitat fragmentation can also 

decrease fecundity in plants (Franceschinelli et al., 2015; Somanathan &  Borges, 2000), which may 

be caused by a decrease in pollinator visits and an increase in seed predation (Franceschinelli et al., 

2015). Fragmentation also resulted in reduced plant survival which could be attributed to higher 

desiccation and seedling predation (Alvarez-Aquino et al., 2004). Trees in isolated patches were also 

found to be to have altered plant sex ratios apart from natural populations due to a lack of pollinator 

visits to female trees (Somanathan &  Borges, 2000). 

While genetic studies conducted in TMFs were rare, most revealed that populations in isolated 

forests had lower genetic diversity due to inbreeding and reduced gene flow (Cascante-Marin et al., 

2014; Habel et al., 2014; Husemann et al., 2015). For example, a lack of genetic variation in epiphytic 

bromeliad (Guzmania monostachia) populations in Costa Rican forest patches was attributed 

primarily to anthropogenic barriers to gene flow but could also be influenced by life history traits 

such as its selective breeding system and limited seed dispersal ability (Cascante-Marin et al., 2014). 
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Higher inbreeding and genetic bottlenecks within a small TMF fragment can also increase the 

extinction risk of a population (Juarez et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 7: Schematic of the major effects of habitat degradation on tropical montane forest across 
levels of organization 

 

Effects of habitat degradation on ecosystem services provided by TMFs 

Habitat degradation in TMFs has been shown to disrupt several hydrological processes like affecting 

water conduction in soils, with reduced hydraulic conductivity in secondary forests and plantations 

(Marin-Castro et al., 2016; Marin-Castro et al., 2017). In turn, this likely contributed to increased 

surface runoff in cultivated land (Lorup &  Hansen, 1997; Munoz-Villers &  McDonnell, 2013; Suescun 
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et al., 2017). With increasing surface water runoff, streamflow in degraded landscapes can be higher 

following rainfall (Munoz-Villers et al., 2012; Ramirez et al., 2017) but in the dry season, stream flow 

from cultivated catchments can be drastically reduced (Castillo et al., 2012). Water storage was also 

lower in agricultural areas (Guardiola-Claramonte et al., 2010; Schrumpf et al., 2011), and may 

subsequently lead to a reduction in watershed discharge (Caballero et al., 2013). 

Land conversion in TMFs can lead to declines in mean carbon densities due to biomass loss (De Jong 

et al., 1999; Restrepo et al., 2012). Impacts of land conversion on soil organic carbon (SOC) are less 

conclusive; most studies reported lower SOC in cultivated land relative to montane forest (e.g. 

Mendoza-Vega et al., 2003; Omoro et al., 2013; Rhoades et al., 2000; Tesfaye et al., 2016), but two 

showed weak or no effects (Chacon et al., 2015; De Jong et al., 1999) and another showed no clear 

trend (Twongyirwe et al., 2013). Such conflicting results may be attributed to variation in soil 

properties, age since disturbance, the type of cultivated land, and altitude (Chacon et al., 2015; 

Twongyirwe et al., 2013).  

Habitat degradation in TMF can lead to marked changes in N storage and conversion rates.  

Conversion of TMFs to cultivated land led to a reduction in soil N (Rhoades &  Coleman, 1999; 

Tesfaye et al., 2016) and decreased net N mineralization rates (Campos et al., 2014). Total dissolved 

nitrogen was higher in plantations than in TMF catchments, probably due to more leaching (Jacobs 

et al., 2017). Additionally, the rate of N decay from leaf litter in plantations, or in streams within 

pastures, was slower compared to natural TMFs (Encalada et al., 2010; Loaiza-Usuga et al., 2013; 

Ramirez et al., 2014).  

Land use change alters the properties of montane soils, such as decreasing soil moisture (Ramirez et 

al., 2017; Schrumpf et al., 2011) and macroporosity (Pinto et al., 2016). Soil microbial biomass 

generally declines as land disturbance intensifies (Campos et al., 2014; Campos et al., 2007; Mganga 

et al., 2015; Mganga et al., 2016). Macroinvertebrate diversity in soils is lower in deforested sites 

(Negrete-Yankelevich et al., 2007; Yankelevich et al., 2006) but can peak in secondary forests (De la 

Rosa &  Negrete-Yankelevich, 2012). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Potential biases and limitations of our systematic map 

Our method of gauging research effort per country, by aggregating the number of studies stemming 

from the country of interest, is likely biased by the extent of TMFs available. Estimating the number 

of studies per area unit of TMF in each country will provide better resolution. Another caveat to note 
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is that community responses were tabulated without accounting for the intensity of disturbance, 

beyond broad classifications of habitat types. Also, our classifications did not consider spatial 

differences among studies, and the impacts of habitat degradation at a site, country or regional scale 

will vary. Last, our assessment of articles covering ecosystem services mainly focused on those that 

provided supporting and regulation services, with less emphasis on provisioning and cultural services 

(Alcamo &  Bennett, 2003). A separate systematic review on the impacts of habitat degradation on 

the ecosystem services provided by TMFs is recommended by using additional search terms (e.g. 

‘ecotourism’ and ‘education’) to obtain relevant articles. 

Regional comparisons 

Given that more than half the world’s remaining TMFs occur in Asia (Scatena et al., 2010), the scant 

research in this region highlighted in this systematic map is of concern. Our results corroborate an 

earlier review that found only 5% of published biodiversity studies in Southeast Asia from 1990 to 

2010 were conducted in montane forests (Peh et al., 2011). Average annual deforestation rates from 

2000 to 2010 for montane forests in Southeast Asia ranged from 0.2 to 0.4% compared to 1.2% for 

lowland and 2.2% for peat swamp forests (Miettinen et al., 2011), but deforestation rates in the 

highlands are increasing due to recent expansion of roads (Margono et al., 2014; Peh et al., 2011). 

While roads are essential for economic development, they are a major threat to biodiversity 

(Laurance et al., 2009). In Peninsular Malaysia, the construction of the second East-West highway, 

completed in 2010, has led to rampant deforestation in the Lojing Highlands despite regulations that 

restrict logging above 1000m (Singh, 2013). Much of the cleared land has been converted to 

agricultural farms (Omar &  Hamzah, 2010). Alarmingly, nearly half of montane primary forest loss in 

Indonesia has occurred within protected areas (Margono et al., 2014). To tackle illegal logging, 

Malaysian and Indonesian governments have implemented schemes that award certification to 

producers that promote sustainable logging practices (e.g. Malaysian Timber Certification Council 

and the Timber Legality Assurance System in Indonesia) (Margono et al., 2014; Peh et al., 2011). 

However, such initiatives have not stopped deforestation of protected areas (Chitra &  Cetera, 2018; 

Peh et al., 2011). Imposing sanctions on non-compliant timber producers, and stricter assessments 

to gain certifications are needed to secure the remaining TMFs in Asia (Chitra &  Cetera, 2018).  

Research in African TMFs was also poorly represented globally, yet much of Africa’s TMF is 

threatened from overexploitation through illegal logging and poaching, and habitat loss via land 

conversion to agriculture and charcoal burning (Cronin et al., 2014; Jacobs et al., 2017). Although 

there are designated protected areas in Africa, their coverage is inadequate and many protected 

sites are poorly managed (Cronin et al., 2014; Jacobs et al., 2017). Further, the heavy reliance of 
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fertilizers in farms increases nutrient loads in streams that lead to a deterioration in water quality 

and eutrophication (Jacobs et al., 2017). Political unrest in countries such as Sudan also affect the 

state of natural resources, such as those in the Imatong Mountains and surrounds which are part of 

the Eastern Afro-montane ecosystem - considered to be one of Africa’s biodiversity hot spots (Uma, 

2016). Two decades of civil war have decimated large swathes of forest, particularly on Mount 

Dongotomea, with two-thirds of the forest lost since 1986 (African Wildlife Foundation, 2014; 

Gorsevski, 2012). A lack of livelihoods for returning refugees and strong dependence on natural 

resources has led to increased poaching for bushmeat, illegal logging and fires set deliberately for 

shifting agriculture (African Wildlife Foundation, 2014; Gorsevski, 2012). 

Country comparisons 

Articles describing research conducted in Mexico comprised a third of all relevant papers in this 

mapping exercise. Although TMFs in Mexico occupy only 1% of the country’s land area, they have 

exceptionally high biodiversity owing to the diversity of habitats and the contribution of biota from 

Holarctic and Neotropical origins (González-Espinosa et al., 2011; Ponce-Reyes et al., 2012). More 

than half of the TMFs in Mexico have been converted to crops (Toledo-Aceves et al., 2011) and 

consequently 70% of forest trees in this ecosystem are threatened (González-Espinosa et al., 2011). 

Deforestation rates in the highlands of Mexico have also intensified sharply (Cayuela et al., 2006a; 

Gómez-Mendoza et al., 2006). In the oak and mountain cloud forests of Sierra Norte of Oaxaca, the 

annual deforestation rates from 1980 to 2000 was 1-2% (Gómez-Mendoza et al., 2006). In the 

Chiapas highlands, the annual rate increased from 1.3% during 1975 to 1990, to 4.8% during 1990 to 

2000 (Cayuela et al., 2006a). More recent estimates of TMF deforestation rates are lacking in 

Mexican TMF, and considering that the last reported deforestation rates were rising nearly two 

decades ago, an updated estimate is crucial to assess the current extent of forest loss and revaluate 

its impact to montane biota. Additionally, only 12% of Mexico’s cloud forests are protected (Ponce-

Reyes et al., 2012), and if unprotected forests are cleared, the combined effects of habitat loss and 

climate change could lead to the extinction of up to 70% of Mexico’s endemic vertebrates (Ponce-

Reyes et al., 2012). 

Integrating the impacts of climate change 

Several studies in our systematic map explored the synergistic effects of climatic/microclimatic 

change and habitat degradation on biotic and abiotic responses. These included changes in species 

distribution and population sizes, germination and seedling development, community structure, 

food webs and nutrient availability. For example, the altitudinal distribution of several dung beetle 

species was higher in deforested areas (where it was hotter and drier) than in intact landscapes 
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(Larsen, 2012). When projected changes in both climate and forested areas were combined, declines 

in range and population sizes of montane birds were amplified, resulting in 19–42% and 19–62% 

reductions respectively (Harris et al., 2014). Harsher microclimates in altered habitats negatively 

affected germination rates, seedling development and recruitment, which in turn hampered 

recolonization rates (Anthelme et al., 2011; Hietz et al., 2012; Werner &  Gradstein, 2008). Epiphyte 

species richness declined due to warmer and drier microclimates in disturbed forests (Barthlott et 

al., 2001) but recovered in restored sites if microclimatic conditions simulated those in primary 

forests (Diaz-Garcia et al., 2017). The interaction of habitat degradation and climate can also affect 

nutrient and pollutant deposition (Ponette-Gonzalez et al., 2010) and is more pronounced in drier 

seasons, affecting processes such as plant transpiration (Ramirez et al., 2017). Collectively, these 

studies indicate that the effects of habitat degradation on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning 

are compounded when climatic/microclimatic change is also considered. 
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Figure 8:  Research priorities for conserving the world’s tropical montane forest ecosystems, 
indicated in order of importance. 

 

Research priorities for habitat degradation in TMF 

Clearly, the most urgent research priority with regards the impacts of habitat degradation on TMF is 

to understand its effects on population genetics (Figure 8). Aside from there being so few genetic 

studies of species occurring in this forest type, the preservation of genetic diversity is fundamental in 

maintaining viable populations that have adaptive potential. We suggest applying next-generation 
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sequencing (NGS) in future genetic research, as inferences from NGS are drawn genome-wide 

(Angeloni et al., 2012). This is unlike the studies identified via our systematic map, where traditional 

methods like Sanger sequencing or microsatellites targeted only a few genes.  

A logical group for thorough evaluation of their genetic structure are threatened or endemic species, 

many of which are likely to exist as small populations that are vulnerable to the effects of genetic 

drift. The findings from the limited number of studies conducted in TMF have shown expected 

results: 1) habitat fragmentation can impede gene flow and lead to a loss of genetic variation, and 

2), improving fragment connectivity can help reserve this trend. Where possible, drawing inferences 

on gene flow and genetic diversity from multiple species within an ecosystem is ideal, as species 

responses to fragmentation can differ in concert with variation in species traits. For instance, a study 

of montane forest birds in Kenya revealed tighter genetic clustering among sedentary species 

compared to more mobile species (Callens et al., 2011). Further, generalist species are often more 

robust to the impacts of habitat fragmentation (Janecka et al., 2016). 

Not yet documented in our mapping exercise are studies that examine the role played by habitat 

degradation (and likely interactions with climate change) on introgression in TMF biota. 

Introgression is the hybridization of closely related species accompanied by repeated back-crossing 

of the hybrid with a parent species (Anderson, 1949). It is pervasive in natural populations and can 

accelerate the loss in genetic diversity (Harrison &  Larson, 2014). A study in the Ethiopian highlands 

found that the wild gene pool for Coffea arabica had admixed with cultivars grown in close proximity 

to natural populations (Aerts et al., 2013). This example illustrates the threat posed by non-native 

species, and it is not inconceivable that increasing habitat loss and/or climate change in TMFs could 

broaden hybrid zones and increase the likelihood of introgression between related lowland and 

montane species. If so, montane endemics may experience genetic swamping (i.e. replacement of 

local genotypes by hybrids) and increased risk of extinction (Ellstrand &  Rieseberg, 2016). 

Research that investigates the impacts of habitat fragmentation and edge effects on montane biota 

should also be prioritized, as the results will have profound implications for sustainable land-use 

planning (e.g. implementing green corridors and evaluating land-sparing versus land-sharing options) 

(Figure 8). Although fragmentation is well known for reducing gene flow, it has far-reaching 

consequences at all ecological levels, including ecosystem services. In general, fragmentation has a 

negative impact on communities; resulting in a decline in species richness (e.g. Borgella et al., 2001; 

Hundera et al., 2013; Kumar &  O'Donnell, 2007; Mohandass et al., 2014; Rovero et al., 2014), and 

changes in species composition in response to fragmentation has also been consistently reported 

(e.g. Garcia-Martinez et al., 2017; Herrera-Paniagua et al., 2017; Larrea &  Werner, 2010; Mohandass 
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et al., 2014; Rueda-Hernandez et al., 2015). However, some studies have highlighted that certain 

spatial characteristics such as fragment area and isolation have no effect on abundance, density or 

diversity (Muriel &  Kattan, 2009; Ulrich et al., 2016). While the extent of degradation may lead to 

conflicting results, deeper examination of species functional traits, which are indicators of habitat 

use, reveal that some groups within a community are more affected than others. For instance, two 

avian studies independently concluded that understory insectivores and canopy frugivores were 

more sensitive to fragmentation than other functional groups (Kattan et al., 1994; Rueda-Hernandez 

et al., 2015). Thus, within-community differences should be accounted for in future fragmentation 

research in TMF.  

Our current understanding of the long-term effects of fragmentation is also limited by the scarcity of 

relevant historical data. In the short term, diversity may not be adversely affected by fragmentation 

and may even increase (Rey-Benayas et al., 2007). However, the effects are generally negative over 

the long term, with studies in TMFs showing a decline in plant diversity (> 20 years) (Koester et al., 

2009; Rey-Benayas et al., 2007), loss of plant biomass and change in species composition (> 40 years) 

(Zahawi et al., 2017), and local extinction of birds (31% loss in over 80 years) (Kattan et al., 1994). 

Elucidating the environmental factors driving colonization and extinction patterns will allow better 

comprehension of community dynamics in a fragmented landscape. As such, a multi-season or 

dynamic occupancy models (DCMs), which are variants of more widely applied multi-species 

occupancy models, are well-suited for the task (Fernandez-Chacon et al., 2014). Both are hierarchical 

models, but the dynamic model accounts for changes in occupancy over time by including sub-

models of colonization and persistence that affect the previous occurrence state. Crucially, DCM 

models do not assume perfect detection among species, which can lead to misconstrued 

interpretations of occupancy dynamics.  

A key recommendation from our mapping exercise is that effects of fragmentation should be 

examined at multiple spatial scales, as scaling dependencies in fragmented landscapes are vital for 

conservation planning (Cushman &  McGarigal, 2004). While broad spatial effects have been 

documented to affect biotic responses (Chiavacci et al., 2018; Froehly et al., 2019) fine scale features 

such as vegetation heterogeneity were found to be better predictors in other studies (Banks &  

Gagic, 2016; Cayuela et al., 2006b; Michael et al., 2017). For example, research on golden-cheek 

warblers, Setophaga chrysoparia, showed that landscape composition best predicted species 

density, but vegetation characteristics was the best predictor of nesting success (Reidy et al., 2017). 

Region-wise, research in Asian TMF is under-represented at all ecological levels, impact type and 

taxa (Figure 8). The future discovery of new species is particularly likely in Southeast Asia, given the 
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regions' unique biogeographical history (Holloway &  Hall, 1998). In the last five years, several new 

species were discovered in TMFs in Southeast Asia, including amphibians and reptiles from Vietnam 

(Grismer et al., 2013; Grismer et al., 2015; Rowley et al., 2013; Rowley et al., 2014; Rowley et al., 

2015). In these regions, attaining baseline ecological data such as a country-by-country species 

inventory represents a crucial first step in efficient data-sharing, and accumulation of large 

databases that facilitate multidisciplinary ecological research. Although we encourage further 

research of poorly studied taxa, available data for better represented groups such as vascular plants 

and birds are already useful for comparative studies, and to gain perspective on the overall response 

of the biome to habitat degradation (Figure 8). Comparisons between the responses of endotherms 

and ectotherms will be of interest, as the latter are more likely to be adversely affected by 

degradation due to their sensitivity to microclimatic change and generally lower dispersal abilities. 

Suggestions for future research  

Greater attention should be given to how functional diversity, which characterises the range of 

ecological roles played by species in a community, may be affected by anthropogenic change in 

TMFs (Petchey &  Gaston, 2006). Species richness estimates and related indices assume all species 

perform the same roles, but high species richness does not necessarily beget high functional 

diversity (Stuart-Smith et al., 2013). For example, while bird species richness and density in medium-

sized fragments were higher than larger fragments in Mexican TMFs, larger fragments had a distinct 

functional composition, with a greater proportion of understory insectivore species and canopy 

frugivores (Rueda-Hernandez et al., 2015). Furthermore, functional diversity may be a better 

predictor of ecosystem function than species richness or abundance indices (Gagic et al., 2015). 

Applying an ecological network is a useful approach to test the effects of degradation on species 

interactions at the community-level. An ecological network is a collection of nodes represented by 

species that are joined by links that either represent antagonistic or mutualistic interactions (Pascual 

&  Dunne, 2006). The resilience of ecological networks can be compared along a disturbance 

gradient (Harvey et al., 2017; Tylianakis &  Morris, 2017), and networks that are more resilient to 

environmental perturbations are generally characterised by having a greater number of nodes (e.g. 

species or functional diversity) and links (interactions) (Pascual &  Dunne, 2006). In one study, seed-

dispersal networks of birds in the montane forest interior and edge were compared, revealing that 

functional and interaction diversity were higher at forest edges (Saavedra et al., 2014). In contrast, 

parasitoid–host interaction networks were more homogenized in agricultural sites than in lowland 

forests (Laliberte &  Tylianakis, 2010). Such conflicting responses to habitat degradation may relate 

to different levels of disturbance in these networks (i.e. edge versus forest interior compared to 

open agriculture versus forested habitats). As montane species are highly sensitive to disturbance 
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(Brooks et al., 1999; Long, 1995; Soh et al., 2006), exploring the sensitivity of ecological networks in 

TMFs across varying disturbance intensities, while factoring the extent of disturbance and time 

passed since degradation began, will deepen our understanding of how species assemblages change 

with continued habitat modification. 

The lack of population studies of TMF species in Southeast Asia is troubling given that the number of 

montane species threatened with extinction in this region may be underestimated (Brooks et al., 

1999). Further, many species studied in TMFs have not been assessed against IUCN Red List criteria, 

which may indicate how little is known of their population dynamics. Unsurprisingly, most species 

without Red List assessments (‘Not Evaluated’, NE) were vascular plants (>95%, n=40), but included 

one insect and one fungus. While ‘NE’ are often species new to science, they can potentially be 

under serious threat, particularly if their habitats are rapidly being lost or are unprotected (Tapley et 

al., 2018). Indeed, some NE species may be included in national threatened species lists, however, 

evaluation against IUCN Red List criteria is crucial for formulating policy and prioritising management 

of threatened species at multiple scales (e.g. from site-specific environmental impact assessments, 

to national plans for conservation, to global initiatives like the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, Rodrigues et al., 2006).  

Disappointingly, only a few articles investigated the effects of habitat fragmentation or edge effects 

on ecosystem services in tropical montane environments (Table 2). The potential impact of habitat 

fragmentation cannot be underestimated given that 70% of forest remaining globally is within 1 km 

of the forest’s edge (Haddad et al., 2015). Factors such as fragment size and isolation can influence 

ecosystem services; for example, regulation of crop pests is more effective next to a forest, but crop 

production is greatest at intermediate distances from a forest (Mitchell et al., 2014). Careful 

consideration of the ecosystem services affected by fragmentation is crucial, as trade-offs between 

different services can be expected. For instance, in a study of montane heathlands, decreasing 

fragment size reduced biodiversity and recreational value, but increased carbon storage and timber 

value (Cordingley et al., 2015). Lastly, most studies investigating fragmentation effects on ecosystem 

services consider ‘supply’ aspects (the potential of a natural resource to provide a benefit to people), 

without regard for their realization. This realization is affected by the ‘demand’ (the desire for the 

service) and the ‘flow’, which represents the delivery of the service to the people. The framework 

provided by Mitchell et al., (2015) considers all three aspects, and will be useful in testing 

hypotheses on the realization of ecosystem services in forest fragments. 
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CONCLUSION 

Our systematic map has shown that habitat degradation in TMFs has had discernible impacts on 

biodiversity and ecosystem services. While the impacts of this degradation are fairly well-studied at 

the community level, and adequate data may be available for meta-analysis, the impacts on genetic 

diversity and gene flow are less well-understood. Thus, population genetic studies should be 

prioritized for endemic species that are extinction-prone. We also advocate studying the long-term 

impacts of habitat degradation (particularly habitat fragmentation) on TMF at multiple spatial and 

taxonomic scales, and greater support for research based in Asia and Africa. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Table S1: Data sheet for systematic mapping of habitat degradation impacts on tropical montane 

biodiversity and ecosystem services. Available online at: 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/ffgc.2019.00083/full#supplementary-material 
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ABSTRACT 

Tropical montane forests are hotspots of endemism, yet their biodiversity is threatened with 

accelerating habitat loss and global warming. Here we determine how resident montane birds in 

Peninsular Malaysia respond to habitat degradation by sampling multiple habitats differing in levels 

of degradation within an altitudinal band of 1,200-1,700 m in the same mountain range. We applied 

a multi-species occupancy model to determine how occupancy changed with degradation by 

measuring variations in vegetation structure, microclimate and food availability, and compared 

species richness and composition among habitat types. Ambient air temperature and arthropod 

abundance had the greatest effect on mean species and community occupancy. Bird occurrence was 

affected by a linear increase in mean ambient air temperature, and we predict that increases of less 

than 5 °C could lead to local extirpation of some species. Predicted occupancies of almost all bird 

species responded positively to a linear increase in arthropod abundance, regardless of their 

functional foraging guilds. Estimated species richness was lowest in urban habitat, and highest in a 

young secondary forest. Species composition in habitats with low degradation were distinctly 

different from those in highly degraded habitats. In summary, our study revealed that montane birds 

are sensitive to habitat disturbance, with less occupancy in degraded and warmer habitats.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) are regions of rich biodiversity, harbour endemic species and 

provide ecosystem services such as the provisioning of water, carbon sequestration and carbon 

storage (Kessler and Kluge 2008, Martinez et al. 2009, Spracklen and Righelato 2014). Many 

montane endemics are threatened with extinction due to widespread habitat loss and degradation 

(Long 1995, Brooks et al. 1999). Between 2000 to 2010, more than 7 million ha of forest were lost 

annually (including forests types beyond TMFs) in the tropics, with a corresponding gain in 

agricultural land of 6 million ha per year (FAO 2016). In Southeast Asia, tropical forests were lost 

annually at rate of 0.2 to 0.4% of total forest area over the same time period (Miettinen et al. 2011). 

Although this is a relatively low deforestation rate relative to other biomes (Wilcove et al. 2013), 

deforestation rates are now on the rise due to expansion of roads into highland areas (Peh et al. 

2011, Margono et al. 2014). For example, in Peninsular Malaysia, the completion of a major highway 

in 2010 led to widespread montane deforestation due to agriculture, despite regulations that restrict 

logging above 1000 m (Omar and Hamzah 2010, Singh 2013).  

Numerous studies have demonstrated that montane species are more extinction-prone compared to 

their lowland counterparts due to their narrower elevational ranges and higher niche specialization, 

and thus deserve greater conservation priority (Brooks et al. 2006, Ocampo-Penuela and Pimm 2015, 

White and Bennett 2015, Li et al. 2016). However, few studies have investigated the impact of 

habitat degradation on montane biodiversity in Southeast Asia (Chapter 2). Nonetheless, the limited 

studies, which were based mostly on birds, suggested that montane species are highly sensitive to 

disturbance (reviewed in Chapter 2). For example, species richness of montane birds in Peninsular 

Malaysia declined if canopy cover loss exceeded 20%, and fewer than one -third of the species 

remained if more than 40% of the canopy was lost (Soh et al. 2006). Similarly, in Sulawesi, bird 

species richness declined along a disturbance gradient in a montane forest, and the number of 

endemic species was significantly lower in second-growth forests compared to the primary montane 

forest (Waltert et al. 2004). Additionally, both studies detected notable changes in species 

composition in disturbed montane environments (Waltert et al. 2004, Soh et al. 2006). Habitat 

degradation affected the size of mixed-species bird flocks in Peninsular Malaysia, with flocks in 

interior and edge habitats having significantly higher species richness than those in urban habitats 

(Lee et al. 2005). Thus, the effects of habitat degradation on the montane biodiversity, given their 

limited geographic range, can be far-reaching, greatly affecting species occurrences and interactions. 

In addition to habitat degradation, climate change is a further threat to TMFs, and in Asia an average 

6 °C rise in temperature is projected under a “business as usual” scenario by the end of the century 

(Asian Development Bank 2017). Hence associated climatic change in the TMFs of this region may 
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lead to range contractions and increased risk of extirpation for many montane specialists, as 

demonstrated in other montane biomes globally (Peters and Darling 1985, La Sorte and Jetz 2010, 

McCain and Colwell 2011). In response to climate change, the ranges of bird species in Southeast 

Asia have generally shifted upward in altitude, or have contracted (Peh 2007, Menon et al. 2009, 

Harris et al. 2012). As such, lower-elevation montane forests may serve as refuge habitats for 

lowland species as lowland habitats are lost or degraded (Menon et al. 2009). However, most studies 

that have modelled species distributional changes in response to climate change have neglected 

measuring fine-scale variations in microclimate in favour of using climate data with coarse 

resolutions of a few kilometres or more (Suggitt et al. 2011). This is a solid approach that allows 

broadscale perspectives of change using available clime data, but different habitat types can greatly 

modify the extent of temperatures extremes for which an organism is exposed to (Suggitt et al. 

2011). Temperature under vegetation can be considerably lower, with microclimates possibly 

serving as a buffer to broadscale changes in climate (Scheffers et al. 2014, Varner and Dearing 2014). 

Thus, microclimatic variables may be better predictors of habitat suitability and occupancy dynamics 

in heterogeneous landscapes where a variety of land-use types are present (Varner and Dearing 

2014, Frey et al. 2016). 

Given the limited insights into the impacts of habitat change on montane bird communities to date, 

as well as the potential for montane areas to serve as a refuge habitat for displaced lowland birds, 

we aimed to assess how communities of resident montane birds in Peninsular Malaysia differ along a 

degradation gradient. Notably, a review of community studies investigating the impact of habitat 

degradation in TMFs revealed several shortcomings (Chapter 2): studies often assumed detection 

probabilities are identical across species; many neglected crucial factors such as food resource 

availability and microclimatic variables as co-predictors, and species-specific responses within the 

community were seldom explored. To address these deficiencies, we applied a multi-species 

occupancy model that accounts for imperfect detection to explore how montane birds respond to 

variation in vegetation structure, microclimate, and food availability which represent our metrics for 

habitat degradation (MacKenzie et al. 2002, Kéry and Royle 2016). Our hierarchical model also 

allowed separate inferences to be made for each species, the local avian community (representative 

of each habitat type) and the metacommunity (representative of the larger montane community, 

with all habitat types considered).  
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METHODS 

Study region 

The montane localities of Fraser’s Hill, Cameron Highlands and Lojing Highlands were selected, to 

provide a range of habitat types that reflect historical and current land-use in the TMF areas of 

Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 1). Fraser’s Hill is a wildlife sanctuary and permanent forest reserve 

largely unaffected by human development (Er et al. 2013). In contrast, the protected status of the 

Cameron Highlands was removed in 1960 to allow timber extraction, agricultural and urban 

development (Chan 2006). Since the 1960s, agriculture of temperate fruit, vegetables and tea in 

Cameron Highlands has intensified (Chan 2006, Peh et al. 2011), with 2% of montane forest cover 

lost between 2005-2015. Farming has also recently intensified in neighboring Lojing Highlands (Omar 

and Hamzah 2010) and deforestation is progressing at an alarming rate (Barrow et al. 2009), despite 

policies that restrict logging above 1000 m (Singh 2013).  We selected twelve study sites from these 

three regions, as summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Description and elevation of habitat types across three montane localities in Peninsular 

Malaysia surveyed in 2002-3 

Habitat type and 
locality/localities 

Elevation (m) of each 
locality as listed in the 
previous column 

Description 

Primary forest LH, CH, FH 1705, 1621, 1280 Primary montane forest 

Edge forest FH 1236 
Part of continuous montane forest 100–150 
m away from the edge of a road 

Small fragment FH 1260 
Small forest patch <5 ha isolated by narrow 
roads and golf course 

Secondary forest (old) CH 1506 
Exotic softwood plantation ~2 ha 
surrounded by roads and native forests left 
to regenerate more than 50 years ago 

Secondary forest (young) 
LH 

1520 
Clear cut secondary forest with a more 
open canopy, left to regenerate for less 
than 10 years 

Tea CH 1591 Mature tea plantation 

Farmland LH 1444 Roads within farmland 

Rural CH, FH 1477, 1243 
Roadsides beyond the perimeter of town 
centres and flanked by vegetation 

Urban CH 1475 
Roads within the town centres which are 
mostly devoid of vegetation 

CH = Cameron Highlands, FH = Fraser’s Hill, LH = Lojing Highlands 
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Figure 1: Map of Peninsular Malaysia showing three study localities and sites along the Main Range, 

a chain of mountains that extends from south of the peninsular to southern Thailand. 

 

Bird surveys 

Bird occurrence and vegetation structure were measured at each site over six periods to cover a full 

sampling year: 21st May to 15th June 2016, 30th July to 23rd August 2016, 30th October to 25th 

November 2016, 27th December 2016 to 22nd January 2017, 14th March to 7th April 2017, and 9th May 

to 2nd June 2017. Six point counts were conducted at each site on each sampling date (totaling 36 

point count conducted per site), with points spaced at least 300 m apart to ensure observations 

were independent (Ralph et al. 1993). However, only three point counts were conducted in the 

forest fragment in Fraser’s Hill on each sampling date due to its small size (totaling 18 point counts 

per site). All resident birds seen or heard within a 25 m radius from the center of each point during 

the 10-minute count were recorded, but birds flying overhead were excluded (sensu Soh et al 2006). 

Point counts started from 0700 and ended by 1100 hours on fair weather days (i.e. no heavy rain). 

Main Range 
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All point counts were conducted by M.C.K. Soh along forest trails and along roads in rural and urban 

sites. Random sampling in forested sites away from the trails was deemed unsafe due to steep 

slopes. Unfamiliar calls were recorded with the aid of a digital audio recorder (Olympus LS-14) and 

shotgun microphone (Sennheiser MKE600) and later identified to the species level by referencing an 

online bird recording database (Xeno-canto 2019) and by consulting with expert ornithologists.  

 

Environmental covariates  

We recorded ambient air temperature (°C) and relative humidity (%) at a height of 1.5 m, similar to 

other studies (Freiberg 1997, Karlsson 2000, Blonder et al. 2018), using a data logger (Extech EN300) 

at each point count location immediately prior to the bird survey. Immediately after the survey, 

vegetation structure and resource availability were measured within a 5 m radius of the point count 

location (i.e. yielding 36 sets of measurements for each site except the forest fragment in Fraser’s 

Hill, yielding 18 sets). The variables measured included the number of tree saplings (trees defined as 

woody vegetation greater than 2 m height and diameter at breast height, DBH, equal to or less than 

2 cm), number of trees (DBH > 2 cm), number of dead trees, percent shrub cover (visually estimated 

independently by two observers for vegetation less than 2 m in height), percent canopy cover (using 

a densiometer), and leaf litter depth (measured at four random localities with a metal ruler). To 

obtain an index of resource availability, we sampled arthropods by randomly sweeping a net (30 cm 

in diameter and 60 cm in depth) through understory vegetation 20 times and tallying all arthropods 

caught. 

 

Statistical analyses 

To obtain occupancy and detection probabilities at the metacommunity, local community and 

species levels, we applied the multi-species occupancy model or the Dozario/Royle model (DR) 

which accounts for imperfect detection among species (Dorazio and Royle 2005, Gelfand et al. 2005, 

Kéry and Royle 2016). We also apply parameter expansion and data augmentation (PX-DA) in our 

model to estimate the number of species we may have missed in our surveys but were present at a 

site (Royle et al. 2007, Royle and Dorazio 2012). We ultimately included two observational covariates 

(the number of days passed since the first survey was conducted, and the survey duration) and three 

site-level covariates (canopy cover, ambient air temperature and arthropod abundance) into our DR 

model after omitting highly collinear covariates (r > 0.7, (McElreath 2006)  (Table A1). From our 

model parameter estimates, we then calculated the species richness of montane birds in the 
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different habitat types (i.e. gamma diversity) and compared the species richness (alpha diversity) 

and species composition (beta-diversity) between sites using the Jaccard similarity index (Whittaker 

et al. 2001, Dorazio et al. 2011). Additionally, we assessed the effect of observational covariates on 

detection probability, the effect of environmental covariates on occupancy probability, and 

predicted how detection and occupancy probabilities vary in response to changes in these 

covariates. 

For our DR model, we defined the occurrence of each species as the following: 

wk ~ Bernoulli(Ω)  

where wk is a Bernoulli random variable that indicates if species k, k = 1, …, M, occurs in the 

metacommunity; M is the total number of species after factoring data augmentation (i.e. including 

species not detected in our surveys) and Ω is the proportion of species in the augmented population 

that occur across the study sites. With PX-DA, the species index k, expands to M, which represents 

the number of species in the full data set beyond the observed number of species (n). Hence, M = n 

+ nz where nz represents the potential number of species to be added to the metacommunity. We 

appointed 231 as the value for M, which represents the number of species that could potentially be 

observed given the range of sites surveyed in the montane areas of Peninsular Malaysia (Dorazio et 

al. 2010, Dorazio et al. 2011). Our estimate of M was based by referencing a comprehensive checklist 

of bird species in Fraser’s Hill (the most undeveloped of the three survey localities) following 

Clements et al. (2018) nomenclature (Avibase 2019), and discounting bird species that were omitted 

in our survey methods (i.e. birds flying overhead, nocturnal, aquatic birds and migratory birds). Thus, 

there were 140 species (nz) that were not observed but could potentially be part of the 

metacommunity. For these 140 species, we added all-zero detection histories representing the 

augmented data and ascertained its inclusion in the metacommunity via a Bernoulli random 

sampling process (i.e. wk) (Royle et al. 2007). 

The occupancy for species k at site i (zik) was modelled as a Bernoulli random variable with the 

inclusion of the latent indicator variable wk:   

zik|wk ~ Bernoulli(wk Ψk) 

where Ψk represents the occupancy probability of species k. 
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The observed detection probability of each species (yijk) was defined as a Bernoulli random variable 

on the condition that species k was present and detected at site i (zik = 1): 

 yijk|zik ~ Bernoulli(zik pijk) 

where pijk is the species, site and occasion-specific probability of detecting species k.  

We modelled the occupancy and observed detection probabilities to be explained by site-specific 

covariates and random effects. The model below represents the occupancy probability of species k 

related to three site covariates on the logit scale: 

logit(Ψk) = lpsik + betalpsi1k*can.covi + betalpsi2k*tempi + betalpsi3k*tempi
2 + betalpsi4k*art.abundi 

where the model intercept is represented by lpsik and the species‐specific covariate coefficients (i.e. 

unique to each species) represented by beta.lpsi1k to beta.lpsi4k which are treated as random effects, 

each drawn from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation hyperparameters. The 

covariates ‘can.cov’, ‘temp’ and ‘art.abund’ represent the canopy cover, ambient air temperature 

and arthropod abundance at each site means respectively. 

The model below represents the detection probability of species k as a function of two observational 

covariates on the logit scale: 

logit(pijk) = lpk + betalp1k*dateij + betalp2k*dateij
2 + betalp3k*durij 

where the model intercept is represented by lpk and site and occasion‐specific covariate coefficients 

represented by beta.lp1k to beta.lp3k which are treated as random effects, each drawn from a normal 

distribution with mean and standard deviation hyperparameters, estimated from diffused normal 

and uniform priors respectively. The covariate ‘date’ represents the number of days passed since the 

first survey for the sampling period was conducted and the covariate ‘dur’ represents the duration of 

the survey in minutes for each sampling period.  

Overall, we used the DR model to: 1) estimate the size of the metacommunity (Dorazio et al. 2006); 

2) compare the species richness across the difference sites; 3) compare the species composition 

among sites using a Jaccard similarity index (Whittaker et al. 2001, Dorazio et al. 2011);  4) assess the 

effect of each covariate on the community and species mean occupancies between montane 

specialists and altitudinal generalists (i.e. the former predominantly found ≥ 1000 m a.s.l and the 

latter predominantly found < 1000 m a.s.l.); and 5) predict how species occupancy and detection 

probabilities respond to changes in our covariates. Information regarding elevational distribution 

were taken from established field guides (Wells et al. 1999, Robson 2008). 
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Our model parameters were estimated by running three MCMC (Markov chain Monte-Carlo) chains 

in parallel for 50,000 iterations, a thinning rate of 1 in 2 samples, and 2000 iterations for adaptation 

with no burn-in. To improve convergence, we standardized all covariates to mean zero and standard 

deviation of one. We visually inspected the trace plots and assessed convergence using the Brooks–

Gelman–Rubin statistic (assuming convergence with Rhat values  < 1.1) (Brooks and Gelman 1998). 

To assess the fit of our model, we computed the Bayesian P-value using the Freeman-Tukey measure 

of discrepancy (Kéry and Schaub 2012). This metric assesses the difference between the observed 

and expected number of species detected in each survey and compares it with the same difference 

obtained for a replicate dataset simulated using the detection estimates at each MCMC iteration. 

The Bayesian P-value represents the proportion of summed discrepancy values for the simulated 

data that exceeded the same for the observed data; where bias in model estimates occur for values 

< 0.05 or > 0.95. The MCMC chains were run using JAGS v4.3.0 (Plummer 2017) in R v3.4.3  (R Core 

Team 2018) with ‘jagsUI’ package v1.4.9 (Kellner 2018).  

 

RESULTS 

Metacommunity estimates 

 The DR community model showed a good fit between the observed and expected number of 

species detected, with a 0.55 Bayesian P-value. A species accumulation curve showed that species 

richness was approaching an asymptote (Figure A1), indicating adequate sampling effort for the 

metacommunity. The estimated number of species in the metacommunity (i.e. all sites sampled) was 

136, of which 45 species were missed in our surveys (included from the PX-DA process), with a fairly 

wide posterior distribution (i.e. broad estimated range), with the uncertainty attributed to several 

species that were detected on a single or few occasion/s (Figure A2). The frequency distribution of 

the species occupancy and detection probabilities for the metacommunity showed considerable 

variability in both parameters (Figure 2) (hereafter, occupancy probability is referred as ‘occupancy’ 

and the detection probability is referred as ‘detection’). Several species were widespread (i.e. 

occurring at most sites, with occupancy ~ 1), but a similar number of species had a limited 

distribution (i.e. occurring in only one site, with an occupancy ~ 0). The detection for most species 

was low (< 0.2).  
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Figure 2:The average occupancy and detection probabilities of the montane bird species sampled in 
Peninsular Malaysia in 2016 and 2017. The distributions are estimated from the metacommunity 
hyperparameters by sampling from the normal distributions of the mean species occupancy and 
detection probabilities and transforming the resultant values by inverse-logit. 

 

Community and species responses to site covariates 

The covariate coefficients for the community mean occupancy model revealed that arthropod 

abundance had the greatest effect on whether bird species occupied a particular habitat, while 

canopy cover had little effect (Table 2). There was a higher probability of bird species occupancy in 

habitats with high arthropod abundance (Figure 3a). Four species, the Buff-breasted Babbler, 

Pellorneum tickelli, Malayan Laughingthrush, Trochalopteron peninsulae, Grey-throated Babbler, 

Stachyris nigriceps and Large Scimitar Babbler, Pomatorhinus hypoleucos, showed significantly 

higher occupancies (here, showing an effect > 0), in habitats with higher arthropod abundance 

(Figure 3a). The occupancy probability of several species affected by the amount of canopy cover 

available differed substantially from the community mean (Figure 3a). Five species, the Oriental 

Magpie-Robin, Copsychus saularis, Common Tailorbird, Orthotomus sutorius, Eurasian Tree Sparrow, 

Passer montanus, Yellow-vented Bulbul, Pycnonotus goiavier, and Common Myna, Acridotheres 

tristis, were significantly more likely to occupy a habitat with less canopy cover (Figure 3a). In 

contrast, two species, the Greater Yellownape, Chrysophlegma flavinucha, and the Malayan 
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Laughingthrush, T. peninsulae, were significantly more likely to occupy habitats with greater canopy 

cover (Figure 3a). Bird species on average were also less likely to occupy habitats with warmer 

ambient air temperature with most montane specialists avoiding such areas (Figure 3b). Two such 

species, the Mountain Leaf-warbler, Phylloscopus trivirgatus and Pygmy Wren-babbler, Pnoepyga 

pusilla, were significantly less likely to occupy habitats with warmer ambient air temperature (Figure 

3b).  

The predicted occupancies of the bird species responded variedly to increasing canopy cover (Figure 

4). However, the occupancies of a few species were high regardless of the degree of canopy cover 

(Figure 4). The predicted occupancies for most bird species peaked between 15 to 22 °C and 

thereafter declined rapidly (Figure 4). However, for some species, occupancies were highest 

between a higher temperature range of 17 to 24 °C (Figure 4). The predicted occupancies of almost 

all birds increased with increasing arthropod abundance (Figure 4).  

The covariate coefficients for the community mean detection model revealed that survey date and 

duration had no significant effects on detecting a species (Table 2). However, four species (Golden 

Babbler, Stachyridopsis chrysaea, Black-eared Shrike-babbler, Pteruthius melanotis, Lesser 

Shortwing, Brachypteryx leucophris and Large Cuckooshrike, Coracina macei) were significantly more 

likely to be detected later in the sampling period (i.e. May – June 2017) (Figure A3). Survey duration, 

however, had little effect on the detection of any bird species. The predicted detection probabilities 

of many species were low (p < 0.2) and were generally independent of the survey date and duration 

(Figure A4). However, a few species were more likely to be detected near the start and end of the 

400 day-range of survey dates (i.e. May to June), while for others, detection was more probable with 

greater sampling duration (Figure A4). 
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Table 2: Main parameter estimates for the multi-species occupancy model using Markov chain 

Monte-Carlo. 

Parameter estimate Mean 
Standard 
deviation 

Lower CrI 
bound  

Upper CrI 
bound  

Rhat n.eff 

Metacommunity occupancy 0.588 0.101 0.416 0.804 1.006 573 

Metacommunity species richness 136.072 22.330 101 182 1.007 520 

Species occupancylm 0.550 1.290 -2.441 2.830 1.009 383 

Species occupancylsd 4.038 1.405 1.875 7.047 1.007 438 

Canopy coverβm 0.091 0.516 -0.950 1.103 1.002 1415 

Canopy coverβsd 3.139 0.831 1.683 4.843 1.010 246 

Temperatureβm -0.888 0.427 -1.743 -0.087 1.004 845 

Temperatureβsd 1.673 0.695 0.276 2.989 1.011 206 

Temperature2βm -0.194 0.254 -0.665 0.315 1.009 406 

Temperature2βsd  0.267 0.242 0.001 0.726 1.059 49 

Arthropod abundanceβm 1.667 0.602 0.619 2.857 1.012 188 

Arthropod abundanceβsd 1.280 0.593 0.111 2.347 1.009 348 

Species detectionlm -2.636 0.521 -3.681 -1.716 1.021 108 

Species detectionlsd 2.157 0.343 1.551 2.855 1.017 126 

Survey datem 0.083 0.066 -0.049 0.212 1.000 10247 

Survey datesd 0.396 0.075 0.255 0.552 1.004 549 

Survey date2m 0.083 0.062 -0.041 0.206 1.001 75000 

Survey date2sd 0.199 0.107 0.003 0.380 1.008 348 

Survey durationm 0.133 0.053 0.032 0.240 1.003 667 

Survey durationsd 0.118 0.070 0.000 0.242 1.004 737 

The parameter estimates include the mean, standard deviation (SD), CrI (95% credible intervals), 
convergence diagnostics (Rhat and n.eff) from our Markov chain Monte-Carlo simulations (Gelman 
and Rubin 1992). Superscript abbreviations:  I = logit scale, m = mean, sd = standard deviation, β = 
coefficient for covariate, 2 refers to a quadratic effect of the covariate while the rest exert a linear 
effect. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of community and species-level responses of occupancy probability to (a), the 

linear effects of canopy cover (%), (b) arthropod abundance, (c) temperature (°C), and (d) the 

quadratic effect of temperature. The grey lines show the posterior community mean (solid) and 95% 

credible intervals (CrIs; dotted). The red and blue lines show the same but for the 91 individual 

species with red representing montane specialists and blue representing altitudinal generalists.  

Species CrIs that do not overlap with the parameter estimate of zero represented in bold lines with 

bird illustrations, used with permission from Handbook of Birds of the World (del Hoyo et al. 2018). 
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Figure 4: Species specific predictions of occupancy probability as a function of canopy cover (%), 
temperature (°C) and arthropod abundance for montane birds surveyed in Peninsular Malaysia in 
2016-7 under the Dorazio/Royle (DR) community occupancy model with data augmentation. Each 
line represents one of the 91 observed species. The predicted occupancy probability in response to a 
covariate is computed with the other covariates kept at the observed mean. 

 

Species richness, site and community similarity 

The estimated species richness was lowest for the most urban site, and highest in young secondary 

forest (Figure 5a). Site similarity dendrograms revealed clear differences in community composition 

along a disturbance gradient (Figure 5b). Sites with slight disturbance were clustered together, 

which included a forest fragment near contiguous forest, old secondary forest and forest near an 

edge. The three primary forest sites were clustered together in terms of species composition and 

formed a larger group with the slightly disturbed sites (Figure 5b). Bird assemblages in two rural sites 

were similar to the bird community in a young secondary forest site and a tea plantation, while an 

urban and farmland site also had similar bird assemblages but were clustered distinctly apart from 

all other sites (Figure 5b). 
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Figure 5: (a) Estimates of species riches of montane birds (with 95% credible intervals) across the 

study sites sampled in Peninsula Malaysia. (b) Jaccard site similarity dendrogram for all montane 

sites sampled in Peninsular Malaysia. Abbreviations: pri = primary, frag = fragment, sec = secondary, 

rur = rural, urb = urban, CH = Cameron Highlands, FH = Fraser’s Hill, LH = Lojing Highlands.  

A species similarity dendrogram showed two distinct clusters, with one cluster mainly consisting of 

lowland bird species and another primarily of montane species (Figure A5). Within the lowland 

cluster, there were two further divisions, one with 15 species closely associated with high habitat 

disturbance (i.e. urban parks and cities), and another with 13 species showing an affinity to higher 

vegetative cover (i.e. rural, farmland and young secondary forest) (Figure A5). Within the montane 

cluster of 63 species, four birds are more commonly found in the lowlands: Diard’s Trogon, 

Harpactes diardii, Rhinoceros Hornbill, Buceros rhinoceros, Olive-backed Woodpecker, Dinopium 

rafflesii, and Little Spiderhunter, Arachnothera longirostra (Robson 2008). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Montane birds are vulnerable to habitat degradation (Chapter 2), and here, using repeated surveys 

across a gradient of disturbance, we showed that both temperature and arthropod abundance have 

a significant impact on avian species and community occupancy. At the community level, average 

occupancy probability and estimated species richness responded negatively to temperature 

increase. At a species level, our analyses suggest that temperature increases of up to 5 °C could 

cause local extirpations of some species, but other species showed greater resilience to higher 

temperatures, with their occupancy probability only declining above 25 °C. Prolonged exposure to 

higher temperatures has been shown in other systems to lower fitness and also lead to extirpations 
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in birds (Conradie et al. 2019). Our predicted species-specific occupancy probabilities showed that 

almost all species (and thus all functional foraging guilds present, e.g. insectivore, omnivore, 

frugivore, nectarivore) responded positively to an increase in arthropod abundance. This trend may 

be because non-insectivorous birds often supplement their diet by consuming arthropods (Yap et al. 

2007, Muñoz et al. 2017), and because sites with high arthropod abundance may also indirectly 

reflect a higher abundance of fruits or flowers.  

Food availability is likely an important predictor of species occurrences, yet it is rarely measured in 

metacommunity studies. Most studies instead have demonstrated the importance of vegetation 

structure on bird diversity (Watson et al. 2004, Soh et al. 2006, Ding et al. 2008, Jankowski et al. 

2013). In this study, we measured arthropod abundance as an index of food availability and found it 

to be one of the strongest predictors of species occupancies. Although our sampling of arthropods 

may have been biased towards the understory, many mid-story and canopy birds forage at a low 

height (<2 m), as shown by mist-netting data from other studies (Sodhi et al. 2005, Yap et al. 2007). 

Further, canopy and mid-story birds frequently forage in the undergrowth with mixed-species flocks 

(Lee et al. 2005). Thus, while our arthropod sampling is not absolute, it is still representative of food 

availability to the broader avian community. Our result is underlined by a similar study conducted in 

the central Kenyan highlands, where high bird species richness in coffee plantations could be 

explained by a combination of vegetative cover as well as arthropod diversity, size, and abundance 

(Smith et al. 2018). Thus, arthropod abundance is likely a significant ecological correlate in 

understanding how species respond to in a degraded TMF landscape and deserves greater attention. 

The predicted species-specific occupancy probabilities in response to canopy cover were mixed, with 

most montane specialists showing a preference for closed canopies (e.g. primary montane forests); 

while altitudinal generalists preferring more open habitat (e.g. high disturbance habitats) and yet 

others being unaffected by the degree of canopy cover.  This range of preferences was expected 

given the diverse suite of habitat types and species surveyed. Forest specialists such as the Red-

headed Trogon, Harpactes erythrocephalus, and Black-browed Barbet, Megalaima oorti, showed 

higher occurrence in primary montane forests. In contrast, edge-adapted species such as the Silver-

eared Mesia, Leiothrix argentauris and Mountain Fulvetta, Alcippe peracensis, were commonly seen 

in disturbed/degraded habitats, while generalist species like the Black-throated Sunbird, Aethopyga 

saturata and Fire-breasted Flowerpecker, Dicaeum ignipectus, were encountered across all habitat 

types, including degraded agricultural and urban areas. Given that a high proportion of arthropods 

have been found in the diets of montane birds (Sam et al. 2017), our results further underline the 

importance of arthropod abundance in influencing montane bird occurrences  
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Lightly degraded montane environments have conservation value 

We found the highest estimated species richness in sites of moderate disturbance (i.e. young 

secondary forest and rural sites) (Figure 5a). A similar phenomenon has been documented for 

montane birds in the Andes (O'Dea and Whittaker 2007), and in other taxa (spiders: Mendez-Castro 

and Rao 2014; angiosperms: Gomez-Diaz et al. 2017). However, other studies that have sampled 

biota in young secondary forests in tropical montane landscapes are equivocal, often showing that 

species richness or diversity is lower relative to mature or pristine tropical montane forests (e.g. 

vascular plants: Kapelle 1993, Axmacher et al. 2004, Koster et al. 2009; birds: Waltert et al. 2004, 

Edwards et al. 2017; moths: Hilt and Fiedler 2005). As species richness of montane birds in our young 

secondary forest study sites was higher than that in the mature forest sites, it suggests that 

secondary forests have conservation value in the tropical montane landscapes of Peninsular 

Malaysia, possibly even in the early stages of recovery (Axmacher et al. 2004, Waltert et al. 2004, 

Herrera-Montes and Brokaw 2010, Raub et al. 2014).  

Microclimatic change in degraded habitats can affect tropical montane species distribution and 

richness. For example, the average elevational distribution of several dung beetle species was higher 

in a deforested landscape where it was hotter and drier than an intact landscape (Larsen 2012). 

Similarly, the species richness of vascular epiphytes in the Venezuelan Andes declined due to 

warmer and drier microclimates in disturbed forests (Barthlott et al. 2001). Hence, species richness 

has the potential to recover in restored or degraded sites if microclimatic conditions are kept similar 

to primary forests (Diaz-Garcia et al. 2017). Climate change is widely anticipated to cause range 

shifts or contractions, but often under the assumption that species distributions are affected by 

broad-scale climatic shifts, which is less relevant in highly heterogeneous landscapes such as our 

study localities. As such, fine-scale variations in climate (i.e. microclimates) measured under 

different intensities of disturbance are more accurate predictors of species occurrences (Frey et al. 

2016). Here, we have demonstrated that most of the montane specialists tend to avoid areas with 

microclimatic increases in temperature, with some variation in resilience between species.  

Apart from retaining high species richness, the species composition in our lightly degraded sites (old 

secondary forests or fragments close to primary forest) was similar to primary forest sites. 

Additionally, moderately disturbed sites such as rural areas, young secondary forests and mature tea 

estates support bird species that are montane specialists. If remnant native vegetation is sufficiently 

represented in a tea plantation, for example, the avifaunal composition can share a similarity with 

primary montane forests, as several species use such vegetation (e.g. windbreaks) as traveling 

routes or foraging sites (Soh et al. 2006, Sreekar et al. 2013). In the Cameron tea plantation site for 
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example, riparian vegetation along irrigation canals and planted shade trees lining roads likely serve 

a similar role to natural corridors, providing a habitat not only for some montane birds, but 

potentially also amphibians (e.g. Hose’s frog, Odorrana hosii and the Near Threatened Long-legged 

Horned Frog, Xenophrys longipes, MCKS pers. obs.). However, an important caveat worth noting is 

that the high alpha and beta diversity in our sites with moderate degradation impact is also due to 

their proximity to contiguous montane forests, and isolated forest remnants are unlikely to retain 

the same level of diversity (Lucey and Hill 2012, Gilroy et al. 2014, Storck-Tonon and Peres 2017). 

In habitats recently disturbed (last ten years) by human development, bird species composition was 

more akin to urban areas, which represented the extreme end of our disturbance gradient (Figure 

5). The species typical of farmland sites included montane specialists such as the Black-throated 

Sunbird and Fire-breasted Flowerpecker, and generalist species commonly associated with urban 

areas (e.g. the Eurasian Tree Sparrow, Passer montanus, and Rock Dove, Columba livia). Additionally, 

species such as the Oriental Magpie-Robin, Copsychus saularis, and Common Tailorbird, Orthotomus 

sutorius, that commonly occur in open fields and parks (Robson 2008) were typically present in these 

habitats. Farm owners can help sustain montane bird communities in the landscape mosaic by 

planting native trees in natural corridors, to increase connectivity to primary forests and facilitate 

gene flow (Daily and Ehrlich 1995, Horgan 2009, Mordecai et al. 2009, Herrera-Rangel et al. 2015).  

 

Detection probability is low for many montane birds 

The detection probabilities of some species increased slightly as sampling duration increased, which 

is reflective of the increased sampling effort. However, detection probabilities were low for many 

species, as expected in tropical forests where rare species may go unnoticed due to dense foliage, 

canopy foraging preferences, or lack of vocalisations during surveys (Banks-Leite et al. 2014, Zwarts 

and Bijlsma 2015). As such, accounting for imperfect detection among species where the probability 

of detection is less than one is crucial for avoiding biased inferences and erroneous estimates of 

species occupancy (MacKenzie et al. 2002, Kellner and Swihart 2014).  In our surveys, the detection 

probabilities of most bird species remained relatively constant over sampling periods, which 

indicated that the closure assumption (no change in occupancy between survey dates) for occupancy 

modelling was not violated as long as species with seasonal variations in detection (i.e. migratory 

birds such as the Mugimaki Flycatcher, Ficedula mugimaki and the Orange-headed Thrush, Geokichla 

citrine) were omitted from the analysis. However, the detection probabilities of a few species 

showed a slight peak during June to July, which coincided with the breeding period when foraging 
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activity of parental birds increases as they tend to their young  (Robson 2008). Nonetheless, our 

analytical method using multispecies occupancy modelling is still broadly applicable for yearlong 

studies of resident birds in the tropics.   

 

Occurrence of lowland species in montane forests  

The species-similarity dendrograms showed three main clusters: lowland, urban and montane, with 

the montane cluster having the most species (Figure A5). The lowland cluster included species that 

generally prefer more vegetative cover and are less common in montane environments, such as the 

Dark-necked Tailorbird, Orthotomus atrogularis, and the Green-billed Malkoha, Phaenicophaeus 

tristis. The urban cluster comprised species commonly seen in lower-altitude cities, such as the 

Eurasian Tree-sparrow and the Rock Dove. The montane cluster consisted predominantly of 

montane specialists, but also four lowland birds. The Little Spiderhunter, Arachnothera longirostra, 

and Rhinoceros Hornbill, Buceros rhinoceros, were detected near the upper limit of their altitudinal 

range (1,670 and 1,220 m a.s.l. respectively) (Robson 2008), whereas the occurrence of the Olive-

backed Woodpecker and Diard’s Trogon in the montane cluster suggests these species have moved 

beyond their previously-established upper altitudinal range (1,200 and 915 m a.s.l respectively), 

driven perhaps by a combination of ‘push and pull’ factors (Robson 2008). Both latter species are 

listed as Near Threatened, with deforestation in the lowlands cited as a primary cause for their 

population decline (IUCN 2019). As such, habitat loss in the lowlands due to oil palm expansion and 

urban development may be driving these species to occupy montane forests (Peh et al. 2011). 

Additionally, global warming may lead to lower-altitude montane forests becoming more habitable 

for lowland birds (Peh 2007, Anderson et al. 2012). While montane forests may provide a refuge for 

lowland birds, global warming will contract the ranges of montane specialists, increasing their risk of 

extirpation (Anderson et al. 2012). Additionally, the impacts of habitat degradation are likely to be 

compounded by climate change effects, further threatening species that we identified as being 

particularly sensitive to habitat disturbance, such as the Malayan Laughingthrush and Greater 

Yellownape (Figure 3a).  
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CONCLUSIONS 

While habitat degradation in tropical montane forests can affect occupancy at the species and 

community levels, our results suggest that only slightly disturbed montane environments bear some 

conservation value. Our models inferred that some montane bird species can occur in moderately 

degraded areas, potentially due to a high abundance of arthropods. However, these habitats may 

not necessarily represent ideal breeding grounds (Cockle et al. 2015, Altamirano et al. 2017). Indeed 

degraded areas may contain montane species primarily due to ‘spillover’ from surrounding primary 

habitat, as has been observed in other studies (Lucey and Hill 2012, Gilroy et al. 2014). As such, 

conducting nest searches and ascertaining breeding success can help clarify some of the limitations 

degraded areas have in sustaining montane bird communities (Githiru et al. 2005, Dahlin et al. 

2018). Further, degraded habitats may be subject to higher predation pressure (Arango-Velez and 

Kattan 1997, Sedlacek et al. 2014). In this instance, nest predation experiments could help identify 

the potential risks facing montane birds that utilize degraded habitats for breeding (Wilcove et al. 

1986, Andren and Angelstam 1988, Chalfoun et al. 2002).  

Beyond assessing the impacts of habitat degradation on community response metrics such as 

species richness and composition, it is vital to determine if gene flow in montane species is being 

affected according to levels of habitat degradation. The expansive agricultural and urban 

development in the Cameron and Lojing Highlands of Peninsular Malaysia may represent a barrier to 

montane species along the Main Range and may consequently erode genetic diversity and increase 

extinction risk (Chan 2006, Omar and Hamzah 2010, Peh et al. 2011, Singh 2013). It would also be 

worthwhile to investigate the capacity of montane fragments to maintain diversity with increasing 

distance away from a forest edge (Gilroy et al. 2014, Storck-Tonon and Peres 2017). 
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APPENDICES 

Table A1. Spearman-rank correlation matrix of environmental covariates (values indicate correlation 

coefficients) 

  art.abu rh temp canopy shrub litter saplings dead trees 

art.abu 1.00 - - - - - - - - 

rh -0.07 1.00 - - - - - - - 

temp 0.10 -0.71 1.00 - - - - - - 

canopy 0.21 0.76 -0.66 1.00 - - - - - 

shrub 0.20 0.65 -0.59 0.76 1.00 - - - - 

litter 0.03 0.70 -0.73 0.80 0.81 1.00 - - - 

saplings 0.04 0.83 -0.73 0.83 0.87 0.83 1.00 - - 

dead 0.04 0.51 -0.69 0.78 0.70 0.88 0.74 1.00 - 

trees -0.04 0.83 -0.79 0.82 0.81 0.95 0.91 0.85 1.00 

Abbreviations: art.abu - arthropod abundance, rh - relative humidity, temp - temperature, canopy - 

% canopy cover, shrub - % shrub cover, litter - litter depth, saplings - number of trees with diameter 

at breast height < 2cm, dead - dead tree abundance, density - understory tree density, dbh - tree 

diameter at breast height, trees - tree abundance 

 

 

Figure A1: Species accumulation curve of the montane bird metacommunity in Peninsular Malaysia 

modelled for a hypothetical sample of 50 sites compared to the 12 habitat types sampled (in 

orange).  
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Figure A2: Posterior distribution of the montane bird metacommunity in Peninsular Malaysia for the 

habitat types surveyed which included pristine, near-edge, fragmented, old secondary and young 

secondary forests, tea plantation, farmland, rural and urban areas. The orange line indicates that 91 

species were observed in our surveys in 2016-7. 
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Figure A3:  Comparison between community and species responses of detection probability to the 

linear and quadratic effect of survey date and survey duration. The orange lines show the posterior 

community mean (solid) and 95 % credible intervals (dotted). The grey lines show the same but for 

each individual species (here for the 91 observed species) with species CRIs that do not overlap with 

the parameter estimate of zero colored in blue. 
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Figure A4: Species specific predictions of detection probability as a function of survey date and 

duration for montane birds surveyed in Peninsular Malaysia in 2016-7 under the Dorazio/Royle (DR) 

community occupancy model with data augmentation. Each line represents one of the 91 observed 

species. The predicted detection probability in response to a covariate is computed with the other 

covariates kept at the observed mean.  
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 1 
Figure A5: Jaccard species similarity dendrogram for 91 montane bird species observed during the 2 

surveys in Peninsular Malaysia in 2016-7. Species are clustered into three main groups as depicted 3 

by their color. Black and orange species are more associated with lowland habitats and blue species 4 

are mostly montane specialists apart from the four species in bold.   5 
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ABSTRACT 

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) have high endemism and provide fundamental ecosystem services, 

but are experiencing rapid deforestation and climate change. Here we examine the resilience of 

tropical montane birds in Peninsular Malaysia to environmental change by comparing field data 

collected at the same nine locations 14 years apart. While we were able to demonstrate that the 

climate had changed at high altitudes via a trend analysis, there were no associated changes in bird 

communities beyond a slight shift in species composition at only one of nine sites. Species 

composition in our sampled sites, unlike species richness, showed some differences between 

sampling years, most notably with a tea plantation site showing a greater similarity to less disturbed 

sites than it did in our earlier survey. In general, colonization and persistence probabilities were 

affected by changes in arthropod abundance. Functional traits also played a role in moderating the 

sensitivity of birds to changes in vegetation structure and food abundance. The occupancies of birds 

restricted to higher elevations and certain foraging guilds such as insectivores and frugivores 

declined with changes in less canopy cover, ground cover and arthropod abundance. However, bird 

sensitivities to the same environmental changes were not dependent on body size.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Biotic responses to environmental change are dynamic, with birds being among the most common 

taxa for studying temporal change given their relative ease of sampling and wide appeal (Konishi et 

al. 1989, Pearce-Higgins and Green 2014). While many studies have investigated how bird 

communities are affected by natural disturbances (such as wildfire) over time (Lindenmayer et al. 

2016, Tingley et al. 2016), investigating the effects of anthropogenic change are also critical, given 

the high rates of global deforestation and rising carbon emissions (Houghton and Nassikas 2017, 

Potapov et al. 2017). Temporal studies can build an understanding of how species assemblages 

change in response to environmental stressors over time (e.g. habitat degradation and climate 

change), and how intrinsic factors such as species ecological traits influence persistence. 

The effects of habitat loss or degradation (exacerbated by climate change) are unquestionably the 

main threats to birds globally (Sekercioglu et al. 2012, Jantz et al. 2015, Spooner et al. 2018). Land-

use cover is commonly used as a proxy for habitat degradation, as such geographic information is 

relatively easy to procure, and hence biotic responses to changing landscapes over time can be 

inferred (Hansen et al. 2004). However, while land cover dynamics have been shown to affect 

biodiversity in some studies (e.g. Berg et al. 2015, Scholtz et al. 2017), other studies show that broad-

scale change in land-use may not necessarily dictate diversity patterns (Bar-Massada et al. 2012, 

Cumming et al. 2014). Further, only some measures of diversity may change (Baselga et al. 2015). For 

example, changes in agricultural landscapes in Germany over a decade affected bird abundances, but 

not species richness (Frenzel et al. 2016). Due to some uncertainty in land-use cover as correlates of 

biodiversity change, local effects like vegetation structure (e.g. canopy cover, above-ground biomass) 

or food abundance are arguably more direct indicators of species preferences (Cumming et al. 2014, 

Mastrangelo and Gavin 2014, Nadeau et al. 2017).  

Climate change has been widely documented to have a profound effect on bird diversity. In response 

to warmer climates, birds have shown upward shift in their upper and lower range limits (Freeman 

and Freeman 2014), poleward shifts in their distributions (Pearce-Higgins et al. 2017), earlier onset 

of breeding (Crick et al. 1997, Socolar et al. 2017) and more recently have become locally extinct 

(Freeman et al. 2018). Less is known about the combined impact of climate change and habitat 

degradation occurring together. One study of North American birds revealed that models of local 

extinction including only climate change covariates were better predictors of species occurrence 

than models incorporating land cover and climate change (Yalcin and Leroux 2018). In a separate 

study, temperature increases in the past half-century were the only significant predictor of species 

turnover for Mexican endemic birds (Peterson et al. 2015). Hence, while climate change is a key 

driver of biodiversity loss in some localities, its effects may be compounded by species sensitivity to 
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habitat disturbance. For instance, warmer temperatures exacerbated by the extensive loss of habitat 

has led to extirpations of some bird species that prefer cooler climes in the UK (Oliver et al. 2017).  

Since bird species may respond variably to habitat disturbance, identifying the traits that species 

vulnerable to environmental change share could be useful in guiding conservation priorities. Traits 

related to feeding guild, body size and habitat association are good predictors of sensitivity to 

habitat degradation (Cleary et al. 2007, Hamer et al. 2015, Kennedy et al. 2017). For example, 

European birds with restricted geographic ranges, low fecundity and small body size were less likely 

to shift to areas of suitable climates (Estrada et al. 2018). A global assessment has revealed that birds 

inhabiting high altitude habitats with low temperature seasonality across their distributions (e.g. 

tropical montane birds) were the most vulnerable to climate change effects  (Pacifici et al. 2017). 

Montane species, in general, are at risk of extinction because the extent of climatically suitable 

habitat diminishes with increasing altitude (Colwell et al. 2008, Jarzyna and Jetz 2017). While 

temperate montane bird species can potentially track their thermal niches either by moving 

poleward or upslope, tropical montane species can only move to cooler climates by moving upslope. 

Yet few studies have explicitly examined if montane restricted bird species are indeed more sensitive 

to environmental change compared to co-occurring altitudinal generalists (Chapter 1).  

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) are changing rapidly (Long 1995, Brooks et al. 1999, Renner et al. 

2006, Hall et al. 2009) and hence are ideal natural laboratories to examine the effects of both climate 

change and habitat degradation on bird diversity. More than 7 million ha of tropical forest (including 

forest types beyond TMFs) has been lost annually from 2000 to 2010, due largely to conversion to 

agriculture (FAO 2016), and temperatures in the tropics are projected to rise by 3–8 °C (mean 5 °C) 

over the 21st century under a high fossil fuel emissions scenario (Malhi et al. 2009). Here, we 

examine the resilience of tropical montane birds to environmental change by comparing data on 

community assemblages and habitat variables collected 14 years apart in Peninsular Malaysia. We 

also conduct a trend analysis of available climatic data to infer which, if any, climatic variables have 

changed significantly in the 14-year gap between survey periods. We examined whether there was a 

higher proportion of lowland birds detected in sites that have remained relatively undeveloped over 

those 14 years. To examine the temporal effects of habitat degradation on biodiversity, we 

compared the metacommunity and site-level bird species richness and species composition between 

our two sampling periods to determine the environmental factors that may influence the 

probabilities of colonisation and persistence. Last, we investigate how certain functional traits may 

impact biotic responses to habitat degradation. We hypothesize that birds that are restricted to 

higher elevations, of all guilds except granivores and omnivores, and of smaller body sizes will be 

more vulnerable to habitat degradation and thus are more likely to be of conservation concern. 
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Granivores and omnivores are less likely to be affected by environmental changes since the former 

prefer more open areas (Newbold et al. 2013) and the latter has a typically wide foraging niche. 

Larger birds are hypothesized to be more susceptible to habitat disturbance due to lower 

reproductive rate, higher trophic structure and lower abundance (Henle et al. 2004).  

 

METHODS 

Study region  

The montane localities of Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands provide a range of habitat types that 

reflect historical and current land-use in the TMF areas of Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 1, Table 1). 

Fraser’s Hill is gazetted as a wildlife sanctuary and permanent forest reserve and has remained 

relatively free from further development since it was last developed as a holiday respite in the 1920s 

(Er et al. 2013). In contrast, the protected status of the Cameron Highlands’ was lifted in 1960 to 

allow timber extraction, agricultural and urban development (Chan 2006). Since the 1960s, 

agriculture of temperate fruit and vegetables and tea in Cameron Highlands has intensified (Chan 

2006, Peh et al. 2011). GIS analyses revealed a 2% loss of the forest cover in Cameron Highlands over 

one decade (Ismail et al. 2014), and an increase in mean annual temperature of 0.9 °C from 1970 to 

2006 (Ismail et al. 2011, Ismail et al. 2014). 
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Figure 1: Map of Peninsular Malaysia showing two study localities and sites along the Main Range. 

 

Table 1: Description and elevation of habitat types across two montane localities in Peninsular 

Malaysia surveyed between 2002 and 2017. 

Habitat type and 
locality/localities 

Elevation (m) of each locality 
as listed in the previous 
column 

Description 

Primary forest CH, FH 1621, 1280 Primary montane forest 

Secondary forest CH 1506 Exotic softwood plantation ~2 ha surrounded by 
roads and native forests left to regenerate more 
than 50 years ago 

Tea CH 1591 Mature tea plantation  

Rural CH, FH 1477, 1243 Roadsides beyond the perimeter of town centres 
and flanked by vegetation 

Urban CH 1475 Roads within the town centres which are mostly 
devoid of vegetation 

Edge forest FH 1236 Part of continuous montane forest 100–150 m 
away from the edge of a road 

Small fragment FH 1260 Small forest patch <5 ha isolated by narrow roads 
and golf course 

CH = Cameron Highlands, FH = Fraser’s Hill 

 

Main Range 
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Analysis of climate trends 

Peninsular Malaysia experiences two monsoon seasons, the southwest monsoon which occurs 

generally from May to September, and the northeast monsoon which occurs typically from 

November to March and brings heavier rainfall to the region (Malaysian Meteorological Department 

2019). The mean annual rainfall in Peninsular Malaysia is approximately 2,500 mm, but in the 

highlands it can reach up to 5,000 mm (Malaysian Meteorological Department 2019). The average 

temperature in Peninsular Malaysia is 27 °C with a minimum of 23 °C and a maximum of 32 °C; 

however, in the highlands, the average temperature is 18 °C with a minimum of 15 °C and a 

maximum of 22°C (Malaysian Meteorological Department 2019).  

To assess trends in a range of climate variables over the study period, we obtained all available data 

collected from weather stations closest to our sites (within 3 km) in Cameron Highlands (3° 42’ 51” 

N, 101° 43’ 55” E; 1257 m a.s.l.; 1983-2018) and Fraser’s Hill (4° 29’ 18” N, 101° 22’ 19” E, 1545 m 

a.s.l.; 1989-2018) from the Malaysian Meteorological Department. Monthly data (i.e. mean of daily 

readings for the month) included air temperature (dry bulb at 8 am and 2 pm), relative humidity (at 8 

am and 2 pm) and rainfall (total amount and number of rain-days). Additional monthly data available 

only from Cameron Highlands included the mean 24-hour, mean maximum and minimum air 

temperature and relative humidity.  

To detect any trend ‘shifts’ in annualised climate variables (e.g. change from a prolonged period of 

wet years to dry years), we examined the cumulative differences from the mean (CDFMs) 

(Emelyanova et al. 2013). First, we calculated the monthly average per year for all parameters, 

except rainfall amount and number of rain-days which were summed for all months to obtain a 

yearly value. Then, we calculated yearly anomalies by subtracting the annual mean from the long-

term average (i.e. 30-35 years). Next, the yearly anomalies were added cumulatively to obtain the 

CDFMs, and plotted for each year. We statistically analyzed anomaly data for trends by applying an 

ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) model. Details regarding the use of an ARIMA 

model is documented in Supplementary Methods (M1). To determine if the trend for our selected 

model was significant, (i.e. the regression coefficient significantly different from zero), we applied a 

two-tailed t-test adjusted for autocorrelation at 95% confidence levels (Santer et al. 2000). 

Bird surveys 

We first surveyed our study sites in 2002 to 2003 (Soh et al. 2006) and then resurveyed the same 

sites 14 years later (Table 1). Sampling of bird occurrence was conducted over six periods within 

each sampling year in 2002-3 and 2016-17 (see Table A1 for date ranges). During each sampling 
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period, six 10-minute point counts were conducted at each site (i.e. 36 point counts per habitat type) 

except for a small fragment in Fraser’s Hill where only three point counts were conducted due to the 

small area (totaling 18 points). All points were spaced at least 300 m apart to ensure observations 

were independent (Ralph et al. 1993). All birds seen or heard within a 25 m radius from the center of 

each point over a 10 minute period were recorded, but birds flying overhead were excluded (sensu 

Soh et al. 2006). To maximize detections, point counts were conducted between 0700 and 1100 

hours on fair weather days (i.e. no heavy rain). All point counts were conducted by M.C.K. Soh along 

forest trails and along roads in rural and urban areas. Random sampling in the forested sites away 

from the forest trails was deemed unsafe due to the steep terrain. Unfamiliar calls were recorded 

with digital audio recorders (Olympus models DW-90 in 2002-3 and LS-14 in 2016-7) and later 

identified to species by consulting expert ornithologists. 

 

Habitat covariates  

Measurements of vegetation structure and resource availability were conducted for each habitat 

type within a 5 m radius of the point count location after the bird survey, on the same day following 

methods in Soh et al. (2006). Thus, for each sampled year we obtained 36 sets of measurements for 

each site, except for the fragment in Fraser’s Hill where we obtained 18 sets. The variables measured 

included the diameters of trees at breast height (DBH), the number of tree saplings with DBH less 

than 2 cm, the number of dead trees, canopy cover (using a densiometer), and leaf litter depth 

(measured four times per sampling point with a metal ruler randomly inserted into the leaf litter). To 

estimate ground cover, photographs were taken using a digital camera held 1 m above the ground at 

four random locations. Later, using Photoshop software, a grid layer with 48 squares (8 x 6) was 

superimposed over the digital images to tally the number of squares covered with live vegetation. To 

obtain an index of resource availability, arthropods were sampled by randomly sweeping a net (30 

cm in diameter and 60 cm in depth) through understorey vegetation at each sampling point 20 times 

and tallying all arthropods caught. 

 

Statistical analyses of occupancy 

To compare community and species occupancies between sites and our two sampling years (2002-3 

and 2016-7), we applied two different (but related) Bayesian occupancy models. The first was a 

multi-species occupancy model or Dozario/Royle model (DR) (Dorazio and Royle 2005, Gelfand et al. 

2005, Kéry and Royle 2016) and the second was a dynamic community occupancy model (DCM) 

(Dorazio et al. 2010, Kéry and Royle 2016); both of which account for imperfect species detection. 
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We fitted both models using parameter expansion and data augmentation (PX-DA) to estimate the 

number of species possibly missed in our surveys but likely to be present at a site (Royle et al. 2007, 

Royle and Dorazio 2012). However, the DCM model differs from the DR model as it also includes sub-

models to estimate transition probabilities of persistence and colonization (Dorazio et al. 2010, Kéry 

and Royle 2016). We included three site-level covariates (canopy cover, ground vegetation cover and 

arthropod abundance) and two observational covariates (survey date - the number of days passed 

since the first survey of the sampling year was conducted, and the survey duration) into our DR 

model after omitting four highly collinear covariates (i.e. r > 0.7 ) (Chapter 2, McElreath 2006). We 

removed survey duration in our dynamic model as it did not change between sampling years. Both 

models were used to estimate community and species level probabilities of detection and 

occupancy, with the DCM used to additionally estimate colonization and persistence probabilities. 

Details regarding the DR and DCM models are documented in Supplementary Methods (M1). 

In summary, we generated DR models for 2002-3 and 2016-7 separately to compare the following 

between sampling years: 1) the size of the metacommunity (Dorazio et al. 2006), and local 

community (i.e. at site level); 2) the species richness across the different sites; and 3) the species 

composition among sites using a Jaccard similarity index (Whittaker et al. 2001, Dorazio et al. 2011). 

We applied the DCM model to analyze the combined data from 2002-3 and 2016-7 and predict how 

the initial occupancy, detection, persistence and colonization probabilities responded to changes in 

our covariates. We make separate predictions for different functional groups that include elevational 

affinity, foraging guild and body size. Low elevation species are defined here as those with an 

altitudinal distribution that occurs below 1000 m a.s.l., while distributions equal to or above this 

elevation are considered high elevation species. Our classification of foraging guilds mainly follow 

Philpott and Bichier (2012), and include frugivores, granivores, insectivores, nectarivores and 

omnivores, but we further include carnivores as a separate category. Our categorization of body 

sizes was based on body lengths and we used the ‘cut’ function in R to group the range of body 

lengths into five discrete categories of equal lengths. Since sample sizes for the last three longest 

categories were small, we grouped them together to eventually form three categories which include 

small (8 – 23 cm), medium (23.5 – 38 cm) and large sized birds (39 – 85 cm). Information regarding 

altitudinal distribution, diet and body lengths were taken from established field guides (Wells et al. 

1999, Robson 2008). 

 

For the DR model, the model parameters were estimated by running three MCMC (Markov chain 

Monte-Carlo) chains in parallel for 100,000 iterations, a thinning rate of 1 in 5 samples, and 2,000 
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iterations for burn-in. For the DCM model, three MCMC chains were run in parallel but for 500,000 

iterations, a thinning rate of 1 in 200 samples, and 200,000 iterations for burn-in since there were 

additional parameters to estimate. To improve convergence, we standardized all covariates to means 

of zero and a standard deviation of one. We visually inspected the trace plots and assessed 

convergence using the Brooks–Gelman–Rubin statistic (assuming convergence with Rhat values < 

1.1). To assess the fit of our models, we computed the Bayesian P-value using the Freeman-Tukey 

measure of discrepancy (Kéry and Schaub 2012). This metric assesses the difference between the 

observed and expected number of species detected in each survey and compares it with the same 

difference obtained for a replicate dataset simulated using the detection estimates at each MCMC 

iteration. The Bayesian P-value represents the proportion of summed discrepancy values for the 

simulated data that exceeded the same for the observed data; where bias in model estimates occur 

for values < 0.05 or > 0.95. The MCMC chains were run using JAGS v4.3.0 (Plummer 2017) in R v3.4.3 

(R Core Team 2018) with ‘jagsUI’ package v1.4.9 (Kellner 2018).  

 

Assessing climate change effect 

Finally, to draw inferences on the effect of climate change on our montane bird community where 

habitats have not degraded across our survey years, we compared species richness and composition 

in sites sampled in Fraser’s Hill. To test the hypothesis that an upward shift in birds has occurred 

between 2002 and 2017, we performed a Chi-square test of independence (also in R v3.4.3) to 

determine if the proportion of low to high elevation individuals and species detected at sampling 

points in Fraser’s Hill differed significantly between these sampling periods.  

 

RESULTS 

Recent trends in climate 

A trend analysis revealed that the climate in our sampling locations in Peninsular Malaysia has 

changed since records commenced in the 1970s. The CDFM plots of temperature data in all forms 

(i.e. dry bulb, mean maximum and minimum) for Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands generally 

showed a shift from a ‘cool’ to ‘warm’ period (i.e. change from downward to upward trend in 

temperature seen in Figure 2). In Cameron Highlands, the year when the shift occurred varied from 

1989 (mean maximum temperature) to 2013 (dry bulb temperature at 8 am) (Figure 2, Figure A1). 

For various measurements of relative humidity, most CDFM plots showed a shift from a ‘moist’ to 

‘dry’ period, except for the mean minimum and 2 pm data. CDFM plots for precipitation showed 
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considerable variation across three or more decades, but a marked shift in the rainfall amount in 

Cameron Highlands from a ‘dry’ to ‘wet’ period around 1991 (i.e. change from downward to upward 

trend in rainfall,  Figure 2). In contrast, Fraser’s Hill has become drier, with a significant decline in 

relative humidity at 2 pm (Table 2). 

There were significant increases in temperature in the Cameron Highlands for the 2 pm, mean 24 

hour, and mean minimum data, with the latter showing the greatest change (Table 2). Extrapolations 

of linear fit suggest that the mean minimum temperature would rise by 3.2 °C over a century (Table 

2).  
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Figure 2: Climatic deviations (anomalies) from the average of the 30-35 years represented by blue 
bars from Fraser’s Hill and orange bars from Cameron Highlands. The darker shaded bars represent 
years 2002 to 2018 (i.e. years between our surveys). The cumulative differences from the mean are 
represented by dark grey lines with the axis on the right.  
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Table 2: Parameter estimates and test results of the best ARIMA model for each climatic variable 
with significant trends. 

Parameters/tests 
CH, 2pm 

temperature 
CH, mean 24h 
temperature 

CH, mean min. 
temperature 

CH, mean 
min. RH FH, 8am RH 

AR1 NA NA NA NA 0.585 ± 0.234 

AR2 NA NA NA NA NA 

MA1 NA 0.301 ± 0.175 -0.156 ± 0.206 -0.351 ± 0.178 -0.065 ± 0.292 

MA2 NA NA -0.267 ± 0.168 NA -0.598 ± 0.15 

MA3 NA NA 0.263 ± 0.277 NA -0.338 ± 0.271 

intercept  -0.423 ± 0.071 -0.262 ± 0.106 -0.637 ± 0.207 -0.423 ± 0.071 1.265 ± 0.29 

trend 0.023 ± 0.004 0.0146 ± 0.005 0.034 ± 0.01 0.023 ± 0.004 -0.088 ± 0.019 

σ2 0.102 0.0650 0.599 0.102 0.931 

log likelihood -8.21 0.38 -38.16 -8.21 -38 

AICc 24.43 8.57 91.33 24.43 95.33 

Ljung-Box test 7.207, 4, 0.126 4.73, 4, 0.317 6.93, 3, 0.074 7.207, 4, 0.125 7.9, 3, 0.05 

Abbreviations/symbol: CH – Cameron Highlands, FH – Fraser’s Hill, temp – temperature, RH – relative humidity, min 
– minimum, AR and MA – autoregressive and moving average model coefficients with the appending number 
representing the order, trend – trend coefficient, σ2 – variance, NA – not applicable. All coefficients are shown with ± 
standard errors. The Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation of the residuals shows the Q* test statistic, the degrees of 
freedom and the P-value respectively.  

 

Metacommunity detection and occupancy 

The DR models for the 2002-3 and 2016-7 data showed a good fit between the observed and 

expected number of species detected for each sampling year, with 0.55 and 0.54 Bayesian P-values 

respectively. Likewise, the DCM model also showed a good fit with a Bayesian P-value of 0.59. The 

modelled species accumulation curves showed that for the nine sites surveyed in both sampling 

years, the species richness was approaching asymptote, indicating that the sampling effort to detect 

the majority of bird species in the metacommunity was adequate for the range of habitat types 

surveyed (Figure A2).  

The estimated number of species in the metacommunity sampled in 2016-7 was higher than in 2002-

3 (133 and 100 respectively). The estimated number of species that were potentially present at our 

sites but missed in our surveys was also higher in 2016-7 than in 2002-3 (54 and 24 respectively). The 

posterior frequency distribution (i.e. showing the spread of estimates) of the total species richness in 

2016-7 was broader than the 2002-3 distribution, indicating greater uncertainty in 2016-17 (Figure 
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A4). The mean occupancy probability fell from 0.67 in 2002-3 to 0.47 in 2016-7. The mean detection 

probability also fell slightly - from 0.22 in 2002-3 to 0.18 in 2016-7. The frequency distribution of the 

average detection and occupancy probabilities for the metacommunity showed considerable 

variability in both parameters in both sampling years (Figure 3). The detection probabilities for most 

species recorded in 2002-3 and 2016-7 were low (e.g. < 0.2), but there were more species with very 

low detections in 2016-7 (i.e. only detected once or twice, Figure 3). Widespread species (i.e. those 

occurring at all or most sites, with occupancy probability close to one) were more prevalent in 2002-

3 than in 2016-7, whereas rare species (i.e. those that occurred at one site) were more prevalent in 

2016-17 (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Frequency distributions of average detection and occupancy probabilities for a montane 
bird metacommunity in Peninsular Malaysia in 2002-3 (orange) and 2016-7 (blue). 
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Species richness and community similarity 

 

Figure 4: Estimated species richness and the 95% credible intervals at each site surveyed in 

Peninsular Malaysia in 2002-3 (orange) and 2016-7 (blue). Sites are ordered along a gradient of 

increasing disturbance from left to right. Abbreviations for different habitat types: Pri – primary 

forest, Frag – fragmented forest, Edge – edge forest, Sec – secondary forest, Rur – rural forest, Tea – 

tea plantation, Urb – urban area, b – 2002-3 survey, a – 2016-8 survey, 1 – Fraser’s Hill, 2 – Cameron 

Highlands.  

 

Estimated species richness was lowest for the urban site in Cameron Highlands in both sampling 

years, while the wide CrIs indicate there is little difference in species richness across most forested 

sites (Figure 4). The most developed site in our disturbance gradient (i.e. the urban site in Cameron), 

showed a greater disparity in species richness from the other sites in 2016-7 than in 2002-3. 

Unsurprisingly, these more distinguishable sites were clustered separately in similarity dendrograms, 

which generally reflected a disturbance gradient (Figure 5). More notably, a few sites shifted in their 

similarity relationships over time; with the tea plantation site showing the most change in 2017-8 

and no longer clustering with the urban site. 
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Figure 5: Jaccard site similarity dendrogram for the habitat types sampled in Peninsular Malaysia in 
2002-3 and 2016-7. Abbreviations CH = Cameron Highlands, and FH = Fraser’s Hill.  

 

Estimates from the DCM model  

The predicted community and species persistence (Ø) and colonization (Ƴ) probabilities from the 

DCM model showed no or little change in response to canopy and ground cover. A few species 

showed increased persistence probabilities in response to increasing arthropod abundance (Figure 6, 

Table A2). There was a more pronounced increase in colonization probabilities up to 0.2 for the 

community and up to 0.8 for both low and high elevation species in response to an increase in 

arthropod abundance only after a critical density point of more than 20 arthropods were detected 

per 5 m radial sampling area (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Predicted community and species persistence and colonization probabilities in response to 

arthropod abundance. The community mean probability is represented by black bold lines, and 

orange and blue lines represent low and high elevation species respectively. 
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Figure 7: Predicted initial occupancy probabilities in response to canopy cover (%), ground cover and 

arthropod abundance for all species in the metacommunity. Each species is segregated by a) 

altitudinal affinity (orange – lowland, blue – montane); b) foraging guild (orange – carnivore, light 

blue – frugivore, green – granivore, dark blue – insectivore, red – nectarivore, purple – omnivore); 

and c) body size (orange – small, blue – medium, green – large).  
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Figure 8: Mean predicted initial occupancy probabilities in response to canopy cover (%), ground 

cover and arthropod abundance for species sharing the same trait. The different traits include: a) 

altitudinal affinities (orange – lowland, blue – montane); b) foraging guild (orange – carnivore, light 

blue – frugivore, green – granivore, dark blue – insectivore, red – nectarivore, purple – omnivore); 

and c) body size (orange – small, blue – medium, green – large).  
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The predicted changes to the initial community occupancy probability (psi1) generally showed a 

positive response to each environmental covariate, with more marked responses to ground cover 

and arthropod abundance (Figures 7 & 8, Table A2). Species occupancies showed a great deal of 

variation to changes in covariates, and there were some key differences in responses to the 

covariates when species were segregated based on their altitudinal affinities and foraging guilds but 

not with body size (Figure 7 & 8). This was most apparent in the response to canopy cover, with 

lower elevation species generally preferring less canopy cover, and higher elevation species generally 

preferring greater canopy cover. While the occurrence of most montane species increased with 

increasing arthropod abundance, some low elevation birds preferred sites with less arthropods 

(Figure 7a & 8a). Low and high elevation species showed consistently positive responses to 

increasing ground cover (Figure 7a & 8a). Overall, most montane bird species responded positively to 

increases in all environmental covariates. 

When species were grouped based on their foraging guilds, the predicted occupancies for the 

granivores declined with increasing canopy cover, in contrast to all other guilds (Figure 7b & 8b). The 

mean occupancies for the granivores declined initially with increasing arthropod abundance 

compared to other guilds but increased with a further increase in arthropod abundance (Figures 8b). 

However, the occupancies for all foraging guilds responded positively to an increase in ground cover 

(Figures 7b & 8b). There was considerable variation in occupancies of small and medium species in 

response to increasing canopy cover and arthropod abundance, however, for large species, the 

responses were more consistent (i.e. predicted occupancies increased along with increases in all 

covariates) (Figure 7c). The average predicted occupancies for species of all body sizes had positive 

relationship with ground cover and arthropod abundance but did not vary with changes in canopy 

cover (Figure 8c). 

 

Climate change effect on elevational distribution 

While there were fewer high elevation species (and individuals) detected in Fraser’s Hill in 2016-7 

relative to 2002-3 (Figure A3), the proportion of low versus high elevation individual detections was 

not significantly different between sampling years (χ2 = 0.09, df = 1, P = 0.76), nor was the proportion 

of low to higher elevation species (χ2 = 0.99, df = 1, P = 0.32).  
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DISCUSSION 

Our assessment of the environment in the same nine sites that were surveyed 14 years apart 

revealed that environmental changes had occurred and had affected the montane bird diversity. 

While a trend analysis showed that some aspects of the climate had changed significantly over this 

time period, there were no associated changes in bird communities (i.e. species richness, occurrence 

of lowland species) beyond a slight shift in species composition at a tea plantation site whereby a 

greater similarity to less disturbed sites was observed than 14 years earlier, likely attributed to an 

increase in canopy cover. However, colonization and persistence probabilities were affected by 

changes in arthropod abundance. Functional traits also affected the sensitivity of birds to changes in 

vegetation structure and food abundance. As expected, birds restricted to montane environments, 

and certain foraging guilds (including insectivores and frugivores), were more vulnerable to a decline 

in canopy cover, ground cover, and arthropod abundance. However, we did not find larger birds to 

be more sensitive to disturbance; on the contrary small and medium-sized birds responded similarly 

to larger birds. More crucially, our approach using occupancy modelling demonstrated the 

usefulness of assessing multi-year data to better comprehend the dynamic responses of biota to 

corresponding changes in the environment. Apart from correcting for imperfect detection, more 

informatively, inferences regarding sensitivities to change can be drawn across different ecological 

scales (i.e. metacommunity, local community, and species).   

 

Montane climates are changing 

Analysis of weather anomalies in our tropical montane forest sites provides evidence that air 

temperature has risen over the last three decades, and montane biodiversity may be in the process 

of adjusting to this shift. However, temperature increases may not be solely attributable to climate 

change, as anthropogenic development has intensified, and ongoing clearing of forests may 

exacerbate rising temperatures locally (Leong 2019). Disentangling climate change effects on 

ecosystems from the parallel process of habitat degradation has previously been achieved by 

sampling only in pristine environments, and comparing contemporary and historical data (Tsai et al. 

2015, Freeman et al. 2018, Neate-Clegg et al. 2018). While our analyses revealed that our protected 

sites in Fraser’s Hill, were drier and slightly warmer since our first survey in 2002-3, we detected no 

differences in species richness, nor observed any upward shift in low elevation birds between 

sampling years. It is likely that our timeframe is too brief to detect substantial changes in the bird 

community, thus alluding to other factors like structural changes in vegetation or microclimatic 

differences which may have had a more immediate effect on species occupancy (see Chapter 2, Frey 
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et al. 2016). Additionally, as our study was conducted mainly in lower montane forests and their 

surrounds, we did not effectively sample higher elevation birds (i.e. > 1800 m) which may be more 

susceptible to climatic changes (Harris et al. 2014).  

 

Montane birds are sensitive to habitat disturbance 

Montane birds (i.e. those that occur at high elevations) are vulnerable to habitat degradation, as 

indicated by our DCM model where the community and species occupancies declined with 

decreasing canopy cover, ground cover and arthropod abundance. The impact of canopy loss in 

tropical montane forests is well known to affect avian communities, causing declines in occupancy 

(Mordecai et al. 2009), species richness (Garcia et al. 1998, Soh et al. 2006), the size of mixed-species 

flocks (Lee et al. 2005), and the likelihood of selecting a nest-site (Rangel-Salazar et al. 2008). In 

tropical montane forests, the loss of ground vegetation (or shrub or understory density) to our 

knowledge has only been shown to affect nest-site selection of montane birds (Rangel-Salazar et al. 

2008). However, ground cover loss has negatively impacted bird diversity, abundance and 

composition in temperate montane forests (Garcia et al. 1998, Powell and Steidl 2015), thus it is 

unsurprising that tropical montane bird communities respond similarly. Collectively, our results 

showed that structural heterogeneity of the vegetation is influential in affecting the occupancy of 

tropical montane birds.  

While the importance of vegetation structure in affecting bird communities is well established, few 

consider co-factoring an index of food availability (Sodhi et al. 2005, Smith et al. 2018). Most of the 

montane bird species we sampled are insectivores or supplement their diet with insects (Faccio et al. 

2018, Partridge and Clark 2018, Seress et al. 2018). Thus, the inclusion of arthropod abundance as a 

covariate is fundamental. The predicted changes in initial occupancy in response to increasing 

arthropod abundance showed that most montane bird species respond positively to increasing 

arthropod abundance underlining the importance of this food source in sustaining montane bird 

communities (Figure 7). Although our measurements represented a proxy of arthropod availability in 

the understory vegetation, our results warrant a deeper investigation as there was a strong effect on 

both the community and species occupancies. Deploying other methods (e.g. pit-fall traps) or 

sampling arthropods in other niches (e.g. in the canopy layer) may provide a more accurate metric of 

the overall food availability (Yap et al. 2007). 

With montane birds less likely to occupy heavily degraded sites in montane environments (i.e. urban 

and open farmland), these habitats have been essentially filled by resilient, urban-adaptive birds 
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such as the Common Myna, Acridotheres tristis, the Common Tailorbird, O. sutorius, the House 

Sparrow, Passer montanus, the Oriental Magpie Robin, Copsychus saularis, and the Yellow-vented 

Bulbul, Pycnonotus goiavier, all of which are commonly encountered in developed lowland areas 

(Robson 2008). This homogenization of the bird community in degraded sites thus extends to 

montane environments that share similar microclimates to their lowland counterparts (e.g. higher 

temperature and lower humidity, Soh et al. 2006). However, the occupancies of all lowland birds, like 

montane birds, were predicted to respond positively to an increase in ground cover (Figure 7a, 8a), 

which likely provides greater opportunities for foraging and nesting. 

 

Foraging guilds and body size play a lesser role in predicting sensitivities to disturbance 

Our results generally agree with studies previously identifying frugivores, insectivores and 

nectarivores as foraging guilds that are more sensitive to habitat disturbance in montane 

environments (O'Dea and Whittaker 2007, Gomes et al. 2008, Gilroy et al. 2015, Asefa et al. 2017). 

However, we found that other guilds like carnivores and omnivores were also vulnerable to habitat 

degradation, as their mean occupancies declined with less canopy cover, ground cover, and 

arthropod abundance. Only granivores such as the House Sparrow, P. montanus, Rock Dove, 

Columba livia, and Scaly-breasted Munia, Lonchura punctulate, preferred more open habitat with 

less tree cover – habitat types that are represented in our sampling sites as the tea plantation, rural 

and urban areas.  

Body size has also been demonstrated in previous avian studies to be an indicator of disturbance 

sensitivity, with larger birds deemed more vulnerable (Cleary et al. 2007, Gomes et al. 2008, 

Tscharntke et al. 2008). However, unlike elevational affinity or foraging guild, differences in body size 

did not predict response to environmental changes when average responses were considered. We 

found that the mean occupancies for all body sizes shared a positive relationship with ground cover 

and arthropod abundance but were indifferent to changes in canopy cover. While the mean 

responses for all body sizes were similar across the three covariates, closer examination at the 

species level revealed that there was considerable variation in the responses among species within 

each body size type. For example, the number of species that responded negatively to a loss in 

canopy cover for each body size roughly matched the number of species that responded positively, 

thus accounting for the overall null response to canopy cover when the averages were considered. 

As such, our results caution against simply drawing inferences from summary statistics (like mean 

occupancies), without appreciating the variation that exists between species. Crucially, this has 
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implications for species-focused conservation, as some species were responding to losses in canopy 

cover. 

 

Montane birds showed resilience in some degraded habitats 

Our two sampling years 14 years apart suggest that bird communities may recover to a degree from 

habitat degradation. This was evident from our surveys in the tea plantation, where species 

composition is now more similar to a rural bird community than an urban bird community. An 

increase in the mean canopy cover from 4.9% to 29.4% in the tea plantation between our two 

sampling periods likely contributed to the changes in the bird assemblage. A study conducted in a 

highland tea plantation in Western Ghats, India, found that bird species richness and composition 

were similar to primary forest when remnant native vegetation was interspersed within the tea 

estate (Sreekar et al. 2013). Likewise, bird species richness in structurally complex farms and 

montane forest fragments in Africa were similar, but species composition in the more uniform 

farmland lacked forest specialists (Gove et al. 2013). In agricultural systems that show less structural 

heterogeneity, bird species richness can be lower (Waltert et al. 2004). Thus, in our sampled tea 

estate, the increased structural complexity likely attributed to the increased foliage in remnants 

interspersed throughout the plantation and riparian vegetation alongside irrigation canals likely 

attracted a few more bird species.   

Parts of the tea plantation and secondary forest in Cameron Highlands and fragmented forest in 

Fraser’s Hill we surveyed were adjacent to contiguous forests, which is an important consideration 

when assessing the conservation value of degraded habitats (Barlow et al. 2007). A study in the 

highlands of Nicaragua, Africa found that although bird species and foraging guilds representative of 

closed-canopy forests occurred in coffee plantations, they were only detected in points near forest 

remnants (Arendt et al. 2012). Similarly, the phylogenetic bird diversity in the farmlands of the 

Chocó-Andes, Columbia, declined with increasing isolation away from contiguous montane forests 

(Edwards et al. 2015). Also, in the Chocó-Andes, species that are threatened or have smaller 

distributions were less likely to occur in isolated agricultural sites (Gilroy et al. 2015). As such, the 

protection of continuous tracts of primary forests near agricultural areas or degraded lands can be 

crucial in sustaining the biodiversity of the montane metacommunity (Barlow et al. 2007, Lucey and 

Hill 2012). Moving forward, conducting surveys at distances further apart from contiguous primary 

forests will help clarify the conservation value of these degraded sites.  
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CONCLUSION 

Our study has shown that tropical montane bird communities in Peninsular Malaysia are sensitive to 

the impacts of habitat degradation. Our approach also validates the importance of gathering multi-

year data and the application of dynamic models to more accurately portray ecological responses 

over time. With suitable environmental conditions (i.e. increasing arthropod abundance and 

canopy), some bird species may be drawn to colonize and persist some degraded sites. While there is 

no significant difference in the proportion of lowland to montane birds detected in protected sites 

between sampling years, (which might reasonably be expected from our analysis of climate trends), 

we detected three more low elevation species and five fewer high elevation species in 2016-7 

relative to 2002-3. Altitudinal shifts are likely to become more apparent over a longer timeframe, 

and as such, a logical extension of our study would be to regularly monitor species occurrences 

yearly to attain clearer comprehension of dynamic responses to both structural changes in 

vegetation and climate change. Understandably, long-term research requires considerable 

investment, but the effort can be lessened by deploying passive monitoring devices such as 

automated bioacoustics recorders (Campos-Cerqueira et al. 2017). This offers advantages over 

traditional point count surveys because it removes observer bias, records taxa beyond birds (e.g. 

amphibians, primates), improves the detectability of rare species and provides an invaluable 

reference for monitoring future biodiversity.   
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APPENDICES 

Table A1: Dates that point counts, vegetation structure and arthropod abundance surveys were 
conducted 
 

2002-3 2016-7 

26th July to 29th September 2002 21st May to 15th June 2016 

12th October to 8th November 2002 30th July to 23rd August 2016 

23rd November to 9th December 2002 30th October to 25th November 2016 

17th February 2003 to 23rd March 2003 27th December 2016 to 22nd January 2017 

5th May 2003 to 24th June 2003 14th March to 7th April 2017 
1st July 2003 to 13th August 2003 9th May to 2nd June 2017 
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Table A2: Main parameter estimates for the dynamic community model. 

Parameter estimate Mean 
Standard 
deviation 

Lower CrI 
bound  

Upper CrI 
bound  

Rhat n.eff 

Metacommunity species richness 99.426 7.037 90.000 117.000 1.009 723 
Initial occupancy probabilitym 0.967 1.018 -1.103 3.117 1.007 895 

Initial occupancy probabilitysd 5.770 1.602 3.181 9.282 1.002 1380 

Canopy coverψm 0.387 0.744 -1.125 1.832 1.003 622 

Ground coverψm 1.387 0.644 0.321 2.831 1.001 1296 

Arthropod abundanceψm 1.169 0.958 -0.453 3.329 1.002 851 

Canopy coverψsd 2.736 0.993 1.120 4.990 1.002 838 

Ground coverψsd 0.726 0.568 0.023 2.103 1.012 184 

Arthropod abundanceψsd 2.996 1.167 1.109 5.555 1.001 2306 

Persistence probabilitym 8.041 2.326 4.340 13.243 1.003 1224 

Persistence probabilitysd 1.624 1.295 0.041 4.884 1.003 664 

Canopy coverφm -1.976 2.243 -6.489 2.779 1.015 146 

Ground coverφm 0.156 2.026 -3.055 4.951 1.009 359 

Arthropod abundanceφm 0.593 2.521 -4.443 5.699 1.007 594 

Canopy coverφsd 2.400 1.603 0.198 6.065 1.001 2207 

Ground coverφsd 1.745 1.441 0.069 5.304 1.006 1597 

Arthropod abundanceφsd 3.295 2.298 0.105 8.655 1.003 3000 

Colonization probabilitym -5.921 1.834 -10.055 -2.992 1.022 222 

Colonization probabilitysd 2.089 1.715 0.066 6.490 1.004 1618 

Canopy coverγm -0.101 1.442 -2.832 3.180 1.002 2477 

Ground coverγm -0.066 1.465 -2.810 2.805 1.010 556 

Arthropod abundanceγm 3.839 1.533 1.254 7.358 1.012 551 

Canopy coverγsd 1.873 1.517 0.053 5.753 1.011 459 

Ground coverγsd 1.300 1.033 0.064 3.694 1.011 332 

Arthropod abundanceγsd 1.195 1.003 0.044 3.701 1.012 414 

2002-3 detection probabilitym -1.557 0.257 -2.061 -1.060 1.001 1725 

2016-7 detection probabilitym  -1.994 0.250 -2.499 -1.532 1.000 3000 

Detection probabilitysd 1.630 0.160 1.335 1.974 1.001 3000 

Canopy coverpm 0.014 0.162 -0.315 0.319 1.001 3000 

Ground coverpm -0.448 0.148 -0.754 -0.176 1.000 3000 

Arthropod abundancepm -0.254 0.153 -0.556 0.043 1.000 3000 

Survey datepm 0.184 0.053 0.082 0.287 1.000 3000 

Survey date2pm 0.157 0.060 0.036 0.270 1.000 3000 

Canopy coverpsd 0.928 0.129 0.700 1.193 1.001 1771 

Ground coverpsd 0.779 0.132 0.538 1.057 1.002 734 

Arthropod abundancepsd 0.758 0.127 0.530 1.035 1.001 2183 

Survey datepsd 0.288 0.060 0.172 0.411 1.000 3000 

Survey date2psd 0.252 0.090 0.051 0.425 1.000 3000 

CrI = 95% credible intervals, Rhat and n.eff are convergence diagnostics from our Markov chain 
Monte-Carlo simulations (Gelman and Rubin 1992). All estimates are in logit scale. Superscript 
abbreviations: m = mean, sd = standard deviations, ψ = initial occupancy, φ = persistence, γ = 
colonization, p = detection, 2 refers to a quadratic effect of the covariate while the rest exert a linear 
effect. 
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Figure A1: Climatic deviations (anomalies) from the average of the 35 years represented by the 

orange bars from Cameron Highlands. The cumulative differences from the mean are represented by 

dark blue lines with the axis on the right. 

 

 

Figure A2: Species accumulation curve of the montane bird metacommunity in Peninsular Malaysia 

modelled for a hypothetical sample of 100 sites surveyed in 2002-3 (orange) and 2016-7 (blue). 
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Figure A3: Comparison of the number of low and high elevation (a) individuals and (b) species 

detected between sampling years 2002-3 (orange) and 2016-7 (blue hash) in Fraser’s Hill. 

 

 

Figure A4: The posterior frequency distribution of the total species richness of montane birds in 
Peninsular Malaysia for all the habitat types surveyed in Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands in 2002-
3 (orange) and 2016-7 (blue). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 

M1: Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model description 

ARIMA models combine differencing with autoregression (AR) and moving average (MA) models 

(Hyndman and Athanasopoulos 2018). Differencing, which calculates the differences between 

consecutive observations, is performed to ensure stationarity (a criterion needed for ARIMA models) 

in the time-series data. The AR and MA models in ARIMA are data-smoothing methods that estimate 

the trend. Thus, the model is written as ARIMA(p,q,d) where p, d, and q represent the order of the 

AR, the degree of differencing, and the order of the MA respectively. We used the forecast package 

in R to construct ARIMA models and for all subsequent functions in our trend analyses (Hyndman 

and Khandakar 2008, Hyndman and Athanasopoulos 2018). First, we applied the auto-arima function 

to build our model and then we checked the residuals for any significant autocorrelation. If there 

was autocorrelation, we increased the AR or MA order by one from the best model selected by the 

auto-arima function; e.g. from ARIMA(0,0,1) to ARIMA(1,0,1) or ARIMA(0,0,2) (Hyndman and 

Athanasopoulos 2018). Then we fitted the new models using the ARIMA function and selected the 

more parsimonious model using Akaike information criterion adjusted for small sample sizes (AICc). 

Again, we checked the residuals from the new models for autocorrelation. 

M2: Dozario/Royle model (DR) and dynamic community occupancy model (DCM) description 

For both the DR and DCM models, we first defined the occurrence of each species as the following: 

wk ~ Bernoulli(Ω)  

where wk is a Bernoulli random variable that indicates if species k, k = 1, …, M, occurs in the 

metacommunity; M is the total number of species after factoring data augmentation and Ω is the 

proportion of species in the augmented population that occur in our studied sites. With PX-DA, our 

species index k, expands to M which represents the number of species in the full data set beyond our 

observed number of species (n). Hence, M = n + nz where nz represents the potential number of 

species to be added to the metacommunity. We appointed values of 216 (for 2002-3) and 219 (for 

2016-7) to M, which represents the number of species that could potentially be observed given the 

range of habitat types surveyed in the montane areas of Peninsular Malaysia (Dorazio et al. 2010, 

Dorazio et al. 2011). Our estimate of M was based by referencing a comprehensive checklist of bird 

species in Fraser’s Hill (the most pristine of the two survey localities) following Clements et al. (2018) 

nomenclature (Avibase 2019) and discounting bird species that were omitted in our survey methods 

(i.e. birds flying overhead, nocturnal, aquatic birds and migratory birds). In sum, there were 140 

species (nz) that were not observed but could potentially be included in the metacommunity. For 

these 140 species, we add all-zero detection histories representing the augmented data and 
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ascertained its inclusion in the metacommunity via a Bernoulli random sampling process (i.e. wk) 

(Royle et al. 2007). 

The occupancy for species k at site i (zik) was then modelled as a Bernoulli random variable with the 

inclusion of the latent indicator variable wk:   

zik|wk ~ Bernoulli(wk Ψk) 

where Ψk represents the occupancy probability of species k. 

The observed detection probability of each species (yijk) was defined as a Bernoulli random variable 

on the condition that species k was present and detected at site i (zik = 1).: 

 yijk|zik ~ Bernoulli(zik pijk) 

where pijk is the species, site, and occasion specific probability of detecting species k.  

We then modelled the occupancy and observed detection probabilities to be explained by site-

specific covariates and random effects. The model below represents the occupancy probability of 

species k as a function of three site covariates on the logit scale: 

logit(Ψk) = lpsik + betalpsi1k*can.covi + betalpsi2k*grd.covi + betalpsi3k*art.abundi 

where the model intercept is represented by lpsik and species‐specific covariate coefficients 

represented by beta.lpsi1k to beta.lpsi3k which are treated as random effects, each drawn from a 

normal distribution with mean and standard deviation hyperparameters, which are estimated. The 

covariates ‘can.cov’, ‘grd.cov’ and ‘art.abund’ represented the mean canopy cover, ground 

vegetation cover and arthropod abundance respectively, each exerting a linear effect on the model. 

The model represents the detection probability of species k as a function of two observational 

covariates on the logit scale: 

logit(pijk) = lpk + betalp1k*dateij + betalp2k*dateij
2 + betalp3k*durij 

where the model intercept is represented by lpk and site and occasion‐specific covariate coefficients 

represented by beta.lp1k to beta.lp3k which are treated as random effects, each drawn from a normal 

distribution with mean and standard deviation hyperparameters.  

For the DCM model, the initial occupancy in the first year for species k at site i (zi1k) is modelled as a 

Bernoulli random variable with the inclusion of the latent indicator variable wk:   

zi1k|wk ~ Bernoulli(wk Ψ1k) 

where Ψ1k is the occupancy probability of species k in the first sampling year (i.e. 2002-3).  
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The occupancy for the next sampling year (i.e. 2016-7) for species k at site i (zit+1k) is modelled as a 

Bernoulli random variable conditional on the previous occurrence state: 

zit+1k|wkzitk ~ Bernoulli(wk (zitkØitk + (1-zitk)Ƴitk)) 

where Øitk is the probability of persistence whereby site i occupied by species k at time t remained 

occupied over the duration between t and t + 1 and Ƴitk is the probability of colonization whereby site 

i unoccupied by species k at time t was occupied at time t + 1. 

The observed detection probability of each species (yijtk) was defined as a Bernoulli random variable 

on the condition that the species was present and available to be detected at all other occasions at a 

particular site in the same year: 

 yijtk|zitk ~ Bernoulli(zitk pijtk) 

where is pijtk the site, occasion and year specific probability of detecting species k. 

We then modelled these parameters to be explained by covariates and random effects, which 

included the effect of yearly interval (a factor with six levels; i.e. six surveys conducted within a year) 

and five continuous explanatory variables. The first three site‐level covariates describe the linear 

effect of canopy cover, ground cover and food abundance and the last two are the observational 

covariates (linear and quadratic effects of the number of days passed after the first survey in the 

year was conducted).  

The model below represents the initial occupancy probability (psi1) on the logit scale:  

logit(Ψik) = alpha.lpsik + beta.lpsi11k*can.covi + beta.lpsi12k*grd.covi + beta.lpsi13k*art.abundi 

where the model intercept is represented by alpha.lpsik and species‐specific covariate coefficients 

represented by beta.lpsi11k to beta.lpsi13k which are treated as random effects, each drawn from a 

normal distribution with mean and standard deviation hyperparameters.  

The models for persistence (Øitk) and colonization (Ƴitk) were the same, except that the interval 

between the sampling years was added as a fixed effect (i.e. alpha.lØt-1k  and alpha.lƳt-1k). Likewise, 

the detection (pijtk) model was the same, except that the annual effect was a fixed effect of the two 

years (alpha.lptk) and included a linear (beta.lp5k*dateijt) and quadratic (beta.lp6k*dateijt
2) effect of 

the number of days passed since the first survey in the year was conducted; both of which are 

treated as species‐specific random effects with their own priors, and hyperparameters. 
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Chapter 5: Cross-faunal genomic scans reveal differential impacts of habitat 

fragmentation on gene flow in a tropical montane forest landscape 

 
Top left to right: Mountain Fulvetta (Alcippe peracensis) and Himalayan Flying Frog (Rhacophorus bipunctatus)  

Bottom left to right: Hose’s Frog (Odorrana hosii) and Rufous-browed Flycatcher (Anthipes solitaris) 

Frog photos by Daniel Kong 
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ABSTRACT 

Many montane vertebrates are threatened by increasing deforestation and fragmentation, but their 

responses to such changes are poorly documented in genomic studies, particularly in tropical 

montane forests (TMFs). Although multi-taxon comparisons are ideal for assessing variation in 

response to disturbance, these are rarely adopted in conservation genomics research. Here, we 

contrasted the population structure and genomic diversity of two species of frogs (Odorrana hosii 

and Rhacophorus bipunctatus) with two species of birds (Alcippe peracensis and Anthipes solitaris) 

from a disturbed montane landscape in Peninsular Malaysia. We selected common species where we 

could obtain large sample sizes and asked if their contrasting life-history traits may affect their 

sensitivities to habitat degradation and fragmentation. For three species, genomic substructure 

existed between populations spaced approximately 100 km apart, but such division was not evident 

for O. hosii, probably due to high dispersal capacity over a broad altitudinal distribution. Additionally, 

we found evidence of reduced gene flow and genomic diversity in an isolated A. solitaris population 

surrounded by open farmland, despite its proximity to contiguous forests. The variation in 

population structure and genomic diversity we identified among our four focal species could also be 

attributed to differences in their sociality and breeding preferences. Most crucially, we showed that 

our genomic approach provides sufficient resolution to identify habitat fragments where populations 

are genetically disconnected, allowing for mitigation measures to be undertaken.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Habitat loss and fragmentation are currently recognized as the gravest threats to biodiversity 

globally (Lawler et al. 2006, Curtis et al. 2018). Between 2001 and 2010, an estimated 7.6 million ha 

of tropical forest was lost every year (Achard et al. 2014). Deforestation in the tropics is accelerating, 

and while some deforestation leads to a wholesale loss of forest swathes, a common by-product of 

deforestation is the generation of smaller forest fragments of differing size and levels of isolation. An 

estimated 50 million forest fragments exist in the tropics, with fragment edge area totaling ~50 

million km in length (Brinck et al. 2017). This level of fragmentation can cause the loss of biodiversity 

and ecosystem functions (Haddad et al. 2015), and fragmented populations are more likely to show 

increased genetic drift and inbreeding rates relative to larger populations, which may precipitate 

local extinction (Ellstrand and Elam 1993, Sodhi et al. 2004). A recent meta-analysis of the impacts of 

habitat fragmentation on plant and animal populations found that genetic diversity was adversely 

affected, and that negative impacts were more pronounced within older and more isolated 

fragments (Schlaepfer et al. 2018).   

Tropical montane forests (TMFs) harbor high endemism, and their rapid deforestation and 

fragmentation are causing many montane endemics to be threatened with extinction (Long 1995, 

Brooks et al. 1999, Renner et al. 2006, Kessler and Kluge 2008, Hall et al. 2009). For example, the 

Columbian Andes, a biodiversity hotspot, lost ~0.9 million ha of TMFs from 1985 to 2005 due to 

increased farming and road accessibility, leading to widespread extinctions (Kattan et al. 1994, Myers 

et al. 2000, Armenteras et al. 2011). Further, habitat degradation in TMFs adversely affects montane 

biodiversity at all ecological levels, including genetic diversity (Chapter 2). Given the threat of habitat 

degradation on TMFs, identifying the degree of connectivity between populations is urgently 

needed. Population connectivity can be assessed directly (e.g. via mark and recapture techniques or 

satellite tagging), but genetics offers greater insights as connectivity can be assessed over several 

generations (Kool et al. 2013). 

To date, genetic studies conducted in TMFs have been few (Chapter 2) but generally show that 

populations in isolated fragments have lower genetic diversity and smaller effective population sizes 

than populations in contiguous habitat (Cascante-Marin et al. 2014, Habel et al. 2014, Husemann et 

al. 2015a). Yet in some species, gene flow has been detected between forest fragments despite their 

separation (Juarez et al. 2011, Reyes-Zepeda et al. 2013, Husemann et al. 2015b), such as in ferns, 

which have a high dispersal capability due to wind-dispersed spores (Winkler et al. 2011). Gene flow 

between fragments has been shown to be more likely when larger resident populations are present 

(Husemann et al. 2015a). The presence of natural corridors or suitable habitat between fragments 

also promotes genetic exchange (Juarez et al. 2011, Husemann et al. 2015a). In contrast, cleared land 
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with little or no vegetation is an effective barrier to gene flow for many species (Zheng et al. 2005, 

Soare et al. 2014). Among the limited genetic studies based in TMF, most utilized plants and birds as 

focal taxa (e.g. Quevedo et al. 2013, Reyes-Zepeda et al. 2013, Cascante-Marin et al. 2014, Habel et 

al. 2014, Husemann et al. 2015a, Husemann et al. 2015b), whilst amphibians have been poorly 

represented, despite being one of the most vulnerable taxa to environmental change (Pounds and 

Crump 1994, Rowley et al. 2010, Bishop et al. 2012).  

Approximately 40% of all amphibian species face imminent extinction (Bishop et al. 2012). The fact 

that most amphibian species depend on terrestrial and aquatic environments is a liability, as 

disturbance in either ecosystem can disrupt life cycles (Hopkins 2007). The proportion of IUCN Red-

listed Near-threatened and Threatened species affected by habitat disturbance is highest for 

amphibians, relative to other vertebrate groups (Ducatez and Shine 2017). Similarly, in a multi-

vertebrate comparative study, the greatest threat facing smaller taxa such as amphibians was habitat 

loss and modification (Ripple et al. 2017). Beyond threatened amphibians, many Data Deficient 

species on average have 81% of their ranges outside protected areas (Nori and Loyola 2015), and so 

are likely to experience increasing levels of population fragmentation. 

Cross-taxon comparisons are vital to ascertain the breadth of variation in biotic responses to habitat 

disturbance. Although ecological studies frequently compare community responses such as species 

richness or composition of various taxonomic classes to environmental change (e.g. Barton et al. 

2014, Zulka et al. 2014, Yekwayo et al. 2018), this practice is less apparent in the field of population 

genetics. Consequently, very few population genetic studies have compared species responses to 

disturbance within the same class (e.g. Blanchet et al. 2010, Marrotte et al. 2017).  

Here, we adopt a multi-species approach and conduct genomic scans in two frog species and two 

bird species from a disturbed montane environment in Peninsular Malaysia. Birds provide a useful 

contrast to amphibians as the former are endotherms, have high vagility, and are less reliant on 

aquatic habitats; traits that enable greater dispersal. Specifically, we determine if population 

structure in our selected species reveals signatures of breaks in gene flow between three study 

localities along the same mountain range (the Main or Titiwangsa Range, Malaysia) (Figure 1). Then 

we examine if recent anthropogenic fragmentation has led to population subdivision and loss in 

genetic diversity within each study locality. Given that frogs tend to be less vagile than birds, we 

hypothesize that the frog species will have greater population differentiation between forest 

fragment/remnant and contiguous sites than the bird species. We hypothesize that between our two 

species of frogs, the species with a broader elevational distribution will be less sensitive to the 
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effects of fragmentation. Lastly, we predict that between our two bird species, the species with 

higher dispersal ability and sociality will be more resilient to fragmentation. 

 

METHODS 

Our research protocol was approved by the UWA Animal Ethics Committee (approval number 

RA/3/100/1445) and the Institutional Animal Care AND Use Committee in Universiti Putra Malaysia 

(reference number (UPM/IACUC/AUP-R081/2015). We collected tissue samples for 75 frogs and 139 

birds between 25 May 2016 and 9 November 2017. We selected the Hose’s Frog, Odorrana hosii 

(Anura: Ranidae), Himalayan Flying Frog, Rhacophorus bipunctatus (Anura: Rhacophoridae), 

Mountain Fulvetta, Alcippe peracensis (Passeriformes: Leiotrichidae) and Rufous-browed Flycatcher, 

Anthipes solitaris (Passeriformes: Muscicapidae) as species for study as they provided the largest 

sample sizes and provided a contrast in life-history traits and elevation distribution. 

 

Study species 

Hose’s Frog, O. hosii, is a torrent-stream dwelling frog (snout-vent length, SVL 85-100 mm for 

females; 45-68 mm for males), with a broad elevational distribution extending to the lowlands (van 

Dijk et al. 2004). Eggs are deposited in streams and their tadpoles lack suctorial discs (Berry 1975, 

van Dijk et al. 2004). The Himalayan Flying Frog, R. bipunctatus, is an arboreal montane frog (SVL 65 

mm for females; 37 mm for males), that breeds by laying eggs in foam nests on branches over small 

pools or standing water in forest streams (Ohler et al. 2008).  

The Mountain Fulvetta, A. peracensis, is a montane avian insectivore (body length 14 to 15.5 cm) 

that is typically observed in flocks (Collar and Robson 2019). The Rufous-browed Flycatcher, A. 

solitaris, is a smaller montane avian insectivore (body length 12 to 13 cm) and prefers foraging in the 

understory (Clement 2019). The geographic ranges for all species are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Hereafter I use common names to reference birds and scientific names for frogs for ease of 

differentiation. None of the four species in this study were listed as threatened (assessed as ‘Least 

Concern’) in the IUCN Red List (IUCN 2019).  

 

Study localities and habitat types 

The montane localities of Fraser’s Hill, Cameron Highlands and Lojing Highlands were selected to 

provide a range of land-use types in the TMF areas of Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 1). Fraser’s Hill is a 
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wildlife sanctuary and permanent forest reserve largely unaffected by human development, barring 

minor tourist development around the main settlement (Er et al. 2013). In contrast, the protected 

status of the Cameron Highlands was degazetted in 1960 to allow timber extraction, agricultural and 

urban development (Chan 2006). Since the 1960s, production of fruit, vegetables, and tea in 

Cameron Highlands has intensified (Chan 2006, Peh et al. 2011). Farming has also recently intensified 

in Lojing Highlands (Omar and Hamzah 2010) and deforestation is progressing rapidly (Barrow et al. 

2009), despite policies that restrict logging above 1000 m (Singh 2013). Since 1990, over 25,000 ha of 

forests in Cameron and Lojing Highlands have been cleared (Barrow et al. 2009). We selected 12 

study sites from these three localities, as summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Details of study sites located across three study localities in Peninsular Malaysia.  

Study localities and 
habitat types 

Mean  
elevation (m) 

Description 

C primary forest 1621 Primary montane forest 
C edge forest 1610 Stream at the edge of a primary montane forest 

C fragment* 1690 Forest fragmented bordered by vegetable farmland at 
~40 ha 

C old secondary 
forest 

1506 Exotic softwood plantation ~2 ha surrounded by roads, 
streams and native forests left to regenerate more than 
50 years ago 

C tea* 1591 Isolated remnant vegetation near streams surrounded 
by a mature tea plantation (first established in 1929) 

F primary forest 1280 Primary montane forest 

F edge forest 1236 Part of continuous montane forest 100–150 m away 
from the edge of a road 

F fragment* 1260 Small forest patch ~4 ha isolated by narrow roads and 
golf course 

F rural 1243 Roads flanked by vegetation leading to residential 
areas 

L primary forest 1705 Primary montane forest 

L young secondary 
forest 

1520 Clear cut secondary forest with a more open canopy 
left to regenerate for less than 10 years 

L farmland* 1444 Remnant vegetation along roads within a farmland 

C – Cameron Highlands, F – Fraser’s Hill, L – Lojing Highlands; *Isolated fragments or remnants, 
including an estimate of their size. 
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Figure 1. A-D; Maps of Peninsular Malaysia showing three study localities and sites along the Main Range, a chain of mountains that extends from the south 
of the peninsula to southern Thailand. The geographic ranges of the four study species are shown at E and F. 

Main Range 
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Frog and bird surveys 

Frogs were captured by hand when conducting visual encounter surveys (VES) in each habitat type. 

Each VES was conducted along a 200m transect and frogs were searched for over an hour up to 5m 

either side of the transect. Frogs were measured and DNA was collected by clipping one to two toes 

at the distal joint using sterilised surgical scissors following a marking scheme by Hero (1989) before 

release, to allow any recaptured individuals to be identified. Recaptures were not subject to further 

toe clipping. The clipped toes were stored in 1.5 ml autoclaved microtubes with 95% ethanol and 

kept in a -20 °C freezer for long term storage. We repeated VES five times in each habitat type 

between 20 May 2016 and 16 September 2017. 

Birds were captured with mist nets (2.6 x 12 m, 30 mm mesh) using a 2-day capture regime at each 

site with hourly checks. Standard morphological measurements, such as wing length and body mass, 

were obtained from captured birds, and blood samples were obtained by puncturing the brachial 

vein with a sterile needle and drawing ~30μl of blood using a glass capillary tube. Blood samples 

were stored in 1.5 ml autoclaved microtubes containing 95% ethanol as a preservative, and kept in a 

-20 °C freezer for long term storage. All birds were ringed on their tarsi using aluminium bands with 

unique serial numbers in order to identify any recaptures. Ten mist nets were deployed in each 

habitat type; nets were open from 0700 to 1800 hours on the first day and from 0700 to 1300 hours 

on the second day. Nets were closed during rain to prevent mortality due to hypothermia. We 

repeated these surveys five times, approximately a month apart, in each habitat type between 25 

May 2016 and 4 June 2017. Only three surveys were conducted in fragmented forest in Cameron 

Highlands (from 5 June 2017 to 9 Nov 2017), as this locality was discovered later by chance. 

 

DNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing 

DNA extraction was performed using Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue kits (Qiagen, Germany) and 

DNA quantification assessed using Qubit® 2.0 High Sensitivity DNA Assay (Invitrogen, USA). For the 

DNA library preparation, the ddRADseq protocol from Peterson et al. (2012) was used with slight 

modifications (Chattopadhyay et al. 2016). Genomic DNA was digested with restriction enzymes 

EcoRI and MspI, and the resulting DNA fragments were ligated to unique P1E adapters using the 

enzyme T4 DNA ligase. Following ligation, samples of similar concentration were collated into four 

pools. Size selection was performed on the adapter-ligated DNA fragments using Pippin Prep (Sage 

Science, USA, setting: 350 bp “tight”) with 2% agarose cassettes, and a unique PCR 2 primer for each 

pool of size-selected DNA fragments was used to amplify the samples using polymerase chain 
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reactions (PCR) for 10 cycles. We performed clean ups after restriction, ligation, and size selection 

using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, USA). To check the quantity and quality of our libraries, 

we used a Qubit® dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay Kit (Invitrogen, USA), and AATI Bioanalyzer (Agilent 

Technologies, USA) respectively. We sequenced our libraries, which were spiked with Red Junglefowl 

(Gallus gallus) samples, on three Illumina HiSeq 4000 lanes at AITbiotech and Novogene (Singapore) 

to obtain 150 base pair (bp) paired-end reads.  

 

Population genomics and trait analyses 

The quality of the raw sequence data was checked using FastQC v0.11.7 (Andrew 2010) and reads 

with uncalled bases and/or low quality (Phred score < 20) were removed. We demultiplexed and 

filtered raw sequence data to obtain reads for each individual sample using the command 

‘process_radtags’ in Stacks v1.46 (Catchen et al. 2013). We aligned the reads of the Mountain 

Fulvetta and the Rufous-browed Flycatcher to the reference genomes of the Pin-striped Tit-Babbler, 

Mixornis gularis, (GenBank assembly accession: GCA_003546035.1) and the Collared Flycatcher, 

Ficedula albicollis, (GCA_900067835.1) using BWA v0.7.12 (Li 2013, Kawakami et al. 2017, Tan et al. 

2018), respectively. Aligned reads of low mapping quality (MAPQ score < 20) were removed using 

SAMtools v0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009). 

We called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for O. hosii and R. bipunctatus using the de_novo 

pipeline in Stacks v1.46, as the closest available reference genomes were phylogenetically distant 

(Catchen et al. 2013). We called SNPs for birds using the ref_map pipeline (Catchen et al. 2013). Both 

frog and bird SNPs were called with a minimum stack depth of 10. SNPs present in < 90% of Rufous-

browed Flycatcher and R. bipunctatus samples and < 80% of Mountain Fulvetta and O. hosii samples 

were filtered using the populations module in Stacks v1.46 following established guidelines (Paris et 

al. (2017). We defined all samples for each species as one population and removed any loci and 

individuals that contained up to 30% missing data using PLINK v1.9 (Chang et al. 2015). We also 

filtered linked loci using the following parameters in the ‘indep-pairwise’ command: sliding window 

of 25 SNPs, step size of 10 and correlation coefficient < 0.95. Pairwise kinship relationships among 

individuals were examined in the R package SNPRelate (Zheng 2013). In pairs or groupings of 

individuals with relatedness coefficients > 0.25, only one random individual was retained. We 

removed any SNPs presumably under selection using Bayescan v2.1 with default parameters while 

adjusting the burn-in length to 500,000 for the MCMC computations and setting prior odds for the 

neutral model to 100 (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008). We obtained a final set of 5,451 loci for 88 Mountain 

Fulvetta individuals, 11,461 loci for 51 Rufous-browed Flycatcher individuals, 6,386 loci for 54 O. 
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hosii individuals and 11,112 loci for 19 R. bipunctatus individuals, with samples sizes for each habitat 

type shown in Table S1. 

To graphically visualize genetic relationships among individuals of each species, we performed 

principal component analyses (PCA) using SNPRelate (Zheng 2013). Additionally, to detect and 

visualize fine-scale population structure and relatedness among individuals, we used NetView R 

v1.1.0 (Neuditschko et al. 2012, Steinig et al. 2016). We visually inspected k-plots and chose a 

network with an appropriate k value (defined as the maximum number of mutual nearest 

neighbours that can be connected by edges) that optimises community detection without losing 

information on population-wide structure; i.e. selecting k near the ‘elbow’ of the k-plot (Figure S1) 

(Neuditschko et al. 2012, Steinig et al. 2016). We estimated individual ancestries using maximum 

likelihood algorithms with ADMIXTURE v1.3.0 (Alexander et al. 2009, Alexander and Lange 2011). In 

the ADMIXTURE analysis, we considered three ancestral populations (K = 1, 2, 3) and checked cross-

validation (CV) errors to identify the best K value with the lowest CV error (Alexander and Lange 

2011). Ultimately, we used the R package Pophelper v.2.2.9 to graphically construct our ADMIXTURE 

plots for K=2 and K=3 (Francis 2017). Last, we estimated the pairwise fixation index (FST) to gauge the 

level of gene flow between populations using Arlequin v3.5.2 without filtering closely-related 

individuals (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We also used Arlequin v3.5.2 to estimate the average 

pairwise nucleotide differences within and between populations, and Nei's standard genetic distance 

(D) matrices to compare the population genetic diversity (former metric) and distinctiveness (latter 

two metrics). We also tested for significant differences in the pairwise fixation indices between 

populations with 100 permutations using Arlequin v3.5.2.  

To compare the dispersal capabilities of the Mountain Fulvetta and Rufous-browed Flycatcher, we 

calculated the mean wing length to mass ratio with 95% confidence intervals for each species. Our 

modified metric provides an approximation of wing-loading since we did not measure the wing area 

for each individual. We interpreted that a higher ratio suggests a greater dispersal ability (Kennedy 

et al. 2016). All R packages were run in RStudio v.1.0.136 (RStudio Team 2015). 

 

RESULTS 

Population-genomic trends across study localities  

Cross-validation tests from ADMIXTURE analyses for all species indicated that one ancestral 

population was the best model (i.e. K = 1), reflecting the affinity of all individuals as members of one 

homogenous regional population in each of the four species (Table S2). Even so, we present results 
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for K = 2 and K= 3 to explore if further population subdivisions within each species may relate to 

sampling locality, habitat degradation or fragmentation. Population division in the bird and frog 

species was evident between Fraser’s Hill and Cameron/Lojing Highlands (Figure 2), consistent with 

the geographic proximity of the latter localities (~20 km) and the more distant location of Fraser’s 

(¬100 km) (Figure 1). However, no population structure was observed for O. hosii (Figure 2).  

 

Population-genomic trends between contiguous and fragmented sites 

Four Rufous-browed Flycatchers sampled from the fragmented forest in Cameron Highlands showed 

genomic dissimilarity to individuals sampled from nearby contiguous sites in Cameron and Lojing 

Highlands (Figure 2b). Evidence of genomic differentiation of flycatchers in this isolated fragment 

was supported by the PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE plots, albeit with a few individuals from the 

contiguous forests in Cameron Highlands forming the same group as the four individuals in the 

fragment population (Figure 2b). The pairwise FST, average number of pairwise differences between 

populations, and Nei’s distance D values for all sites paired with the fragmented population were 

also among the highest for the Rufous-browed Flycatcher (Figure 3b). Further, genetic variability 

within the Rufous-browed Flycatcher population was lowest in the Cameron forest fragment, and 

highest in the forest fragment at Fraser’s Hill (Figure 3b).  

In contrast, PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE plots for the Mountain Fulvetta, showed no genomic 

distinction between individuals sampled from fragmented and contiguous sites either in Fraser’s Hill, 

Cameron or Lojing Highlands (Figure 2a). Similarly, the pairwise FST, average number of pairwise 

differences between populations and Nei’s distance D values showed little genomic variation 

between contiguous and fragmented sites sampled within the same locality (Figure 3a). The genomic 

variability was the highest within the young secondary forest population in Lojing Highlands and 

lowest within the primary forest population from the same locality (Figure 3a). 

The PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE plots for O. hosii also showed no population subdivision between 

fragmented and contiguous sites sampled in either Fraser’s Hill or Cameron/Lojing Highlands (Figure 

2c). Further, NetView plots (Figure 2c) showed that the closest genetic relationships were not 

necessarily formed between O. hosii individuals sampled from the same site. The pairwise FST, 

average number of pairwise differences between populations and D values for all sites paired with 

the fragmented farm population in Lojing Highlands were among the highest, but this result should 

be interpreted with caution as only one individual was sampled from this fragment (Figure 3c). The 
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highest genetic variability within a population occurred in the edge habitat in Cameron Highlands, 

and was lowest in the primary forest stream in Fraser’s Hill (Figure 3c). 

The PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE plots for R. bipunctatus generally showed no genomic distinction 

between individuals sampled from the fragmented and contiguous sites sampled in Cameron 

Highlands (Figure 2d). The pairwise FST, average number of pairwise differences between populations 

and D values for all sites paired with the contiguous Fraser’ Hill rural population were among the 

highest relative to other pairwise comparisons (Figure 3d). Genetic variability within population was 

the highest for the secondary forest site in the Lojing Highlands and the lowest for the rural 

population at Fraser’s Hill (Figure 3d).  
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Figure 2: PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE plots (left, middle and right panels, respectively), for (a) 

Mountain Fulvetta (Alcippe peracensis), (b) Rufous-browed Flycatcher (Anthipes solitaris), (c) Hose’s 

Frog (Odorrana hosii) and (d) Himalayan Flying Frog (Rhacophorus bipunctatus). Acronyms in the 

legend represent study localities and habitat types: C – Cameron Highlands, F – Fraser’s Hill, L – 

Lojing Highlands. Contiguous habitat types include: Pri – primary forest, Osec- old secondary forest, 

Ysec – young secondary forest, Edge – forest edge, R – rural habitat. Fragmented/remnant patches 

include: frag – fragmented forest, F – remnants in farmland, and tea – remnants in tea plantation.  
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Figure 3: Matrices of pairwise FST (left panels) for a) Mountain Fulvetta (Alcippe peracensis), b) 

Rufous-browed Flycatcher (Anthipes solitaris), c) Hose’s Frog (Odorrana hosii) and d) Himalayan 

Flying Frog (Rhacophorus bipunctatus). Yellow circles indicate non-significant differences (P > 0.05). 

Right panels show the average number of pairwise differences within populations (represented by 

orange shades), between populations (green shades) and Nei’s distance D between populations 

(blue shades). See Figure 2 for site abbreviations and Table S1 for sample sizes. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study, we sought to determine if gene flow in four vertebrate species is impeded by 

anthropogenic habitat degradation and fragmentation in a tropical montane landscape. We 

expected frog species to show stronger population differentiation due to their limited vagility 

relative to birds. Between the two frog species in our study, we expected that gene flow for the 

arboreal species R. bipunctatus would be less affected by fragmentation than O. hosii, as R. 

bipunctatus has a narrower elevational distribution and breeds in lentic water. Between the bird 

species, we expected that Rufous-browed Flycatchers would show greater genetic structure relative 

to the Mountain Fulvetta, as they are territorial birds and are relatively sedentary.  

Our results did not support these predictions: the frog species had higher genetic diversity than the 

bird species, and samples from populations within fragmented and contiguous sites were genetically 

similar. This implied that frog dispersal was not hindered by recent anthropogenic developments - 

primarily monoculture farmlands and small roads (Figure 2c-d, 3c-d). Although there was no 

genomic distinction between the fragmented and contiguous Mountain Fulvetta populations, the 

isolated Rufous-browed Flycatcher population in Cameron Highlands was strongly differentiated 

from neighboring populations, suggesting an impact of fragmentation for the latter species (Figure 

2b, 3b). The greatest disparity in the average number of nucleotide differences was evident between 

populations from all sites paired with the fragmented population in Cameron Highlands, and this 

population had the lowest genomic diversity, in keeping with evidence of pronounced genetic drift 

in small isolated populations (Frankham et al. 2010, Méndez et al. 2011, Brown et al. 2013). 

 

Differences in life-history traits may play a pivotal role in moderating genetic exchange 

The disparities in the extent of genetic connectivity between O. hosii and R. bipunctatus across study 

localities may be related to their contrasting life histories. A comparative study of two African frogs 

(Amieta sp.) also showed that the montane specialist had greater population structure than a 

congener with a wider elevational distribution (Zancolli et al. 2014). Stream networks may provide 

an avenue for dispersal in frogs with greater altitudinal distribution (Campbell Grant et al. 2010, 

Zancolli et al. 2014), hence the lack of population structure for O. hosii likely reflects their 

occupation of fast-flowing streams and man-made canals, as well as their broad habitat and 

breeding site preferences (Berry 1975, van Dijk et al. 2004). Their dispersal capacity may, in fact, be 

enhanced by irrigation or urban drainage networks, as they have been observed in such 

environments (pers. observ.). Unlike O. hosii, the montane species R. bipunctatus breeds over lentic 
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water bodies, typically leading to limited opportunities for adult or larval stages to disperse (Berry 

1975).  

Only a handful of studies have explored the effects of fragmentation on the population genetics of 

bird species in TMFs (Habel et al. 2014, Robin et al. 2015). Unlike our results, no population structure 

was observed between fragmented and contiguous populations, which we attribute both to the 

methods employed and the species selected for these earlier studies. Specifically, both studies used 

microsatellites as molecular markers, which are well suited for showing fine-scale population 

differences but lack the wider resolution that genomic scans provide (Angeloni et al. 2012). Thus, the 

few microsatellites selected may not have adequately captured the effects of fragmentation. 

Further, the focal species studied may be adaptable to habitat change. The Montane White-eye 

(Zosterops poliogastrus) in the former study (Habel et al. 2014) and the White-bellied Shortwing 

(Myiomela albiventris) in the latter study (Robin et al. 2015a) both occur in human-modified areas 

such as plantations and gardens (Collar 2019, van Balen 2019), and occupation of multiple habitat 

types likely facilitates gene flow in these species. Conversely, gene flow disruption is more likely to 

be detected for species restricted to forests, or species with traits that limit their dispersal beyond 

their natural habitats. 

For our focal bird species, we found differences in susceptibility to habitat fragmentation that may 

be attributed to life-history traits that limit their connectivity to nearby forests. The Mountain 

Fulvetta individuals sampled in the Cameron Highlands fragment exhibited higher gene flow 

between neighboring populations than did the Rufous-browed Flycatcher (Figure 2b). This difference 

is likely attributable to different social structures, foraging strategies, and territoriality. The 

Mountain Fulvetta is gregarious, highly social and frequently leads mixed-species flocks (MSFs), 

while the Rufous-browed Flycatcher does not occur in a MSF and is often solitary (Lee et al. 2005, 

Collar and Robson 2019). Social birds and MSF participants are more likely to visit degraded habitats 

because of increased anti-predatory vigilance and are thus more likely to maintain gene flow within 

a degraded or fragmented landscape (Mammides et al. 2015). For example, like the Mountain 

Fulvetta, the Cabanis’s Greenbul (Phyllastrephus cabanisi) from Africa is social and is a regular 

participant in MSFs (Gordon and Harrison 2010). A recent study of this species in an African TMF 

landscape found slight increases in genetic admixture and effective population size after 

fragmentation, likely due to its sociality and availability of habitat stepping stones that encouraged 

dispersal to larger forests patches (Husemann et al. 2015b). In contrast, sedentary species were 

more strongly differentiated in fragmented populations when compared to more mobile species in a 

study of seven montane birds in Kenya (Callens et al. 2011). Dispersal ability is also an important 

contributor to gene flow, with species possessing longer wings and thus greater vagility showing 
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greater genetic connectivity (Chua et al. 2017). However, as we showed a significantly larger wing 

length to mass ratio in the Rufous-browed Flycatcher relative to the Mountain Fulvetta (Figure S2), 

this suggests that dispersal ability was not an important driver of gene flow in our study.  

 

Frogs can persist in degraded habitats  

The most isolated populations we studied for the two frog species appeared to be unaffected by 

habitat fragmentation, as they maintained high genetic diversity. The genetic connectivity 

demonstrated between frog populations in the Cameron Highlands tea estate and surrounding 

populations (Figure 2c-d) is possibly facilitated by the availability of suitable habitat corridors with 

sufficient humidity (Saura et al. 2014). Comparable studies in montane ecosystems support this 

view; for example, despite widespread mining activity in the Nimba mountains in Africa, the 

availability of high humidity in elevated habitats facilitated gene flow between populations of Nimba 

toads (Nimbaphrynoides occidentalis, (Sandberger-Loua et al. 2018). Similarly, the lack of population 

structure in the fragmented populations of two threatened frogs in Nigerian montane forests 

(Cardioglossa schioetzi and Leptodactylodon bicolor) was attributed the presence of natural 

corridors (Arroyo-Lambaer et al. 2018). In biomes beyond TMFs, rivers, roads and anthropogenic 

development had no discernible effect on gene flow in spotted salamanders (Ambystoma 

maculatum) in the USA (Purrenhage et al. 2009). Thus the high connectivity and genetic diversity in 

our fragmented frog populations, along with these examples suggest that montane amphibians 

benefit from pockets of habitable vegetation interspersed throughout disturbed landscapes.  

 

Varying degrees of fragmentation affect the extent of gene flow 

The severity of fragmentation affected genetic connectivity between some populations, with the 

clearest example from our four focal species being the comparison between the fragmented Rufous-

browed Flycatcher populations in Fraser’s Hill and Cameron Highlands. The genomic diversity was 

the highest in the Fraser’s Hill fragment (Figure 3b), which was likely attributed to high gene flow 

between the fragment and nearby contiguous forests, as seen in the PCA, NetView and ADMIXTURE 

plots (Figure 2b). Conversely, genomic diversity was lowest in the Cameron Highlands fragment, 

potentially a consequence of breeding between more closely related individuals due to limited 

immigration into the fragment. The distance to the nearest contiguous forest (greater for Cameron 

Highlands fragment) and then type of habitat matrix surrounding the fragment are the most logical 

explanations for the disparity in gene flow between these two fragments. Although a golf course 
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adjacent to the fragment in Fraser’s Hill was probably an effective barrier to dispersal, the narrow 

roads (< 5 m in width) bounding the other side of the fragment would be easily traversed by 

understorey birds. Thus, biodiversity in fragmented areas may persist if barriers to movement are 

slight. 

 

Conservation implications and future research  

Our genomic analysis of four vertebrate taxa suggests that the common practice of predicting 

species-specific susceptibility to fragmentation based solely on ecological studies is problematic. For 

example, a community study on wetland amphibians in the USA concluded that species requiring 

two or more environments to complete their life cycle, such as the wood frog (Lithobates sylvaticus), 

are susceptible to disturbance (Rubbo and Kiesecker 2005). However, independent investigations 

into the population genetics of L. sylvaticus showed genetic homogeneity among subpopulations 

sampled in an urban matrix, suggesting that gene flow was not affected by habitat disturbance 

(Crosby et al. 2009, Furman et al. 2016). Thus, genomic signals of the impact of disturbance can 

differ considerably from conclusions drawn from community or population ecology.  

Here, we advocate an approach where genomics can inform which species require specific 

interventions to improve gene flow (e.g. corridors or translocations). For example, viaducts or 

wildlife crossings can help facilitate genetic exchange across highways that divide the Main Range in 

Peninsular Malaysia (Sawaya et al. 2014). Habitat augmentation such as reforestation of native tree 

species can support gene flow across barriers such as open farmland (Adams and Burg 2015, Fagan 

et al. 2016). The effects of fragmentation are likely more pronounced for threatened montane and 

endemic species to Peninsular Malaysia such as the Mountain Peacock-pheasant, Polyplectron 

inopinatum, and the Tanah Rata Wart Frog, Limnonectes nitidus (respectively listed as Vulnerable 

and Endangered by the IUCN). Negative impacts of fragmentation (i.e. low genetic diversity and lack 

of gene flow to fragmented populations) as demonstrated in our study for a common montane 

species are likely amplified for populations that are already small or declining. 

In summary, we found evidence of habitat fragmentation disrupting gene flow in vertebrate species 

inhabiting TMF, and discuss the possibility that life-history traits play a role in moderating species 

responses. Against expectations, one montane frog species showed stronger population 

differentiation compared to the focal bird species. Based on our analysis of two bird species, the 

effects of fragmentation on gene flow are possibly due to differences in sociality, but not to dispersal 

capability. Most importantly, we demonstrated that genomic markers are sufficiently powerful to 
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identify habitat fragments where populations have become genetically isolated, facilitating more 

rapid identification of the need for mitigation measures as a result. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

Table S1: Sample sizes for the four focal species in each habitat type within the study localities. 

Study locality Habitat type 
Mountain 
Fulvetta 

Rufous-
browed 

Flycatcher 
Odorrana 

hosii 
Rhacophorus 
bipunctatus 

Cameron 
Highlands 

Primary 10 4 - - 

Edge - - 3 2 

Old secondary 6 8 21 - 

Tea - - 17 8 

Fragment 9 4 - - 

Fraser's Hill 

Primary 13 9 9 - 

Edge 17 12 - 2 

Fragment 13 9 - - 

Rural - - 3 5 

Lojing Highlands 

Primary 10 0 - - 

Young 
secondary 10 5 - - 

Farmland - - 1 4 

 

 

Table S2: ADMIXTURE cross-validation error values for K = 1 to 5 for each sampled species to assess 

the optimal number of ancestral populations. 

K Mountain Fulvetta 
Rufous-browed 

Flycatcher 
Odorrana hosii 

Rhacophorus 
bipunctatus 

1 0.315 0.342 0.323 0.697 

2 0.318 0.364 0.377 0.806 

3 0.327 0.394 0.418 0.948 

4 0.338 0.452 0.457 1.152 

5 0.353 0.493 0.486 1.426 
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Figure S1: K-plots using the Fast-Greedy, Infomap and Walktrap algorithms to ascertain an 

appropriate k value for network graph selection using NetView R v1.1.0. 
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Figure S2: Boxplot comparison of wing length (mm) to mass (g) of the Mountain Fulvetta (MF, n = 

142) and the Rufous-browed Flycatcher (RBFC, n = 58) based on measurements of adults captured 

from our mistnets. The notches in the boxes represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Chapter 6: General Discussion 

 

 

Top: Malayan Bug-eye Frog (Theloderma leporosum)*, Long-tailed Broadbill (Psarisomus dalhousiae) 

Middle: Long-legged Horned Frog (Xenophrys longipes), Collared Owlet (Glaucidium brodiei)* 

Bottom: Verditer Flycatcher (Eumyias thalassinus), Malayan Treehole Frog (Metaphrynella pollicaris)* 

* Photos by Daniel Kong  
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Tropical montane forests (TMFs) in Southeast Asia are a model ecosystem to examine the spatial and 

temporal effects of environmental change on biodiversity at different ecological levels (i.e. 

community, population, and genetic levels). TMFs are ideal natural laboratories for investigating the 

effects of both habitat disturbance and climate change, as restricted-range species are sensitive to 

environmental changes, and their responses to climate change can be assessed by measuring 

changes in their altitudinal distributions. In particular, the TMF of Peninsular Malaysia was an ideal 

study system because previous data were available (Soh et al. 2006), and habitat loss and land 

conversion in this region have progressed substantially (Peh et al. 2011, Margono et al. 2014). 

Further, as my systematic map has shown (Chapter 2), studies conducted in Asian TMFs are poorly 

represented in the literature, although Asian TMFs constitute more than half of the world’s TMFs. 

For my research I had two primary aims; (1) determine if montane avian communities in the same 

localities I surveyed 14 years ago are persisting in the face of increasing development, and (2) to 

elucidate the factors that favored the occurrence of avian species in a degraded landscape.  

Based on my analyses, montane bird communities are persisting in the same sites provided that 

certain ecological conditions are met (i.e. high vegetation cover, high arthropod abundance, and 

adequate habitat connectivity). This conclusion is supported by several lines of evidence: 

metacommunity species richness, site species richness and site species composition remained 

relatively similar between the two sampling periods; and genomic scans of one bird (out of two) and 

two frog species revealed that gene flow was still prevalent in populations of isolated forests. 

However, the persistence in terms of continued occurrence and maintenance in gene flow observed 

was likely due to minimal change in the environmental covariates over the 14 years (Chapter 5). 

For the second research aim, both extrinsic and intrinsic factors were found to influence the 

sensitivity of bird communities in a degraded tropical montane landscape. In Chapter 3, I showed 

that bird occupancies were positively related to all environmental covariates, with changes to 

arthropod abundance and microclimates being the most crucial factors affecting species occurrence. 

Arthropod abundance was also the only factor that positively influenced the probabilities of 

persistence and colonisation. Last, I found evidence that gene flow was restricted for an isolated 

Rufous-browed Flycatcher population, despite its proximity to populations in contiguous forests.  

Beyond environmental factors, functional traits also moderated bird responses to habitat 

degradation in TMFs. In Chapter 4, I found altitudinal affinity to be the most discerning trait in 

influencing species responses to environmental change. Unlike birds with broad elevational 

distributions, montane-restricted birds were less likely to occur in areas with reduced canopy cover 

and arthropod abundance. In Chapter 5, the contrasting life-history traits between my two focal bird 
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species likely affected the extent of gene flow between their populations. For example, the lack of 

gene flow to the isolated Rufous-browed Flycatcher population may relate to their territorial 

behaviour and avoidance of open habitat (Clement 2019). Whereas the Mountain Fulvetta is less 

territorial and has been observed in agricultural areas (Collar and Robson 2019).  

 

Novelty and significance of my research 

In Chapter 2, my systematic map represented the first global synthesis of studies investigating the 

effects of habitat degradation on TMFs. Previous attempts to consolidate such studies of TMFs were 

either biased regionally (i.e. in the Neotropics) or focused on tropical montane cloud forests that 

only constitute 7% of all TMFs (Stadtmüller 1987, Churchill et al. 1995, Hamilton et al. 1995, 

Bruijnzeel et al. 2010). Further, in these publications, the collated studies were presented in the 

form of conference proceedings, without further data synthesis. To guide future research on the 

potential impacts of habitat degradation on biodiversity in TMFs, in my systematic map I identified 

research gaps and provided a list of future research priorities.  

In Chapter 3, I assessed whether microclimates influence bird occupancies in a degraded tropical 

montane landscape. The effects of climate change on montane biodiversity are well documented, 

resulting in upward altitudinal shifts and, sometimes, local extinctions (Freeman and Freeman 2014, 

Freeman et al. 2018). However, species distribution models based on broad-scale changes in climate 

assume (1) that species respond to such broad spatial effects, and (2) that local variation in 

microclimates are less important. Yet recent studies suggest that microclimates can deviate 

significantly from data gathered from proximate weather stations, and may provide local thermal 

refugia, even reducing the likelihood of local extinctions (Varner and Dearing 2014, Meade et al. 

2018, Suggitt et al. 2018). My analyses revealed that changes in microclimatic temperatures can 

have a strong effect on montane bird occupancies, consistent with recent research on montane 

birds in North America (Frey et al. 2016). Worryingly, my predictions suggest increases in 

temperature of more than 5 °C could lead to many local species extirpations. Arthropod abundance 

also emerged as one of the strongest predictors of montane bird occupancy, underlining its 

importance to foraging guilds beyond insectivores (e.g. frugivores and nectarivores that supplement 

their diet with arthropods) (Poulin et al. 1992, Yap et al. 2007). My results strongly support the 

inclusion of arthropod abundance as a cofactor in future studies of disturbance effects, as this 

variable has often been overlooked (Mendez-Castro and Rao 2014). 

In Chapter 4, I examined data from both the 2002-3 and 2016-17 sampling periods to assess the 

impacts of environmental change on tropical montane bird assemblages. As expected, bird 
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occupancies declined with a loss of montane forest and reduced arthropod abundance, but more 

importantly, I showed that the responses varied considerably between species, and across different 

functional groups. Altitudinal affinity emerged as the most defining characteristic in moderating 

species responses to a loss of canopy cover, and to a lesser degree to a reduction in arthropod 

abundance. Contrary to birds predominantly found in the lowlands, the occupancies of montane 

specialists decreased with reduced tree cover. I also found that foraging guild and body size 

(commonly examined functional groups) were less effective predictors of persistence, unlike 

previous studies (Cleary et al. 2007, Gomes et al. 2008, Tscharntke et al. 2008, Gilroy et al. 2015). 

Arthropod abundance was the only factor that influences persistence or colonisation of a site. My 

results imply a role for arthropod abundance affecting occupancy dynamics, whereas previous 

studies have reported only habitat disturbances or climate change as main drivers of site persistence 

or colonisation (Brown 2014, Ruiz-Gutierrez 2010, Iknayan & Beissinger 2018, Maphisa 2019).  

In Chapter 5, I asked if habitat fragmentation in TMFs impedes gene flow and so reduces genetic 

diversity. Previous investigations of the effects of fragmentation on montane diversity were based 

only on single species (Juarez et al. 2011, Reyes-Zepeda et al. 2013, Cascante-Marin et al. 2014, 

Habel et al. 2014, Husemann et al. 2015a, Husemann et al. 2015b). Here, I investigated four species 

from two focal taxa (birds and frogs) with different dispersal capabilities. I hypothesized that 

because birds tend to be more vagile, they were, therefore, less likely to be negatively affected by 

fragmentation. Additionally, genetic studies of fragmentation in TMF amphibian species are very few 

(Chapter 1). My findings documented genetic effects of habitat disturbance. Against expectation, the 

two frog species maintained gene flow in a fragmented TMF landscape, possibly due their mode of 

reproduction (e.g. larval dispersal in lotic waters). But a loss in genetic diversity was evident in one of 

the two bird species persisting in the fragmented landscape. Here, territorial behaviour and habitat 

preferences may be key traits that help mitigate fragmentation effects. Life histories of diverse taxa 

have been shown to greatly influence gene flow patterns but empirical evidence to test their effects 

is lacking (Thomas et al. 2006, Pascual et al. 2017, Garg et al. 2018). Thus, my study has provided a 

fundamental basis for a future study involving more species to illuminate the role that life histories 

play in moderating the genetic effects of fragmentation.   
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Implications for fauna conservation  

The continuing loss of TMFs is a primary concern, and delineating more areas for protection is 

undoubtedly the most desirable outcome for sustaining montane biodiversity over the long term. 

However, in the case of TMF areas that have already been developed, my study suggests that some 

montane bird species can utilise degraded habitats to an extent. Maintaining high canopy cover, 

ground cover and arthropod abundance in degraded habitats should help mitigate some effects of 

disturbance. In agricultural landscapes, this may be achieved through mixed farming practices or 

agroforestry (Peh 2011). An example is the shade coffee plantations in south and central America, 

that maintain high biodiversity and preserve species interactions (Pomara et al. 2003, Philpott and 

Bichier 2012, Mendez-Castro and Rao 2014). 

My genomic study suggests that habitat fragmentation may impact gene flow for some montane 

species. Given that my focal species were relatively common birds and frogs, their sensitivity to 

fragmentation effects was expected to be moderate, yet I found evidence of reduced gene flow for 

one species. Thus, maintaining connectivity between contiguous tracts of primary montane forests 

should also be a priority in future development plans. For landscapes that have already been heavily 

degraded (mostly by farming), establishing a network of green corridors or stepping stones with 

sufficient canopy and ground cover may facilitate gene flow between species occupying forest 

fragments (Juarez et al. 2011, Husemann et al. 2015b). 

 

Limitations, suggestions for improvement and future research 

Chapter 2 - My systematic map was an exercise in characterising previous research on the impacts of 

habitat degradation in TMFs to biodiversity, without critical appraising or synthesising the collated 

data (Collaboration for Environmental Evidence 2013). I did, however, broadly generalise the effects 

of habitat degradation on species richness and composition, as community studies were 

disproportionately abundant. My systematic map also highlighted possible research themes suited 

to meta-analyses. For instance, I discovered several papers investigating the effects of disturbance 

on montane bird communities, and a follow-up could involve a meta-analysis to ascertain which 

commonly measured covariates best predict bird species richness and composition in tropical 

montane systems. Also, other taxa in TMFs beyond plants and birds are consistently understudied 

and may require greater consideration.  

Chapter 3 - The detection probabilities of several bird species was low, which was expected as 

several species were detected only a few times, particularly in dense forests. The presence of an 

observer can also prevent detection of species that are wary of people. As indicated in Chapter 1, 
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data collected from automated bioacoustic recorders have several advantages over data recorded by 

human observers. These include greater sampling effort (i.e. a greater number of sampling 

repetitions or longer field deployment), increased likelihood of detecting rare or furtive species, and 

reduced observer bias (Pijanowski et al. 2011). I chose not to analyse the bioacoustics data collected 

during my Ph.D. research, despite access to automated species identification software (e.g. 

Kaleidoscope from Wildlife Acoustics) as it was too time-consuming and would have prevented the 

completion of other aspects of my research. Further, as my primary aim was to compare montane 

bird communities between 2002-3 and 2016-7, point counts were the only consistent methodology 

between the sampling periods. 

I encountered low detectability of terrestrial frogs when I conducted my night time visual encounter 

surveys (VES). As many ground-dwelling species occurring in TMFs are cryptic, most individuals went 

undetected, so I decided against using VES data for further analyses. Nonetheless, the VES surveys 

(particularly along streams) allowed me to gather tissue samples for my genomic study. In the 

future, alternative methods for detecting frogs should be deployed and could include pitfall traps, 

comprehensive leaf litter searches or eDNA sampling (Brown 1997, Otto and Roloff 2011, Katano et 

al. 2017). Further, since my automated bioacoustic recorders were also deployed to record at night, 

data from these devices should be effective in detecting amphibians during their breeding seasons. 

With sufficient detections, robust comparisons could be made between bird and terrestrial frog 

communities, to determine if their responses to habitat degradation are similar. 

My measurement of arthropod abundance could be improved, as the method I used predominantly 

accounted for arthropods amongst shrubs below 1.5 m. Thus, I may have underestimated arthropod 

abundance in mature forests with a mid-storey or canopy layer. That said, many montane bird 

species, including canopy dwellers, frequently utilise the understorey for foraging (Lee et al. 2005), 

thus validating my widely-used approach. The high arthropod abundance observed in some sites also 

does not necessarily imply that most resident birds forage on insects. Here, fecal DNA 

metabarcoding or metagenomics could help bridge the link between arthropod abundance and 

arthropod predation by birds (Zepeda Mendoza et al. 2015). In anticipation of this possibility, I 

collected fecal samples from most birds during the mistnet surveys, and I have stored frozen 

samples with a local collaborator.  

Chapter 4 - Unsurprisingly, a 14-year gap between survey periods may be too brief to detect marked 

biotic responses. However, my results show there are more lowland bird species detected now than 

previously, and as such, long term bird monitoring at Fraser’s Hill (the less degraded site and the 

only one given local conservation protection) could help determine the impact of rapid climate 
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change on avian biodiversity. To better track distributional changes in elevation, future surveys 

should monitor diversity along several elevational bands over a prolonged period, and Bayesian 

occupancy modelling methods should be applied to account for imperfect detection (Kéry and Royle 

2016, Cheng et al. 2019). 

Vegetation characteristics did not affect colonisation and persistence probabilities, probably because 

my sites were relatively undisturbed over the 14 years that had passed. However, applied in a 

different setting, results may differ. For example, previous research on birds that also applied 

dynamic occupancy modelling have studied systems that have undergone observable differences in 

vegetation structure (e.g. seasonal change in grassland ecosystems) or land use change (e.g. before 

and after a fragmentation event), and changes in persistence and colonisation probabilities were 

observed (Ruiz-Gutiérrez et al. 2010, Brown et al. 2014, Maphisa et al. 2019). From a conservation 

perspective, minimal further degradation of my study sites is desirable, but to explicitly test 

hypotheses on the importance of vegetation structure on occupancy dynamics, in-situ experimental 

manipulations with replicates and controls (e.g. sites with varying degrees of canopy pruning) would 

be needed. It could also be worth examining if spill-over effects from primary forests may have 

confounded observations made in adjacent degraded sites (Lucey and Hill 2012). For example, high 

species richness in the young secondary forest in Lojing Highlands may be due to its proximity to 

contiguous primary forest. Hence, a further study to sample points with varying distances away from 

the edge of the primary forest would help clarify the extent to which degraded and fragmented 

lands are used by wildlife (e.g. Lovejoy et al. 1986, Laurance et al. 2016). 

Chapter 5 – Although gene flow was disrupted for the Rufous-browed Flycatcher, the sample size for 

the fragmented population was small (n = 4). Consequently, I have since conducted two separate 

sampling trips of the same population and have obtained blood from nine more individuals. Thus, 

incorporating additional genomic data should illuminate whether my results are an artefact of small 

sample size, or are more likely a consequence of habitat fragmentation. Additionally, as blood 

samples were collected for all 65 bird species captured in my mistnets, future genomic analysis with 

more species would allow me to test hypotheses that certain life-history traits influence patterns of 

gene flow in degraded landscapes.  

Assessing the effects of fragmentation on gene flow in threatened endemic birds (e.g. the Mountain 

Peacock-pheasant, Polyplectron inopinatum) may be more revealing than for the two focal birds I 

studied, due to the sensitivity of threatened species to habitat change. For example, a recent study 

on the endangered El Oro Parakeet, Pyrrhura orcesi, in the Andes suggests that fragmentation is 

particularly detrimental to threatened montane species due to their highly differentiated 
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populations (Klauke et al. 2016). More than 95% of the bird species I detected were not of 

conservation concern (IUCN 2019), thus sampling threatened species will require considerable 

effort. Nonetheless threatened species deserve urgent attention, as my study of common species 

has shown that fragmentation can potentially lead to a loss in genetic diversity.  

 

Conclusion 

My study addressed several research gaps identified in my systematic map regarding the impacts of 

habitat degradation on tropical montane biota. This included a focus on Southeast Asia, applying 

multi-year data to better comprehend species occupancy dynamics, and investigating genomic 

responses to habitat fragmentation. By adopting cutting-edge approaches such as static and 

dynamic multispecies occupancy models, and genomic scans of representative species, my research 

has provided new insights on how montane biota at different levels of organization respond to 

changes in their environment. I have shown that in Peninsular Malaysia, degradation and 

fragmentation of TMFs can discourage some species occurrences and hinder gene flow, and have 

revealed that despite wide variation in species responses, montane-specialists were most vulnerable 

to environmental change.  
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